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Architecture in the Urban Desert:
A Critical Introduction to Japanese Architecture After Modernism

Hajime Yatsuka

The Cdyrm bound,ed infrnddy . A laburimth where tlou ciff e
rru3ver  I,oat.  Your  privdre  map  where  every  bl,ock  beours
ettcLctly the sa;me rvumber.
Even if you I,ose your way , you carunct go urong.
Hobo Abe,  The  Ruined  Mapl

The Thirst forr i,he Symboha: the 195os
It  need  hardly  be  said  that  the  Modern  Movement,  at
least as literally interpreted, was characterized by an an-
tagonism  to  symbolism  and  a  rejection  of  historicism.
Since  the  decline  of the  Modern  Movement,  symbolism
has  re-emerged  as  a protagonist,  supported  by  a resur-
gent interest in historical context. This revenge of history
has  taken  command  of  architectural  culture  in  almost
every developed  country-in  Italy,  from  Neo-Liberty to
Rationalism;  in  the  United  States,  from  Louis  Kahn  to
Robert Venturi and  Michael  Graves;  and  in Japan,  from
Kenzo Tange and Seiichi Shirai to the "New Wave" of the
present day.

Indeed the first symptoms of the crisis of modernity-that
is, Neo-Liberty, Kahn's historicism, and in Japan the con-
troversy between Tange  and  Shirai over the problem of
"tradition"2-emerged   almost   simultaneously   in   each

country,  and  these  now  distant  phenomena  still  have  a
hold over the cultural crisis of today.

In Japan, Tange and Shirai, the two "77ocbft7.es" of postwar
architectural  development,  led  Japanese  architecture  in
opposite  directions.  On  the  one  hand  Tange  established
the orthodox myth of the "tradition of the new" while on
the  other  Shinai  proposed  a  heretical  antithesis  to  this
tradition.   The  two  monumental  projects  that  they  de-
signed  about  the  theme  of the  Hiroshima  Peace  Memo-
rial-Tange's   entered   for  the   official   competition   and
Shirai's  designed  for  a private  foundation-were  clearly
symptomatic  of the  basic  difference  between  them  (figs.
lug).

Tange's  Hiroshima  Peace  Memorial  was  substantially  a
modern  acropolis,  revealing  the  architect  himself  as  an
authentic  successor  to  the  Hellenic  tradition,  extending
from Phidias through Michelangelo to  Le  Corbusier.  (As

early as 1939-when he was twenty-six years old-Tange     3
had developed this theme in a memorable article entitled
``Eulogy on Michelangelo"-an introduction to a proposed

thesis on Le  Corbusier which never came to be written.)
His Peace Memorial complex was based on a belief in the
capacity of architecture to give order to the urban context,
both physically and  symbolically.  By an extensive  use  of
pj!otts  derived from  Le  Corbusier,  Tange not only made
possible  a  continuity  between  architecture  and  urban
space but also afforded a dominant position to his elevated
Parthenon. Shirai's project for a Temple of Atomic Catas-
trophe,  shaped after the mushrooming cloud of an atomic
bomb,  was  also  elevated,  but it was not continuous with
or open to its surroundings.  For him,  the unprecedented
disaster of the  atomic bomb  could not be  an occasion for
a  new  public  realm;  but  demanded  instead  an  isolated
space in order to permit contemplation and remembrance.

This  difference  was  accentuated  in  their work  from  the
1950s to the 1960s. As a designer of many public buildings,
Tange tried to achieve a dialectical synthesis between the
Japanese tradition and the "tradition of the new," thereby
becoming the  representative  architect  of Japanese  post-
war democracy.  On the  other hand,  Shirai's works were
largely  confined  to  private  buildings  imprinted  with  his
individualistic fantasy, and he remained (especially on the
international architectural scene) a "papal" figure who was
largely unrecognized.  While  Tange  wished to  be  seen  as
a prophet or as a preacher,  Shirai proffered himself as a
shaman  or  a  monk.   The  eloquence  and  light  of  Tange
versus  the  silence  and  shadow of Shirai marked the gulf
between these two masters.

Nevertheless,  both  Tange  and  Shirai  shared  a  common
ground:  the  necessity  of taking  a  critical  stance  toward
the  then  disenchanted  myth  of  the  Modern  Movement.
Manfredo   Tafuri   has   argued   very   appropriately   that
Tange's  works  (together  with  those  of  other  architects
like  Kahn,  Rudolph,  and  Stirling)  "are those which wish
never to be consumed"  (fig.  7).3  However Tange's stance
was  always  ambivalent,  caught  as  he  was  between  con-
sumption and anti-consumption.  Shirai on the other hand
was totally alienated from the consuming process of mod-
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ern  society.  Tange's  buildings  always  tended  to  become
models for urban structure, each one forming a part of an
urban  megastructure  (fig.  4),  his  ``metabolic  consuming
mechanism." Hence Tafuri's comment is more relevant to
Shirai  (figs.  5,  6).  Both  of these  two  masters  finally  re-
vealed  a will toward  the  symbolic,  a "will"  which was in
reality a ``thirst" caused by some vacancy in the universe
of meaning. And it is this thirst that marks a real starting
point  for  our  discussion  of  Japanese  architecture  after
Modernism.  The first question is,  how has this recfae7.cfae
c!w sgr"Z7o!e peyc!w  manifested  itself?

First Impulse: i,he 196os
It has been a popular view in Japan to consider the Osaka
World's  Fair  of  1970  (fig.  8)  as  the  grand  swansong  of
Metabolism,  the final  phase  of the  Modern Movement in
Japan. Tange's magnificent space structure which defined
the  central  plaza,  as  a form  of modern  agora,  proved  to
be no more than a gigantic tombstone for the orgies of the
Japanese  economic  miracle.  After  1970,  Japanese  archi-
tects seemed to be without a guiding norm.  However,  in
reality this was simply a final stage in the demythification
of Modernism,  and the first step toward a new phase had
already  begun  some  ten  years  before  in  a  rather  incon-
spicuous way, in 1962, with the appearance of two articles
by young architects.  At the moment of their publication,
they had nothing in common except for the fact that they
were  both  virtually  ignored  by  the  contemporary  read-
ership.

The first was written by Arata Isozaki, then thirty years
old,  and  on  Tange's  staff as  an  urban  designer.  It  was
entitled "The City-Demolisher,  Inc."4 The contrast man-
ifested  in  the  article  between  an  evident  interest  in  a
quasi-Dadaistic  process  of "city-demolishing"  and  a  pas-
sion  for  urban  design  was  so  striking  at  the  time  that
readers  chose  the  easiest  way  to  resolve  the  contradic-
tion-namely, to take the first position as a kind of capri-
cious  joke.  But  this  ambivalence  was  immanent  in  the
author,  and the conflict remained unresolved.  The article
took the form of a dialogue between two persons,  named
A7.cb€cL  and Sfad7o.  But the  Chinese  character which is pro-
nounced "Arata" (the architect's name) in Japanese is also
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9 Ci,dy in tlte Air. Arata lsoza,hi,
1962.

9

pronounced ``Shin" in Chinese (most of the Chinese letters
have  both Japanese  and  Chinese ways  of pronunciation).
This two-sidedness of Isozaki was already apparent in his
project  of  1962  for  a  future  city  (fig.   9),  in  which  the
columns  of an  ancient  ruin  are  superimposed  on the  site
of the future city by means of a joint-core system; a dem-
onstration of his reluctance to  accept the optimistic faith
in  the  future  of  Tange  and  the  Metabolists.   Although
Isozaki himself was not at this time fully conscious of the
future  course  of  Metabolism,  this  was  undoubtedly  an
early premonition of the downfall of the universe of tech-
nological signs.  His future city was a kind of c{ttd cb7tcLZogo
which clearly presaged the overturning of the technolog-
ical universe through the poetry of ruin, which symbolized
death.  It was  a historic irony that  Isozaki  should  design
his most technologically oriented project, the Robot at the
World's Fair of 1970,  under the direction of Tange.

If Isozaki's  ironic  manifestation  of the  "city-demolisher"
was a gesture of rebellion against the tradition of the new
avant-garde,  the main subject of another article that ap-
peared  in  1962 was truly  "reactionary"  in the  context of
the  period.  ``A  House  Is  a Work of Art"5  by  Kazuo  Shi-
nohara,  then thirty-six years  old,  seemed to  be  no more
than  an  outdated  manifesto.   For  many  architects  who
were beginning to develop the final stage of the orthodox
Modern  Movement,  and  whose  chief means  were  indus-
trialization  (represented  by  science-fiction-like  capsules),
this young architect's protestations sounded no more than
a silly line drawn from Don Quixote.  Had not the concept
of architecture  as  art,  and  especially  the  house,  already
been rejected when Adolf Loos  stated,  "The work of art
is  revolutionary,  the  house  conservative ....  Does  this

I     therefore  have nothing to  do with  art,  and  should  archi-
tecture not be classified under the arts? This is so."6

However,  to  compare  historical  discourses  only  on  the
literal level has scarcely any significance.  It is essential to
cast  some  light  on  the  context  in  which  such  discourses
are pronounced.  When  Loos declared the death of archi-
tecture  as  art,  his  target  was  not  "art"  in  an  abstract
sense,  but the particular "art"  of fin-de-siecle  Vienna,  of
the  city  he  called  "die  Potemkinsche  Stadt."7  Loos's  ex-



10  Slinowa Ba,nd,  ScLseho.  Set,hehi
sh;inch,  1965.

clusion of art from the discussion of architecture was tact-
ical in this milieu, arising out of the fear that any further
talk  of art  would  obscure  the  real  cultural  crisis  of the
ancient  capital  of the  Hapsburgs.  In  a  word,  he  feared
that the  "Potemkinsche"  appearance  of this city acted  as
a mask hiding cultural corruption.  It is ironic that Loos's
recognition of the Ringstrasse as a "billboard" city should
lead Venturi to posit the billboard as the basis of an "ugly
and ordinary" architecture.  However,  Loos was confront-
ing the problem of the  symbolic.  His theoretical position
was an attempt to neutralize the poison of "the flourishing
cancerous language,"  as  Karl Kraus put it.  "If I saunter
along the  Ring,"  he  noted,  "I  always think  someone  has
been trying to make us believe Vienna is a city of nobility
only."8  In  place  of the  false  sign  of the  old  capital  Loos
posited the sign ofo72,e Etge7oscfacLfi-without quality.9

But in  the  physical  and  cultural  context  of the Japanese
city  of the  early  1960s,  it  was  obvious  that  the  critical
gesture  of  the  architect  had  to  be  based  on  something
more  than  the  simple  "abandonment"  advocated  by  the
Viennese master. For Shinohara, what was lost, and what
therefore  had  to  be  recovered,  was  ``the  resonance  of
space."  For Shinohara as  opposed to  Loos  "A house is  a
work  of art."  Although  thoroughly  alieh  to  the  esoteric
mannerism of Shirai,  Shinohara's effort also concentrated
on creating a self-contained symbolism of space which was
"artistic"  and heterogeneous within  the  surrounding ur-

ban milieu.

While Shinohara seemed to have nothing to do with Shirai
except a desire for non-consumable symbolic objects,  the
influence  of  Shirai  was  more  apparent  in  the  work  of   JO
Isozaki  who  was  a  student  of Shirai's  opponent,  Tange.
When Shirai's Shinwa Bank of Saseho-which had already
been  directly derived  from  his  Temple  of Atomic  Catas-
trophe-was  completed  (fig.  10),  Isozaki wrote  an article
which  focused  on  the  manneristic  tendency  of the  older
master  as  was  represented  in  his  sophisticated juxtapo-
sition of heterogeneous furniture.  At the same time  Iso-
zaki  pointed  out  the  tradition  of Japanese  Sukiya  style
since  Rikyu.  He posited that he had found  a modemized
way of applying this "manner" of fragmentation (fig.  11).



8    Isozaki's first realized building,  Oita Medical Hall of 1962
(fig.  12), already revealed a resemblance to the Temple of
Atomic  Catastrophe as an isolated heterogeneous object.
This  was,  as  an  article  "The  City-Demolisher  Inc."  an
ambivalent  manifestation  of his  toward  the  relationship
between  architecture  and  city.   It  really  can  be  "read''
both as continuous (as the fragment of the cluster city in
the  air as in Tange's work)  and  as  discontinuous  (as the
gesture  of rejection  to  be  assimilated  in  the  amorphous
city as in Shirai's work).

The Deal,h of t,he Syrmbohe: Two Mo,sters Of t,he 1970s
The breakdown of Modernism in the Osaka World's Fair
seemed to mark the arrival of a new era. But was it really
something  new  in  the  progressive  sense,   as  was  then
assumed,  or  was  it  not  only  the  appearance  of  an  old
pl.oblem  which  had  hitherto  been  ignored?  One  possible
reading is this: just as the technologically oriented ration-
ality of Metabolism failed to achieve a true public realm,
so  the  grandiose  void  of the  festival  plaza  revealed  the
limitations  of Tange's  symbolism  and  the  bankruptcy  of
his aspiration not only to be an architect but also a leader
of the people.  This symbolic decline marked not only the
invalidity of the orthodox Modern Movement, but also the
unavailability of the symbolic not only for Tange and the
Metabolists but also for Shirai and Shinohara.  During this
period certain architects and critics hoped to find an ``other
way" in the works of Shirai and Shinohara, who were then
masking the real problem through their strength of char-
acter;  appearing  like  phantoms  of the  "demiurge"  after
the decline of the false Moses, Tange. Nothing in fact was
left for the architect as manipulator of the symbolic realm
(architecture as  language)  but to  attempt  to ``speak into
the  void." ]°  However it was  now  evident  that the  sym-
bolic had incorporated the void into itself.  The attempt of
the  Modern  Movement  to  overcome  this  final  crisis  in
modern culture had  failed.  The  celebrated last phrase  of
Vet.s w"e arch¢tec€"re-"architecture or revolution? Rev-
olution  can  be  avoided"-is  revealing in  this  context  for
neither the revolution nor architecture had proved to  be
Messianic.

In this  transitional  period,  the  paths  of Isozaki and  Shi-

nohara,  two  young architects who were  now themselves
becoming masters, began to cross in a rather curious way.
Isozaki's  chief concern  around  1970  was  rfoe D¢ssoZ%€jo%
o/ A7.c7}{tec€"7.e   (an  echo  of  his  earlier  City-Demolisher
Inc.),  to quote the title of his book on international radi-
calism from  Hans  Hollein and Archigran to Superstudio
and the Venturis.  But as in the case of Loos's negation of
architecture as art (although in a different way), the word
``dissolution" for Isozaki was not supposed to be taken in

a literal sense. For it was evident that Isozaki was himself
an "art-oriented architect," and especially when compared
to the attitude of his former teacher, Tange, the "society-
oriented" architect.  So it was natural for him to turn his
interest from the "dissolution of architecture" to the for-
mer object of this act of dissolution,  namely the architec-
ture itself. And at the same time, "Arata's" former passion
for urbanism finally was repudiated by the antagonism of
the demolisher "Shin," but now from a completely differ-
ent standpoint,  because "a city is 72,of  an object of art."

This  did  not mean for a man  of Isozaki's intelligence,  to
whom  it was  self-evident  that  art had  already been  "as-
sassinated" many times in the course of modernist history,
that the architect should relinquish his negative or ironic
stance. To characterize his works after 1970 as "formalist"
can,  as he himself declared,  be justified.  But this te]rm is
in fact too vague to convey any pl.ecise  sense of his posi-
tion.  There is,  after all,  little common ground among the
"formalisms" of Mies van der Rohe, Eliel Saarinen, Kahn,

and Isozaki. We can even pose the question, "Was not the
functionalist style itself a kind of formalism?" In the case
of Isozaki,  his  "formalism,"  as represented  by his quasi-
paranoiac  use  of geometry,  is  accompanied  by  his  very
particular concept of "manner." "Manner," as he uses the
term,  is,  however,  somewhat different from the  original
Italian   concept   of  77ocb7odercL.   While  77oci7tde7Aci   indicated   a

particularly personal mode  of expression,  as in "maniera
di  Michelangelo,"  Isozaki's  "manner"  was  understood  to
be a transpersonal concept,  something similar to the con-
cept of "cLw±o6c7itw7.e"  as developed by the  Surrealists  or
to  the  idea of the  "p7.ocecz6"  as  developed  by the  French
novelist and dramatist,  Raymond Roussel,  a precursor of
the Surrealists and Dadaists.  In this sense Isozaki's ``for-



11  Fwhuoka, Sogo Ba;iwh.  AIaha
Iso%ahi,,1965.  Interior.
12 0i±a, Medhoa,I Center.  idratcL
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malism"  is not intended  to remain on the level of "form-
giving."  Rather,  for  him,  form  is  something  not  to  be
invented but to be manipulated, thus removing the archi-
tect from his previous form-giving function as demiurge.

It  is  clear that the  crisis  of architectural  culture  obliges
self-conscious architects to reconcile themselves to a cer-
tain  resignation.  This  resignation  is  also  visible  in  the
works  of  Shinohara.  That  his  desire  for  symbolism  had
come into confrontation with the "impossibility of the sym-
bolic" was already evident around  1970.  However far re-
moved  Shinohara's  symbolism  remained  from  the  tech-
nological language of the Metabolists,  he could not in the
end  be  saved  from this absence  of ultimate  signification.
The  more  ardently he wished to create  a symbolic  space
"full of resonance," the more tragic his architecture turned

out  to  be.  His  statement  ``because  I  have  taken  a  long
time  pondering  meaningful   space,   there  has  appeared
within me a `meaningless' meaningful space" I I  clearly in-
dicates the  next  step  for this tragic  architect-to  extin-
guish  the  trace  of what  he  once  so  ardently  wished  to
create. "These days I even wish I could dispense with the
expression `space'," [2  he  concluded.

At the same time as Isozaki rejected the city as his subject
for the sake of art, Shinohara, whose architectural concern
had  been  confined to  residences  "as  art,"  began to  refer
more and more to the city.  But this "city" could no longer
be  the  object  of design  in  the  way  that  Tange  and  the
Metabolists  or  even  recent  European  "rationalists"  be-
lieved  it to  be.  ``The  city  I  have  in  mind,"  stated  Shino-
hara, "is a city with an attentive, caring [regard]." 13 How-
ever,  Shinohara  like  Jacques  Derrida  was  certainly  not
sanguine about the possibility of "paroze p!e{7te. " Thus the
next step for the architect was evident:  to live in aliena-
tion-denying any hope for architecture to cure this alien-
ation,  because this would already be beyond the capacity
of architecture. Toyo Itoh, for whom Shinohara's influence
was   decisive,   summed   this   up   precisely:   "The   world
around us turned out to be barren and uncertain, a world
in  which  the  city  can  no  more  provide  an  oasis.  What
Shinohara wishes to  express now changes from the oasis
to this devastation of the desert." ]4 Architects were now
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obliged to live and still to "create" symbolic objects under
circumstances in which true  symbols had become impos-
sible-in other words,  dead.

Among  the  works  of Isozaki,  two  museums  of fine  arts
provide the most appropriate examples for our discussion.
It  is  the  city,  again,  that  we  must  take  as  the  point  of
reference,  in spite of the architect's self-proclaimed indif-
ference to it.  It might seem odd enough to discuss the city
in relation to these buildings,  because neither of them is
in  fact  situated  in  an  urban  context  but  in  a  suburban
natural setting.  Yet an understanding of the basic signif-
icance of these works is not possible without reference to
the relationship of architecture to the city,  a relationship
which  is  conceptually-if  not  physicallyuembedded  in
them.

The  chief concept  of the  Gunma  Museum  (fig.   14)  was,
according to the architect himself, the museum as a void:
``Today,"  wrote  Isozaki,  ``the  Museum  is  no  more  than  a

temporary anchorage for the artistic objects which circu-
late in the world." 15 This notion of the lack of a fixed place
for  the  art  object  clearly  reflects  his  attitude  not  only
toward the artistic scene but also toward the world itself.
For him,  nothing  is  certain.  Even  in  his  urban-oriented
period  (1964)  he  proposed  the  striking idea of the ``invis-
ible city" in which he suggested that in the future the only
task  of the  urban  designer  would  be  to  manipulate  the
ever-changing semantic  aspects  of the  city,  thus  making
the  physical  structure  of secondary  significance,  that  is,
conceptually invisible. Ten years later, the architect, who
had already lost interest in the city, again suggested that
"an  architecture  for  artistic  objects  that  are  chosen  and

arranged  each  time  for  exhibitions  does  not  require  a
definite iconic quality  of its  own." 16

Mere enclosure or the frame now becomes appropriate in
itself.  As  Isozaki  writes:  "So  there  we  have  a  series  of
platonic  cubes  made  out  of silver  aluminum  panels  lying
on the grass ....  The cubic frames which hold the inner
space would themselves furnish the metaphor for the mu-
seum." 17  Isozaki further insisted  that  such  frames were
too familiar and neutral to evoke any specific image,  and

that a division of the surface into squares would make this     11
intentional  neutralization  of the  architecture  more  effec-
tive.  So  for  all  intents  and  purposes  we  are  presented
with  an  "invisible"  architecture-but  is  this  really  the
case? The most interesting and appropriate answer is both
yes and no.  Certainly it is so on the level of architecture
considered as an autonomous entity, because the grid sys-
tem  (both  two-  and  three-dimensional)  acts  as  a neutral
setting  into  which  various  heterogeneous  sub-elements
may  be  inserted.  Isozaki  writes,  "In  Gunma  additional
elements have become part of the system as a supplemen-
tal  structure.  They  are  foreign  elements  that  break  up
the order established by the cubic frame and create such
effects  as  contrast and layering"  (fig.13).18  In  short,  the
neutral grid  acts  as  a mechanism for the  effective  signi-
fication  of these elements which,  in their turn,  become  a
part  of  the  artistic  object  itself.   Nevertheless,  on  the
supra-architectural level, that of the relationship between
the  architecture and its  surroundings,  the  cubes  also act
as "defamiliarized" elements.  The appearance of this mu-
seum is never as neutral or as "invisible" as the architect
claims  it  to  be.  On  the  contrary,  it  is  inserted  into  the
natural  setting  to  form  a  striking  contrast,  even  as the
inner  sub-elements  are  inserted  into  the  "abstract"  grid
system.

One might go further and posit that this seemingly serene
but  paranoiacally  conceived  order  has  the  contemporary
urban milieu as its ultimate target (if not by direct inten-
tion,  then  certainly  by  implication).  The  duality  of the
cube both as a heterogeneous and a homogeneous element
clearly reflects the duality inherent in the form of modern
cities (especially those of Japan), which are both complex
(heterogeneous) and uniform (homogeneous).  Perhaps we
might  be justified  in  claiming that,  in this  way,  the  "in-
visible"  (and  at the  same time highly conspicuous)  struc-
ture can be taken as a paradoxically inverted contextual
model for the architecture of the city.  And thus Isozaki's
lack of interest in the city can also be read as an inverted
criticism of the city.

Such conspicuous  and  potent monumentality,  hidden  be-
hind  its  supposedly  ``invisible"  mask,  becomes  decisively
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present in Isozaki's museum for Kitakyushu (fig. 15). Here
we witness a combination of two motifs which are already
familiar to us,  that of a tube in the air (a motif which had
appeared  already  in  his  earliest works,  such  as  the  Oita
Medical  Hall  and  Library  for  the  same  city)  and,  once
again,   the  grid  and  square.   Among  those  of  Isozaki's
works which employ the "flying tube," this is without any
doubt the most overwhelming and monumental. Although
it is  clear that the  setting for this  building  (the  top  of a
hill which is part of a park) was decisive in the formation
of this  cannon-like  shape  raised  in the  air,  it  is  perhaps
more interesting to see the target of these huge cannons:
the amorphous suburban settlements dispersed at the foot
of the hill. In this modemized temple-recalling the Greek
temple  form  of Leo  von  Klenze's  Walhalla  (fig.  17)-we
cannot  overlook  the  hostility  of the  architecture  toward
the existing urban settlement.  Should this be interpreted
as the arrogant and pseudo-heroic gesture along the lines
of Venturi's familiar ridicule?  Definitely not.  Rather,  one
should  see  this  project  as  the  embodiment  of  a  tragic
architecture  in  which  the  architect  is  obliged  to  act  as
anything but a hero. Here we might contrast the museum
with  two  works  from  the  history  of architecture  which
Isozaki himself listed as sources: the Wolkenbtigel project
of  EI  Lissitzky  (fig.   16)  and  the  Monument  for  Urban
Communication of Hans  Hollein (fig.  18).  Such a compar-
ison  reveals  the  uselessness  of  a  superficial  formal  (or
GestcLJt)  analysis  for understanding the  nature  of the  ar-
chitectural discourse.  While these three architectural ob-
jects have a striking lkeness to each other,  their ration-
ales  are  in   striking  contrast:   Lissitzky  speaks   of  the
abolition of an "outdated" and "bourgeois" concept of art,
the  liberation  of the  labor  class  from  the  old  system  of
representation,  and of the  emergence of the  architect as
a new master builder, a new teacher of the alphabet; while
Isozaki speaks of the pl.edominance of the square, empha-
sizes the flying tubes, and insists on a classic symmetrical
composition.  In the Kitakyushu museum, there is no echo
of Lissitzky's  call for an "Architecture  of World  Revolu-
tion."  The  second reference,  to the work of Hollein,  Iso-
zaki's  close friend,  is more  suggestive.  It is the  sense  of
"death" that, according to Isozaki, makes the work of this

Viennese  architect  so  exciting;  a destructive  instinct as-

sociated  with the  memory  of the  Nazis.  There  is  a  con-     13
nection  between  these  ``monumental"  affinities  and  Iso-
zaki's  concern  for  Speer  which  was  already  apparent  in
his  project for the  Festival  Plaza in the  World's  Fair  of
1970, which he called an "invisible monument" inspired by
the famous light show of the German architect.  However,
this observation (together with a labeling of Aldo Rossi's
works  as  "fascist")  turns  out  to  be  entirely  superficial
because it neglects the fact that these works, unlike Nazi
propaganda monuments,  have moo real object to celebrate.
Isozaki  is  no  Speer  because  he  has  no  Hitler.  What  is
celebrated  here  is  no  more than the  "form"  as  an  auton-
omous "signifier."  Isozaki was fully conscious of this par-
adox when  he  argued,  "With  the  loss  of the  meaning  of
celebration the monument turns out to be an altar to this
loss."19   Here  we  are  confronted  with  one  of  the  best
examples of that "a)ycfottect%7^e dcl%s  Je bo%dot7" described
by Manfredo Taful.

Indeed Tafuri speaks of the work of Aldo  Rossi in terms
that are  perfectly  applicable  to the works  of Isozaki and
Shinohara:  ``The  result  that  Rossi  approaches  is  that  of
demonstrating, without any chance of further appeal, that
by  his removal  of form from  the  domain  of daily  experi-
ence,  he  is continually forced to  circumnavigate the  cen-
tral point from which communication springs forth, yet is
unable to draw from the source itself." 20 Both Isozaki and
Shinohara  are  conscious  of the  "loss  of center"  as  refor-
mulated by Tafuri.  It is Shinohara,  more than any other
contemporary  Japanese  architect,  who  exemplifies  this
condition described by Tafuri, a condition that arises "not
because  of any  inability  of the  architect,  but  rather be-
cause this `center' has been historically destroyed." 2l

Around  1970,  Shinohara's work  changed  from his  earlier
style,  which  was  grounded  in  a  modernized  symbolism
relating to the traditional typology of the Japanese town-
house,   to  one  which  was  more  abstract  (fig.   19).   The
pitched  roofs  disappeared  and  cubic  structures  emerged
which  still  maintained  a  Japanese  character.  (Note  the
difference  between  his  residence  of 1971  entitled  "Cubic
Forest" [see fig.  19] and Le Corbusier's residential works
of  the   1930s.)  This  stylistic  change  corresponded  to  a
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16    change of subject, as demonstrated in his writings of this
period. He began to propose the "elimination of the mean-
ing of space"  or,  in other words,  a theory of ``neutralized
space."  However,  when  compared to  his  later work this
"new"  space,  although  reductive  in  the  sense  of not  di-

rectly  referring  to  the  traditional  concept  of  humanist
space, was never entirely deprived of meaning or neutral
in  its  connotations.  As  in  the  case  of the  homogeneous
grid  and  the  cubic  sequences  in  Isozaki's  museum,  this``neutrality" was no more than a rhetorical device designed

to  intensify its message.  But what kind  of message,  and
for what?  In this context it is essential to note that this
stylistic change in Shinohara's work was closely related to
a revision of his interest in the city.

In this period he was preoccupied with the idea expressed
in  an  often-repeated  key word-fissure-as  represented
in such poetic aphorisms as "it is a fissure-space that deals
a direct blow to the whole of the given cubic body." 22 This
``fissure" appeared in an extraordinary way in the "center"

of his  residences,  as  in  the  Uncompleted  House  of  1970
(figs.  22,  23),  the    Shino  residence    of 1970,  and  in    Re-
peating  Crevice  of  1971   (figs.  20,  21).  He  named  these
central spaces  or fissures "streets"  in order to  express  a
"sense  of waiting  for  passers-by  who  appear  out  of no-

where." The reductive sign of the city suddenly intruded
into  these  cubic  houses.  The  effect  of this  "direct  blow"
was made more intense by refusing to make any external
gesture of the exterior toward the outer world. Again, as
with  Isozaki,  we  have  a  paradoxical  model  of  the  city
represented in an autonomous building. We might be jus-
tified  in  comparing  this  highly  theatrical  setting  to  the
symbolism of traditional Japanese stage performances like
the Noh or Kabuki in which the concept of Michiyuki (or
symbolic  representation  of actors in  the  street)  plays  so
important a role; but Shinohara referred more specifically
to  the  concept  of the  director  Peter  Brook:  "An  empty
space,  anywhere-this  I  will  call  a naked  stage.  A  man
walks  through  this  space.   Another  man  sees  it.   It  is
enough to make  a dramatic action possible,''23  wrote the
British  theatrical  director.  For  the  Japanese  architect,
this was  enough to  make  an  architectural  action  (in  the
city) possible.

But what kind of action? Action for the sake of "art"-a
device  to  attract  the  eye?  Definitely  not.  In  fact,  these
are not transcendental spaces completely "removed fi.om
the domain of daily experience." Again Toyo Itoh affords
us  a precise  description  of these  devices:  "The  word  `fis-
sure',   despite   the   architect's   intention   of  `eliminating
meaning',  rings in deafening tones in the minds of people
living  in  the  devastating  inquietude  of  the  city."  And:
``Thus it becomes  the  space  which paradoxically  symbol-

izes an absence of the `symbolic' in the city.''24 However,
even within this limited  stage,  the  architect continues to
act as a "demiurge" who precedes and controls an unusual
uliiverse of signs relating to an anti-daily life.  His desper-
ate gesture is still directed toward an outer world full of
agony  and  antagonism,  his  belief  in  his  own  ability  to
control  these  signs  being  a  last  stand  in  a  process  of
contestation.  However, the final tragedy was yet to come.

The   house   in   Uehara   of   1975   (fig.   24)  suddenly  an-
nounces  a  second  and  decisive  turning  point;  one  which
was nevertheless foreshadowed by the  Prism  House  and
the  Tanikawa  residence  (fig.  25),  built  one  year  before.
This time the "fissure" is brought into the space.  It is no
longer a "fissure space" but rather a "fissured  space" or,
strictly  speaking,  a  spatiality  already  destroyed  by  the
violent intrusion  of exposed  structures,  which the  archi-
tect called  a "jungle."  Shinohara explained,  "It was just
an off-the-cuff analogy that I made, but it was about this
time that the te]m and concept of `savagery'  took shape
in my mind." 25 The concept of "savagery" has two sources
for him,  both acting only as suggestive limits.  One  came
from  the  impression  left  by  his  travels  in  Africa-the
scenes  of the  street  in  African  cities-his  memory  fur-
nishing him with an intense and temporary impression as
shimmering as the air itself.

This  personal  memory  was  then  connected  to  a  second
source, the description of the savage mind in Claude L6vi-
Strauss:  "The  cause  of savage thinking  is  a will to  sym-
bolization experienced as the most vehement passion man
has ever known, and, at the same time, the utmost atten-
tiveness  directed  to  the  phenomenon  of concreteness."26
However,  we  need not interpret Shinohara's metaphoric
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use of the term as depending literally on the more general
concept of the French anthropologist,  because  for Shino-
hara  "savagery"  is  that  which  casts  a  new  light  on  the
"symbolization" and "attentiveness" for which he had been

so ardently longing.  The word "savagery" was chosen by
the  architect not because  of its  validity  in  a general cul-
tural discussion, but because of its violent connotation and
its  appropriateness  as  an  adjective  describing  this  "jun-
gle" or "uurefined scene," "a sort of anarchy," as he called
it himself. This anarchy rejects the intent of the architect
to dominate the  universe  of signs,  even down to the  de-
tails.  Compared with the  barrel  vaults  of Isozaki,  which
were chosen for their historical associations and geometr-
ical perfection-in other words, for their status as sophis-
ticated   artistic   devices-the   barrel   vault   which   also
crowns the cubic body of the small house in Uehara (added
because  of a change  in the  program)  is  a bricolaged  ele-
ment   (to   refer   to   another   concept   of   L6vi-Strauss),
thereby  bearing  witness  to  anarchy  in  the  universe  of
signs.  Here, we see only naked signs without any precise
meaning  or  any  trace  of  the  omnipotent  manipulator.
Through "savagery," the architect has finally exiled him-
self from  his role  as  ``demiurge."  What  is  left  is  nothing
but  an  anonymous,  violent,  and  unquenchable  thirst  for
the  symbolic.  Such  a  scene  of devastation can  only have
been  generated  in the  cities,  which were  the  settings  of
a cultural crisis never to be resolved.

These  "tragic  views  of  architecture"  by  the  "unhappy
avant-gardes"  are  surely  not  shared  by  the  majority  of
Japanese architects.  These,  like architects in other coun-
tries,  still believe in the possibility of achieving architec-
ture.  We  need  not devote general  space to this phenom-
enon.  However,  one  instance  is  worth  some  discussion,
namely the work of a third master, Fumihiko Maki. Maki's
Daikanyama hillside terraces (fig. 26), built in three stages
over more  than  a decade,  provide  us  a good  example  of
positive  architecture.  For  supporters  of this  complex,  it
affords  a  convincing  street  scene,  with  sophisticated  ar-
ticulation  and  a  human  scale  avoiding  the  monotony  of
dogmatic Modernism.  Surely we have no reason to oppose
this exercise in bo7o go"€  after the manner of Josep  Lluis
Sert,  who  was  Maki's tutor at  Harvard.  It is  clear that
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the rejective or violent reactions of say Isozaki or Shino-
hara cannot be the only way of responding to urban "con-
text"  and  Maki's  serene  "contextualism"  can  be justified
to a degree. Most of the Japanese architects are optimistic
enough to believe in the general applicability of this prin-
ciple  of good  taste.  They  admit  to  the  aesthetic  of the
upper-middle  class  which  is  after  all  a  certain  fomi  of
ideology or myth as Roland Barthes so brilliantly showed,
ignoring the  fact that not  everyone  can be  upper-middle
class.  It is symptomatic that in this complex the strangest
deviation  from  the  "humanist"  line  occurs in  the  cut-out
corner  and  the  sensual  curve  revealed  against  the  rigid
frame.  This hypothetically felicitous relationship between
what speaks and what is spoken is the essence of Human-
ism.  Because, here, what speaks is nothing else than form
itself.  Humanity  is  excluded  from  this  autonomy  of the
form,  betraying the  intention of the  architect.  This anti-
monument proves  that  even  humanistic  intention cannot
be saved from the death of the symbolic.

Arch;ihects ct a Majsked Ball,
Every argument on "Post-Modernism" is nothing but su-
perfluous,  because  for  all  of the  liberating tone,  suppos-
edly due to the end of Modernism-even if we could safely
assume  this-does  not  assure  liberation  in  itself.  It  de-
notes  instead  a  failure  of the  action  of  liberation,  thus
leaving  the  object  of this  act  untouched.  Therefore  con-
demning  Modernism  without  proposing  a  radically  new
approach-which seems to be almost impossible at pres-
entuloes not make any substantial sense. The fact is the
crisis from which the heroic avant-gardes tried to salvage
the Western culture still remains.  However, it is not only
Western culture  which  suffers from this  profound  crisis.
Japanese  architects  were  also  to  lose  their  true  objects
when the World's Fair of 1970 proved the bankruptcy of
the illusion of miraculous prosperity.

However,  immediately  after the World's  Fair which had
celebrated  the  utopia  of Metabolism,  the  crisis  for  most
architects  was  only  outside  themselves.  Such  works  as
the   Exploding   House   of   Hayashi,    the   Blue-Box    of
Miyawaki,   Azuma's  own  house   or  the   Face  House  of
Yamashita (architects who belonged to the generation fol-
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20    lowing Isozaki and  Shinohara) represented gestures con-
testing the outer world.  These singular shapes were gen-
erated  by  the  desire  of the  architects  to  establish their
identity in  the  city "without  quality."  However,  in  spite
of their antagonism to the city, they were rather optimis-
tic in believing that there remained  a non-collective pos-
sibility for the "parole plej7te. " Symptomatically these ar-
chitects grew to be more conservative and professionally
oriented during the  1970s and it was the next generation
of architects who embraced the  essentially "tragic"  view
of the architecture of the two above mentioned masters.

It might be too much to say that architects of the gener-
ation "after the orgy" have a truly "tragic" view. Precisely
spe.aking,  the ``tragedy" is not necessarily in their beliefs
but  rather  in  the  semantic  universe  which  surrounds
them.  Their personal views are already of secondary sig-
nificance. Their architecture seems destined to repeat the
final  scene  of the  ball of the  Modern Movement,  but this
time with masks. The architects are no more than dancers
in this ball,  and their views-whether optimistic or pes-
simistic-are simply masks or mirrors to reflect reality in
various   ways    (but   without   making   any   substantial
change).  This  scene  does  not mark the  beginning of any
new phase, but just the phantasmagoria of a final stage in
the  development  of a  certain  language-"modern  archi-
tecture."  And  our  task  is  nothing  but  to  describe  the
strange  distortions  occuring within  the  universe  of logic
during this last phase.

"[Literature] , having attained the state of maturity which

enables  it  to  manifest  itself as  a  system  and  no  longer
merely  as  a  mirror,  confronts  its  function  through  the
word;  the  mechanism  of  this  function,  once  alluded  to,
obliges it to deal with what is not a problem inherent to
its mission, but one which inevitably concerns the receiver
(the reader-the listener),  the problem of that indispensa-
ble mask it assumes in order to construct itself in relation
to  this  mask:  verisimilitude."27  Thus  writes  Julia  Kris-
teva,  referring (again) to  Raymond  Roussel.  In this pas-
sage  we  find  a means  of analyzing  an  architectural  lan-
guage "having attained the state of maturity."  Now it is
pa)7.oze  itself which speaks.  The  speaker is  a transparent

organism,  not  even  the  subject  called  an  ``author."  It  is
not only the readers but also the authors who require the
mask of "verisinilitude." The ambiguity which relates the
"mask"  and the  ``verisimilitude" marks ``a strange distor-

tion in the universe of logic," and is best illustrated by the
work  of two  young  architects,  Toyo  Itoh  and  Kazunari
Sakamoto.

Itoh  is  often  criticized  for  lacking  an  apparent  style  or
6c7it"7e  of his  own.  Two  examples  are  sufficient to  show
this: the PMT Building in Nagoya of 1978 (fig.  28) and the
house in Nakano of 1976 (fig.  27).  The influence of Isozaki
(in  PMT)  and  of Shinohara  (in  Nakano)  is  clear.  At  the
same time, it is not difficult to find traces of influence from
many  other  precedents   (such  as   Le   Corbusier,   Loos,
Mackintosh,  Venturi,  and  Hiroshi  Hara).  Of course,  by
the  same  token,  it is  not  difficult  to  identify  departures
from  these  influences  and  a  uniqueness  of sensibility  in
both the PMT and the house in Nakano.  Both designs are
far more "sensitive"-as Kenneth Frampton puts it-than
the works of the two masters,  and the violence latent in
them  has  now  been  modified  for  the  sake  of  lyricism.
However, these considerations-whether positive or meg-
ative-have  only  a secondary  importance.  The  more  es-
sential question for us is whether any truly personal style
is possible in this world which has lost its center.  Isozaki
himself rejected  any  idea of personal  style  in  his theory
of 77ocb7o{ercL.  Since Mallarm6,  the idea of the ``death of the
author" has been familiar in the history of twentieth-cen-
tury  art.  In fact,  as  Roland  Barthes notes:  ``To write is,
through  a  prerequisite  impersonality  .  .  .  to  reach  that
point where only language acts,  `performs',  and not `me'.
Mallarm6's  entire poetics  consists in  suppressing the au-
thor in the interests of writing." 28 Itoh's work included in
the  exhibition  "A  New  Wave  of Japanese  Architecture"
which toured the United  States is suggestive in this con-
textr-his panels presenting the image of the PMT Build-
ing-the buflding as  a mask-reflected  in a mirror.  The
role of the mirror is simply to reflect; no personal identity
can be acquired from it, nor-even more decisively-from
a ``mask." Aside from a faint echo of narcissism, the PMT
building "manifests itself as a system," is a "superfluous"
building.  As  Itoh himself says,  it is too feeble  to  permit



the dominance of the strong intention of the "author." Nor
is  it powerful  enough to  be  a pcLroze p!e¢7oe.  Here,  a com-

parison   to   Adolf   Loos,   enemy   of  the   superficial   and
masked   architecture   of  Potemkin   city,   is   instructive.
Should  we  look  at  the  PMT  building  with  its  Viennese
windows as testifying to the historical invalidity of Loos's
polemic, in a word,  to the end of moralism in the Modern
Movement   in   architecture?   Definitely   not.   While   the
masked architecture of the Viennese Ring concealed "con-
trivance,"   dressed   up   in   "cancerous   language,"   Itoh's
building conceals  nothing behind  it.  The  thin facade just
stands independently between outside and inside without
expressing any positivity. On the basis of this comparison
we may identify four types of loss of identity (or quality).
The first is the false architecture  of fin-de-si6cle  Vienna.
The  second  is its counterpart,  the "abandoned"  architec-
ture  of  Loos  which  is  nothing  more  than  "reservation
(7to7o-cztj7jJ\a7®e"ce)  as sign of distinction (cztJTZ;7.e7®ce)," as Hu-
bert  Damisch  appropriately  characterized  it.29  The  third
is  the ``superduous thin facade"  inserted in the Japanese
contemporary city.  And the fourth is the quality-less ob-
jects of this insertion.  Itoh states,  "The incessant change
and  rapid   development  through  which  Japanese   cities
have  passed  have  favored  lightness,  superficiality,  and
disorder."30  However,  his  architecture,  floating  in  this
amorphous semantic universe,  refuses assimilation.  Rep-
resenting no distinctive intention,  it is clearly defamiliar-
ized   from   its   surroundings.   As   in  the   case   of  Loos's
``contextualism"  in  Vienna,  this  mechanism  of  "defamil-

iarization"    is    more    complex    than    Victor    Shklovsky
conceived it to be,  and it is difficult to tell whether Itoh's
"superficial facadism" is more than a simple transgression

of the lesson of the Viennese master.  If Itoh intended to
eject  the  Loosian  position  this  is  certainly  not  evident
from the initial appearance of his work, and in this context
it is interesting to note that it is Itoh, the architect "with-
out  qualities,"  who  turned  to  borrow  the  "hard-boiled"
forms  of  Loos  for  his  first  project  for  the  Chuorinkan
house  of  1980  (figs.  29,  30).  Only  one  thing  is  certain-
while  Loos  tried  to  speak "into the  void,"  the thin mask
of the  PMT  building  is  already  an  architectonic  void  in
itself,  speaking "into nowhere."

While  Itoh's  intention  of superficiality  is  undoubtedly  a     21
paradoxically critical gesture toward the urban desert of
Japan, it is also certain that other approaches can be taken
with regard to the iconography of the city.  The works of
Kazunari  Sakamoto,  a  former  student  of Shinohara,  are
especially of interest because of their ambivalence which
is a typical phenomenon in our distorted universe of signs.
His works are such at first glance that they may be easily
taken  as  simply realistic  and  not as conceptual at  all.  In
fact,   his  works,   almost  all  of °which  are  low-cost  resi-
dences,  have  ordinary  house-like  fo]ms  (figs.  31ng3)  and
seemingly  have  nothing to  do  with  any  novel  conception
about   architecture.   It  was   Peter  Eisenman  who   con-
demned   Post-Modernism's  preference  for  "the  classical
imagery of `houseness' (the concept that Gaston Bachelard
identified  with  a  particular  coalescence  of form  about  a
central  hearth  or  focus,  under  a  pitched  or  gabled  but
always enclosing roof)." This image "has remained essen-
tially  unchanged"  because  it  does  not  "suggest  that  any
cultural  or  institutional  change  animates  it";  the  result,
Eisenman  continues,  "turns out to  be  no more than dec-
orative,  literal,  or  nostalgic  appliqu6.''3]  Taking  into  ac-
count the fact that Eisenman is the architect who is com-
monly considered today to be among the most conceptual,
the  above  observation  might  seem  almost  self-evident.
However,   this  is  also  the  consequence  of  a  too  literal
understanding,  which,  as  we  have  seen  before,  is  a foe-
quent occurrence in this cultural crisis.  It is rather ironic,
in this context, that it was Sakamoto who, like Shinohara
(but  in  an  opposite  sense),  advocated  the  concept  of the
"elimination  of meanings" which today is  looked  upon  as

the conceptual monopoly of Eisenman himself.

It is evident t,hat each formulated this concept (or at least
its  terms)  independently.  Our  concern,  of course,  lies  in
the meaning of the concept rather than a trivial discussion
about the priority of its formulation.  For despite the ap-
parent  difference  in  their  positions,  the  objects  of their"elimination  of meaning"  have  more  than  a  little  to  do

with  each  other.  Both  Eisenman  and  Sakamoto  are  in-
volved in the creation of an autonomous architecture and
both  display  a  repugnance  for  the  polluted  universe  of
daily language.  Sakamoto  summarizes his work of "elim-



ination" as an effort to arrive at a "degree zero" in house-
form.  He  agrees that architecture is captured in the lay-
ering  of  meaning  or  multi-meaning,  as  Charles  Jencks
would argue, thereby making its own essence all the more
ambiguous.  Thus  he  tries to  evade  every type  of discus-
sion which is not peculiar to architecture.  For him, archi-
tecture should not be a symbol of anything else, but rather
a  symbol  of architecture  itself.  Thus  begins  his  "search
for house form," which does not speak about anything but
itself.  His  reductive  working  process,  an  act  of ridding
the work of all "appliqu6," which he calls an "infinite chain
of connotation," is explained by his intention to get to the
last residue which can be called "architectureness." While
Eisenman  attempts  to  follow  the  radical  twentieth-cen-
tury avant-gardes in his effort to achieve the degree zero
of form-the  absolute  language  (the  trams-rationality  of
Alexei  Krchonuiev  and  Victor  Khlebnikov,  the  phonetic
poem of Hugo Ball, the non-objective painting of Kasimir
Malevich,  the  Neo-Plasticism  of  Piet  Mondrian,  EI  Lis-
sitky's Prouns, etc.)-Sakamoto dares to reconstitute the
lost  norm  of  architecture,  which  is  associated  with  the
Enlightenment  theory  of the  primitive  hut.  What  is  too
much cL p7*o7i  to  be  an  essential  subject for Eisenman is
not cb p7io7ri enough for Sakamoto. These are two opposite
types of`autonomous architecture. Both of them ultimately
belong to  a utopia of 6c7*€"7®e,  of architectural form.  It is
strange (and thus most interesting) to see that Sakamoto's
``ordinary" architecture is a utopian device on the concep-

tual  level.  This  "ideal"  architecture  seems  to  exist  any-
where,  but in reality it exists nowhere, just as Marc An-
toine   Laugier's   House   of  the   Noble   Savage   (possibly
Adam?) exists only in Paradise. When we hear Sakamoto
say,  ``1 will have to do away with the subject,  the word,
and  finally even the  concept  itself,''32  we  are  witnessing
the act of an architect who is going to exile even himself.
His  words  sound  similar  to  those  of Wittgenstein,  who
intended to exile ``what cannot be told" from the realm of
his philosophy.  However,  in any case,  if the ultimate ob-
ject  of this  reductive  work  exists  only  in  a  conceptual
utopia,  then  how  should  we  interpret  these  houses  pro-
duced  in  actuality  by  the  architect?  As  unfinished  frag-
ments  of utopia?  The  only  possible  answer  is,  again,  in
te]ms of the concept of mask. The mask, to use Kristeva's



31  House in Sckoutoayounat8whi.
Ka;oumain Sckcunoto,1978.
32 House in Ima,jwhu. Kaeunajri
Sakcunofo,1978.
33  House im Da;ata,.  Ka,zu:Iunri
Scha,mote,1976.

term,  is  the  ``verisimilitude"  of house-form.  Perhaps this      23
is  the  only  way  to  slip  out  of the  tautological  circle  (a
house  is  a  house),  which  otherwise  would  constitute  a
conceptual  prison  for  the  architect.   Does  not  Kristeva
state that this mask in reality "is not a problem inherent
to its  mission"?  Is it not more  essential to  see the para-
doxical difficulty of "ordinariness" in a universe of the lost
symbolic?  Does  not  the  reduced  sign  "without  quality"
naturally  form  a  Nowhere  (utopia)  for  itself in  the  city
"without  quality"?  It is interesting,  in this  context,  that

Sakamoto's recent works approach the mannerism of Ven-
turi,  for  whom  defamiliarized  "ordinariness"  is  nothing
more than  a strategy,  and  is therefore hardly a utopian
pretext.

Two other Japanese architects have spoken coincidentally
of this project in metaphorical terms as "embedding"  ar-
chitecture  within  the  city.  Their  relationship  is  at  once
close and remote. Thus the Silver Triangle House (fig. 34)
by  Itsuko  Hasegawa,  another  former  student  of Shino-
hara,  and the  Reflection Houses of Hiroshi Hara offer us
good examples of this ambiguous work of "embedding," as
they call it.  Hasegawa's house  stands on a suburban site
facing a national autoroute often crowded with cars.  But
no  concern for the  special  condition  of the  site  seems  to
have  played  a role  in  determining this  purely geometric
form. Or rather, this "autonomous" form rejects any form
of  assimilation  into  its  surroundings.   As  the  architect
clearly explains, "For buildings designed according to cri-
teria inherent in architecture, the site or the city does not
have  any implications."33  However,  it would  be  a misun-
derstanding to take this to be a statement of ignoring the
city.  This  puristic  "house-fo]rm"  does  not  stand  like  the
Villa Savoye on an "ideal plain" (to use Reyner Banham's
description).  And  yet while  for the advocate  of the  anti-
urban  Ville  Radieuse,  the  city  is  an  object to  be  denied
and the house is thereby completely without any external
relations,  for  Hasegawa,  the  self-sufficiency  of the  form
of the  house  is  a  sufficient  condition  for the  defamiliari-
zation of the scene in a cityscape without quality. This can
also  be  observed  in  her  Stationary  House,  with  its  less
abstract  and  more  realistic  house-form.  Like  the  more
violent works of Shinohara,  and the more reticent works



34 Sttver Triongbe House, Yakeu.
It8who Ha,sega;un,1976.
35  St,cwh,oowry  House, Ya;iou. Itswho
Ha,sega;ova,,1978.
36 Tokuna/ru Childr.eri,'s C1;imho.
It,swho  Hasegcowcb,1978.

37 Tory Bl,ock House I . Tckefumk
AId,a,,1979.
38 House in Naka;ico. Touo Itoh,,
1976.
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of Sakamoto,  the sharp silhouettes of Hasegawa's works
cut them  off like  some  extraordinary snapshot  from the
townscape of everyday life (fig. 35). The clarity and inten-
sity of the naked structure in her work reveals the archi-
tect's desire to escape from the amorphous semantic set-
ting of the city and to establish for the houses an identity
of  their  own.   However,   as  long  as  this  defamiliarized
``snapshot"  is just  a fragmentary protest against its con-

text,  this  straightforwardness  hardly produces  anything
that  is  essentially  different from  the  ambiguous  icons  of
Itoh.  This  can be  illustrated  by the  collage-like-almost
decorativeutomposition  of one  of her recent works,  the
Tokomaru Children's Clinic (fig. 36). This work, while still
maintaining her personality,  clearly acknowledges the in-
fluence of both Itoh and  Sakamoto,  thus delimiting a cer-
tain common ground for the architects of her generation.
Compared to  the works  of architects of an older genera-
tion  from  Azuma  to  Miyawaki,  each  element  in  Hase-
gawa's work-structure, openings, walls,  etc.-has a pe-
culiarly autonomous and fragmentary quality,  giving the
impression  of being  dispersed  in  the  cityscape  as  a  "se-
manteme." This can be compared to Aldo Rossi's collages     38
with  their  "pezzt  e  pcL7t€."  That  her  real  subject  is  the
city-a surrealist cityscape-becomes apparent when her
work  is  compared  to  that  of Takefumi  Aida,  who  was
directly  influenced  by  the  Milanese  master.  The  house-
form  of  Aida,  which  he  describes  as  comprised  of toy-
block  elements  (fig.  37),  reveals  its  formal  intention  to
make itself a self-sufficient monument.  Placed in the city
context,  which seems to be of little interest to the archi-
tect, it engenders a strong defamiliarization.  Unlike Aida
what is at issue for Hasegawa and  Sakamoto is the am-
biguity of the processes of assimilation and contrast-not
a one-way operation of defamiliarization.

The  career  of Hiroshi  Hara  might  be  seen  as  one  more
retreat from the  city on the part of Japanese architects.
In  the  late  sixties,  Hara,  together with  Isozaki and  Ku-
rokawa,  was  looked  upon  as  one  of  the  most  talented
architects of his generation.  Although even in the sixties
he  refrained  from  the  technological  urbanism  so  charac-
teristic  of the  Metabolist  group,  his  "architecture  with
holes"  took  the  relationship  of  architecture  to  its  sur-



roundings  as  its  main  subject.  His  most  representative
work at this time,  his Keisho Kindergarten,  assumed the
image of a responding-machine and thereby created a sci-
ence-fiction image similar to that of the Metabolists. How-
ever,  "holes,"  as/openings of various types were in some
way the symbol of his partial acceptance of the surround-
ing environment.  However, in his Reflection House series
of the  seventies,  this relationship was virtually rejected.
It  is  interesting  to  see,  in  this  context,  that  the  most
representative works of this series, the Awazu House (fig.
39),  the  architect's  own  house  (fig.  40)  and  the  Niramu

26     House  (figs.  41,  42),  situated  in the  "natural"  purlieus  of
suburban  Tokyo  categorically  reject  the  external  world.
Hara wrote at the time that the  Reflection Houses were
an expression of a critical attitude toward the present-day
urban  communities.34  In  these  houses,  the  exteriors  are
almost totally  abandoned,  as  in many works  of other ar-
chitects.  But  this  "indifference"  to  the  external  appear-
ance is not a sign of true indifference to the outer world.
In fact,  recent Japanese architects'  abandoning of the fa-
cade  paradoxically betrays an ardent concern for it.  The
best  examples  of this  are  the  house  in  Nakano  (fig.  38)
and  the  Nagoya  PMT  building  by  Itoh  and  the  Midori-
gaoka House and Silver Triangle House by Hasegawa.  In
Hara's  case,  the  facade  is  not really  abandoned  but  only
reversed,  as  he  explains:  "Elimination  of the  outside  fa-
cade,  to  be  replaced  by  a  new  type  of facade  inside  the
house,"  ancl  "Exterior  is  a  device  to  invert  outside  and
inside  .  .  .  One of the conditions for this rhetorical device
is that the appearance of the building shoulcl only be pro-
saic."35  Thus  he  wants  to  create  a  space  of "anti-estab-
lishment"  within  his  house,   like  an  autonomous  micro-
cosm.  This could be read as an ironic interpretation of the
classical  proposition that the  house  is  a small city.  These
houses  are  fragments  of all  the  "other cities"  embedded
in the ordinary city. As in the "fissure space" of Shinohara
(and perhaps or even more consciously),  Hara introduces
urban  elements  like  street,  intersection,  and  landmark
into the interior of his tiny house.  Inasmuch as the resis-
tance is destined to be fragmentary and partial, the actual
physical  size  of this  gesture  is  only  of secondary  impor-
tance.  Although it might have something to do with Jap-
anese  traditional  miniaturization,  it  is  more  essential  to

note that these are semiological,  not physical,  devices.

The architectural works of Hiromi Fujii (figs.  43,  46,  47)
are-like those of Peter Eisenman, his counterpart in the
United   States-popularly   associated   with   semiological
considerations  because  of  their  purely  abstract  nature.
Although  in principle no  form is by nature  any more  se-
miological than any other, the neutral surfaces with grids
of  Fujii's  architecture  seem  to  manifest  themselves  as
sigrls  more  strongly than  in  other  architects'  works  (fig.
47).  It is paradoxical to realize that these Cartesian grids
become signs of some subjective intention because of their
excessive and obsessive use.  Fujii too speaks of the elim-
ination of meaning.  However, this degree zero of meaning
(of a different kind to the degree zero of Sakamoto) in fact
eloquently  informs  us  that  it  is  concerned  with  the  se-
mantic aspect of architecture.  Fujii indeed is absorbed in
describing the  rules  of a formal  operation which he  calls
"transformation,"   an   idea   indubitably   borrowed   from

Noan  Chomsky via Eisenman,  and thus he insists (again
together   with   Eisenman   and   Eisenman's   interpreter
Mario  Gandelsonas)  that  he  exclusively  deals  with  the
syntactic aspect of architecture thereby "cutting" (Eisen-
man's term)  the  building out of the  semantic universe  of
reality in  order to  achieve  the  autonomy  of architecture
(fig.  46).  That  these  "hermetic"  and  "cruel"  "games"  of
language  are  inherently  ideological  and  thus  concerned
with the  semantic  dimension  has  already been  made  ex-
plicit  by  Tafuri  when  writing  of the  work  of Eisenman.
Our critical aim then is to describe the different "fissure"
engendered  by  Fujii's  absurd  "hyper-rationalism."  This
fissure  is  the  one  between  absolute  rationality  and  the
world  of experience.  Each  of these  aspects  alienates the
other because of the fact that no one (except,  perhaps on
occasion,  the  architect himself)  can understand the rules
of the game exactly; the autonomy of the rules allows the
illusion  of a  perfect  rationality  unaffected  by  ignorance.
How  this  intentionally  "neutralized  machine,"  as  Fujii
called  it,   referring  to  the  concept  of  Deleuze-Guattari
(writers  who  also  incidentally  inspired  Shinohara due  to
their rejection of the manipulative demiurge), should func-
tion when placed in the city has already been hypothesized
in  my  comments  about  Isozaki's  Gunma  Museum.  How-
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ever,  Fujii's unreserved and more menacing image of ab-
surdity tells  us  explicitly that his work is  a challenge to
the  amorphous  city  deprived  of  rules.   But  "challenge"
might be  an inappropriate way of characterizing this fis-
sure because the "function" of this "cruel machine" is less
positive  and  less  personal.  Even  the  architect himself is
not a master of the game;  he is no more than one  of the
wheels  of  the  machine.36  At  the  same  time,  given  the
failure of architecture  as  a tool of "world revolution" we
cannot  entirely  agree  with  the  architect's  remark  that
``this very suspension in mid-air is what provides the key

to  the  restoration  of  the  self,  a  restoration  which  the
hollow object has hitherto denied."37 Nevertheless Fujii's
"suspended" form reveals to us that it, in fact, is a mirror

of reality,  in  spite  of the  fact that it is reality's  opposite
and complementary pole. What it tells us is that the ``elim-
ination of meaning" is nothing other than a demonstration
that  on  both  an  architectural  and  urbanistic  level,  the
cruelty of control and the cruelty of the absence of control
are equally absurd.  Again,  for this architecture to attain
"the state of maturity which enables it to manifest itself

as  a  system,"  to  attain  a  complete  autonomy  in  the  lin-
guistic  game,  is  to  pursue  another  "verisimilitude"  (of
absolute architecture) which "is not a problem inherent to
its mission."

In  Fujii's recent works the facades of his former works,
which obliquely followed the doctrine of modern architec-
ture  through  expressing  their  "function"  (surely  not  of
Zowecfo77®cL`ss€gA;e{t   but   rather  the   working  process   of  a
transformation  machine),  are  abandoned  for the  sake  of
an appliqu6 mask (fig. 43). And paradoxically enough, this
"mask" undoubtedly refers to the anti-appliqu6 tradition

of the  Viennese  architects,  from  Loos  to  Wittgenstein.
Like the thin facade of Itoh's PMT building,  these masks
float in the city, suspending their origins, and as such may
be interpreted as an ironic inversion of history.

Another  side  of this  adventure,  this  search for the  lost
symbolic  realm,   is  represented  by  the   self-proclaimed
"symbolists"  themselves,  such  as  Kazuhiro  Ishii,  Tadao

Ando,  and Monta Mozuna. While the architects discussed
earlier were ambiguous (or even skeptical) about the pos-
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sibility  of the  symbolic,  these  architects-in  spite  of the
diversity of their intentions-seem to ground their archi-
tecture in ``symbolism." The house-forms of Ishii (figs. 44,
45), for instance, clearly reveal this disposition, when com-
pared to those of Sakamoto or Hasegawa. That which was
a tool  and  at the  same time  an  object of criticism  of the
city for the other two is merely a hedonistic sign to play
"social  conventions"  in  the  case  of Ishii.  However,  even

this typically Post-Modern iconism is close to that hollow-
ness  of  the  semantic  universe  which  obsesses  the  first
group of architects. For just as the works of the latter are
ultimately  deracinated  from  daily  city  life-from the  in-
substantial icons of Itoh to the "realistic utopias" of Sak-
amoto-so  Ishii's works  are ultimately alienated as well.
His  architectural  language,   being  transplanted  from  a
grassroot American context via Charles Moore (his tutor
at  Yale)  is  idiosyncratically  modified,   so  as  to  become
defamiliarized   in   the   Japanese   urban   context.   While
Moore's  toy-like  architecture  anticipates  an  easy  public
reception, the "trickier" works of his former student stand
isolated,  talking  or joking  only  with  themselves.  It  is  a
little  doubtful  if  Ishii  finally  believes  his  own  remarks
•about his works, which he gives names like "Heart-Easing
House" or "Kind Service for Clients." Is he not really just
pretending  to  be  optimistic?  Anyway,  it  is  certain  that
this clever architect has chosen to be a clown, and every-
one knows that the jokes of a clown  should  not be taken
too literally because they are also a kind of mask.

The more serious side of the ambition to rescue architec-
ture  from  the  absence  of the  symbolic is represented by
Tadao Ando, as expressed in his comment, ``the catabolism
of the memory and its sublimation cross the chaotic, seek-
ing a new landing of order." 38 In his works, we again see
the  theme  of the  closed  box,  which  was  also  present  in
such works  as  Itoh's  Nakano  House  (see  fig.  38),  Hase-
gawa's Midorigaoka House,  Hara's Reflection House,  and
Fujii's  Miyajima  House  (see  fig.  47).   However,  Ando's
notion of ``embedding" is not marked by the same negative
attitude  as  the  other architects.  In spite  of its defensive
posture,  his  architecture  speaks  in  a positive  way to  its
surroundings, not into the void. His is an attempt to exile
the  void itself through establishing "a new landing of or-

50

der."  His  obsessive  use  of reinforced  concrete  walls  re-
veals  that  he  is  close  to  such  masters  as  Louis  Kahn  or
Mario Botta, for whom the existential fullness of the bare
wall  is  symbolic  of  the  dignity  of  human  architectural
practice, as is attested to by another of Ando's comments,"The  memory  of an  endless  wall,  of a  mass  of concrete

confronting  space,  pushes  the  grayness  into  the  subcon-
scious world" (figs.  48+50).39 However,  it is interesting to
note that  Itoh,  the  architect of "superficiality,"  has criti-
cized  Ando,  the  architect  of "substantiality,"  for  his  se-
mantic emptiness.40  For  Itoh,  the "substantiality"  of ob-
jects   is   not  enough  to  fill  the   universal   emptiness  of    31
meaning.  Thus  we  return  to  the  same  problem,  the  im-
possibility  of the  symbolic.  Aside  from judging which  is
the more effective strategy, we can see that Ando's works
are just another aspect of the same problem,  and insofar
as they express an emptiness, his seemingly positive ges-
ture might be nothing but an expression of a nostalgia for
a lost world,  which was already demonstrated by Tafuri
in his commentary on Kahn.

Surpassing  the  existentialism  of  Ando,  the  attempt  to
compensate for the "affluent famine" of the symbolic finds
its most intense representation in the fanatical symbolism
of Monta Mozuna (along with his precursor Toyokazu Wa-
tanabe).  Perhaps we could safely say that what Moore is
to Ishii,  Isozaki is to Mozuna.  Both architects have mod-
ified the  symbolism  of their older masters in an idiosyn-
cratic way.  Like  Ishii's  architecture  of pragmatism,  Mo-
zuna's architecture wears another kind of clownish mask.
His  symbolism  has  three  self-proclaimed  sources:  one  is
the   traditionally   reductive   symbolism   of  Taoism   and
Buddhism,  another is patently  sexual,  and yet a third is
astrological.  In  fact,  his  pedantic  discourse  on  the  first
source  is  so  erudite  (there  is  no  doubt  that  he  is  really
seeped in it) that even the Japanese are easily persuaded
that  his  symbolism  is  genuinely  Oriental  and  mystical.
This is still more true in the case of Westerners, for whom
Oriental elementsuespecially when they have something
to do with the ancient tradition-appear to be more puz-
zling than they are  in actuality.  Thus such an intelligent
critic as Kenneth Frampton took him for being "the prime
mystical  representative"  of  the  Japanese   New  Wave.



However,  in fact,  his 77ocb7ote7ACL,  inspired by Isozaki as well
as by an obsession with geometry,  has no essentially Ori-
ental  character,  nor  does  his  architectural  form.  This  is
clearly demonstrated by his design for the Buddhist nun-
nery  Eishoji  (fig.   53).   What  we  find  here  is  a  play  of
geometrical forms which is more related to the symbolism
of the  Freemasons  than  to  the  Oriental  tradition,  even
though his written text for this work alludes to the par-
adigmatic arrangement of symbolic  objects in the  design
of the traditional Buddhist temple precinct.  A similar ob-
servation  can  be  made  of  the  sexual  symbolism  in  his
recent work,  the Yosue  House  (fig.  54).  Unlike  Ledoux's
project for the  Oikema,  this  overt  symbolism has  no ra-
tional  ground.  What  supports  it,  what  ``speaks"  in  this
architecture,  is nothing but the desire to  speak.  This cb7.-
cfa{tectwre  pcL7.lcb7ote  as  a tautological  object ultimately re-
fers only to itself.  In this sense, both the Orientalism and
sexuality  (and  also  astrology  as  in  the  Taniguchi  House
[fig.  51]  or  the  archaeological  center  for  Kushiro  which
incidentally is reminiscent of Ledoux's cemetery in Chaux)
have  no  substantial  importance.  They  are  no  more  than
the pretexts of a frustrated architect for a pzcb{st7. de te#€e
which has  no ultimate  significance.  That Mozuna's inten-
tion  has  no  positive  direction but  only  a  negative  one  is
clearly  revealed  in  his  most  successful  work,  the  Anti-
dwelling House (fig. 52), which would seem to be a suitable
residence for Isozaki's "City-Demolisher." What seems to
be an over-abundance of meaning at first glance is, in fact,
yet another mask indicating an absence; a further perfec-
tion  of the  clown's  art.  We  are  returned  to  the  impossi-
bility of the  symbolic.  In the  absence  of ultimate  signifi-
cation,   language   forms   a   totally   closed   circuit.   The
boundary  of this circuit  is  like  a two-sided  mirror which
reflects the vision from outside to outside,  from inside to
inside.  The sophisticated, logical universes of these archi-
tects,  each locked  into  his own way,  seems to the public
and  to  the  "happy"  members  of the  profession  to  be  no
more than an absurd and unreasonable play in an isolated
operating theater. But, however "barren" this work might
be-and  did not  almost  all  modern  art prove  to  be  bar-
ren?-it stands as a criticism of architects in another land
(in the land of Alice perhaps?) as evidence of the right to
contest the existence of that other barren situation, which
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Notes

34    exists  outside  such  closed  spheres.  Here  then  we  stand
transfixed before a desert, which extends both inside and
outside,  with nothing but a cruel mirror as  a separating
device.  Across this gulf the perspective is completed-at
least for a while.
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Notes Concerning the Phenomenology of the Limit in Architecture

Francesco  Dal  Co
Trcunsl,ated by  Stephen Scwhcuretle

The  formal  expressions  of the  modern  and  the  linguistic
structures  of modemization have been fragmented,  even
in their practical applications, by the re-emergence of the
cl,assiecLl,.

In  two  articles that  appeared  in  the journal JZ  Co7oueg7oo
in  1920,  Giorgio  de  Chirico,  focusing his  attention on Ar-
nold 86cklin and Max Klinger, grasped the particular im-
portance of this problem.  ``While in Wagner the power of
cosmic evocation arises  from  a kind  of indefinite  and  elu-
sive chant," he asserted,  ``in 86cklin metaphysical power
always springs from the exactness and clarity of a specific
apparition. Never did he paint a fog, or trace an uncertain
contour, and therein lies his classicism and his greatness."
De  Chirico  goes  on  to  show  how  compositional  concerns
in  painting,  or  better yet co77tpostt{o7t  in  itself,  can  only
be resolved through a set of "tricks," decadent deceptions,
acts  of subversion  of that  "fatal  law"  that  one  finds  ex-
pressed  in  the  supreme  order  of  the  figures  of  Paolo
Uccello,  to use the clearest example cited by De  Chirico.

The  cutting  precision  of 86cklin's  stroke  does  not  allow
for  any  indulgence  or giving in to  such  "tricks"  or "sub-
versions":  his classicism,  sustained by a great mastery of
and  profound  love  for  the  secrets  and  the  most  hidden
refinements of his trade, finds expression in a des¢g7o epit-
omized by  its  own  precision  and  by  a !j"e  which acts  as
an insurmountable barrier to the artifices of composition.

With   equally   decisive   implications  the   classical  bursts
forth from the diverse experiences of architecture,  inter-
rupting  from  within  any  genealogical  progress  hitherto
achieved.  It is part of an age that has come to recognize,
as  the  latest  practicable  form  of domination  over  trans-
formation and development,  the profound essence of tra-
dition as a force tending toward the destruction of tradi-
tion itself. 1

The  classical  is  the  negative  backbone  of contemporary
developments  in  architecture:  in  certain  modern  experi-
ences,  the  architectural  project  realizes  itself in  an  ap-
pearance of immobility, its design gathering the traces of
a  now  private  order  of  its  own  original  perfection,  re-

vealing itself in the  end  to  be  ineffectual,  impotent,  am-      37
biguous-and  at  times,  nostalgic.  In  architecture's  most
profound significations and tensions-in those cases where
the  modern  turns  out  to  be  founded  on  a  classical  atti-
tudgrthe relation to tradition is manifested in tradition's
remembered  negative  function;  meanwhile  architecture's
perpetual tending toward a domination by forms of trans-
formation  exposes  the  precarious  foundations  of such  an
attitude.  And  wherever the  modem has  a classical  incli-
nation,  the order which is displayed ip it is not expressed
ct,s  co77apost£{o7t,  as  De  Chirico well understood.  The  very
``tools"  of architectural  representation-that  is,  the wcbgr

in which architecture places itself in a propulsive position
within the forms of the division and organization of labor-
and  the  very  co72,te7t,€  that  the  design  communicates  no
longer  have  as  their  goal  the  synthetic  reconciliation  of
artifices  and  ends,   of  techniques  and  forms.   Aims  and
appearances are intended to present themselves as essen-
tial  differences,  as  independent  eue7ots.   In  this  way  the
design,  tensed  in its  effort to approach  a classical coher-
ence,  comes  to  be  part  of a  code  of rules  whose  loss  of
power over the internal rationale of the project is exposed
by the design itself; at the same time the design assumes
the  function  of a !t77t,tt  denoting the  intrinsic  diversity  of
such rationales-it makes manifest the boundaries of the
powers of architecture and the differences that oppose its
survival.

The  project,  then,  is  an  assemblage  of c!tfJre7.e7ots.   It  ex-
presses itself through the intelligibility of its lines of dif-
ference.  It  acquires  concreteness in  the  clarity and radi-
cality of the limits of which it is made up.  The limit itself
produces  clarity to the point where,  in classical formula-
tions,  7ne7ow72,c{cLtto7t  prevails  in the  face  of the  evidence  of
the  multiplicity  traced  by  the  disjunctive  sign.  Even  in
the  extreme  diversity  of  their  formulations,  those  con-
trasting practices that have been examined in relation to
the meaning of the limit in the project fulfill a function of
extreme importance,  one whose purpose is to connote the
real, but not always manifest, complexity of contemporary
architectural experience. 2 It is necessary to sketch certain
examples  of this emergence of complexity-even though
they  may  be  arbitrary  and  in  certain  ways  unrepresen-
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tative-if we  are to pinpoint the fundamental opposition
between  certain  intellectual  attitudes,   an   opposition   I
should like to dwell upon in these notes.

In the work of Peter Behrens (figs. 3-6) we can distinguish
one  of  the  most  contradictory  efforts  made  by  modern
architecture to put into positive practice  a dialectical re-
lation with tradition, an effort whose purpose was to pre-
establish  strategies  of  control  over  the  transformations
effecting  the  evolution  of  the  forms  and  languages  of
technical creativity.  It was an effort which was resolved
in  a kind  of 7.ec!"ctto7c  of architectonic  fo]mi  to  a  classical
fixity,  where  the  value  of the t77tcLge  tended to  take  on  a
predominant  importance.  Behrens's  design  extended  to
the most diverse "objects," with the purpose of exorcizing
their  unstable  appearances  and  above  all  their  continual
modifications  of form.  The  classical  mask  of a  world  in
search  of  new  orders,  Behrens's  architecture  aimed  at
reviving a sense of tradition, making tradition the strong-
est  ``coil"  of a  program  that,  like  the  snake  of Midgard,
coiled  up  on  itself  to  reconstitute  new  possibilities  for
uniquely livable and communicable experiences.

Behaens's architectural practice has several points of con-
tact  with  the  86cklinian  attitude.  The  tectonics  of  86t-
ticher  strengthen  his  capacity  for  critical  judgment  re-
garding the limits of the modernization of building, while
his  design  strives  toward  a  perfection  and  sharpness  of
contours  and  partitions  that display  a Tuscan inclination
with  a  Florentine  inflection.3  The  limpid  clarity  of  his

:easfrt'o hc°a¥eavtet:'nt::£ ttoh°tshee °efsshe£:t£¥]°#fsfetr::tcesseewmh;:i    ;
render the act of building infinitely complex seem to pur-
sue  a  physically  perceptible,  palpable A"#!di7'.t47ay  which
will allude to a synthetic and harmonizing power in archi-
tecture,  a Zocws  of reconciliation between different forces
intermingling  in  the  dream  of  a  new  J7rdwst7*e7ac{;{sse7®i
schaft.4

The  work  of Adolf  Loos  (figs.  7-9)  exhibits  a  contrary
tendency.  His design work is never an attempt to mediate
between the diversity of separate parts and situations.  It
does not cot;e7o ap multiplicity; if anything it assumes it in
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40 order  to  render  it  fully  perceptible:  it  traces  limits  and
boundaries,  identifying  in  them  the  chief characteristics
of the architectural practice. While Behrens engages in an
all-out  battle  with  appearances,   Loos  accepts  them  by
refusing  to  impose  himself  as  mediator  of  their  differ-
ences.  His design takes upon itself the task of laying bare
the uselessness of any program devoted to the control of
the forms of becoming through unifying linguistic formu-
lations.  Loos's  environments  pay no  attention  to  the  ob-
vious;  they do not display themselves.  Their real dimen-
sion is that of the time lived within an t7ote7ior,  an interior
that refuses  to  satisfy  an understanding that is pursued
through  the  opacity  of the  external  appearances  of ar-
chitecture. 5 Such cZwpltc¢tey ends up revealing the peculiar
character  of  the  experience  that  takes  place  in  Loos's
interiors, those impenetrable refuges of a hidden mode of
inhabiting.   The   architectural   language   constmcts   the
boundaries within which such an experience becomes fea-
sible through its separateness.  In Loos, the limit is never
a  point  of  contact  or  of  passage;  nor  can  his  forms  be
conceived  of as  masks,  since  his design makes  subtle dif-
ferences  manifest,  plans  for differences  and  separations,
reflects  upon  the  modern  poverty  of language  by  laying
bare  its fleshless reality,  and points  out that every reas-
suring possibility of reconciliation is past because, as Karl
Kraus  said,  "Life  and  language  will  combat  each  other
unt,il they succeed in tearing each other to shreds, and the
end result is  an inarticulate  tangle,  the true  style of our
age."6

The  theme  of  renunciation  reappears  in  Heinrich  Tes-
senow.   In  his  work  (figs.   1,  10-12)  the  "practice  of the
limit" has implications that smack of coercion:  constituted
as such a ``practice," Tessenow's architecture attempts to
circumscribe  with  analytical  precision  the  range  of  the
domain of experience.  In the  end,  the boundaries within
which movement is permitted are narrow and in any case
rigidly delineated: the cognitive space of architecture is in
this  way  defined  in  a  restrictive  manner  and  from  an
essentially 7oostcLzg{c  point  of view.  Tessenow's  projects,
which are illustrated by a drawing technique as light and
tremulous as it is inflexible in delineating the boundaries
within  which  the  transformation  of forms  is  possible,  in
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the  end  reveal  an  inconsolable  nostalgia  for  a  primitive
simplicity,   for  an  original  purity,  for  an  essential  co7t-
sc¢ows7t,ess  of the world.  Such nostalgia seems to serve to
demonstrate  how  the  multiplicity  of  modernization  can
add nothing to the limpid perfection and transparency of
the  archetypal  forms  of experience.  Tessenow's  design,
moreover,  establishes  a bridgehead  that  separates  form
from  the  evidence  of signification:  the  upholding  of this
relation and this circularity between form and meaning is
pursued to the point where architecture is nothing but a
regret for forms  of p7®et;{o"s e#ts±e72,ce  long past.

Only  with  Mies  van  der  Rohe  (figs.  2,   13-17)  does  the
limit,  which  has  now  become  an  inflexible  co7t,dttto7t  for
the functioning of architecture, lose the ambiguities so far
described, completing the final stretch of a journey leading
to  the  recognition  of the  classical  attitude  as  one  of the
fundamental aspects of the history of the modern.

Miesian space finds its matrix in difference too.  But while
Loos follows a program aimed at functionalizing difference
in support of the t7ot67iew7.,  Mies, formulating labyrinthine
solutions,  fiercely  opposes  any  apparent  warmth  in  his
conception  of the  environment.  In  addition,  in  Mies  the
sign has no allusive functions and never becomes a media-
tion: his classical autonomy is radical.  His design does not
connect  but  rather  communicates  the  cold  tasks  of the
operations of assemblage into which the strategies of mod-
ernization  are translated.  Mies  exposes  the  ambiguity  of
such strategies,  as well as that of the technical apparatus
that gives them substance, without himself intervening in
the  process.  Hence his great sheets  of plate glass:  these
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are great exemplars of transparency but at the same time    Z2
impenetrable barriers,  or even mirrors meant at once to
multiply  images  and  to  repel  them.  As  labyrinthine  im-
mobility,  the Miesian environment is articulated through
the  indication  of  such  ambiguities  as  the  only  possible
forms  of  experience;  we  are  thus  led  to  recognize  the
intrinsic   reversibility  of  every  value  promised  by  the
technical  modernization  that  brought to  an  end  the  past
age of the experience of inhabiting.  It is the architecture
of Mies  and  not  the  steel  constructions  of the  Bauhaus
which tells of the withering of modern experience,  a pro-



13  Gericke house, Warunsee,  Berti;in.
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Perspective from, d,ining room.
14, Hubbe house,  Magd,el)urg,
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Rohe,1935. Te"aee.
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15,16  GermrLun Powktion,
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cess analyzed in clepth by Walter Benjamin.7

As   an   architecture   that   is   diagrammatically   classical,
Mies's work finds expression in aphoristic and profounclly
enigmatic configurations-``the artist is the only one who
can  make  of  the  solution  a  riddle,"  proclaimed  Kraus.
Every  act of confidence to which  Mies  seems  to  abandon
himself regarding the implications of modernization is re-
vealed  in  fact  to  be  nothing  but  a  further  step  in  his
unending analysis of the essential ambiguity of every as-
pect of the forms in an age of technological supremacy.

But  modern  architecture,   and  especially  those  experi-
ments  which  with  stylistic  unities  reinforce  the  cultural
pressures to form ``movements," offers no realistic alter-
natives  to  such  problems  as  the  one  just  discussed,  in
which one finds overlapping, mutually implicating one an-
other,  the concerns for a classical precision and those for
a  renunciation  that  finds  its  most  radical  expression  in
Mies  and  its most  nostalgic  voice  in  Tessenow.  The  only
answer provided reveals itself to be, in the end,  a painful
wandering,  a flight fi.om a destiny which sanctions,  none-
theless,  the  living  out  of the  architectural  experience  in
a KrauITs±an superfuritry .

To such a destiny, the work of Frank Lloyd Wright (figs.
18-29),  in  its  adoption  of highly  original tactics,  offers  a
strong and very specific resistance.  His work was at least
as  instrumental  in  dissecting  the  body  of the  modernist
program  as  any  of  the  instances  that  we  have  so  far
traced.

If the classical reveals the relationship of the environment
to the limits of the possible,  isolating in this way the tJo{cZ
of experience that characterizes the modern way of finding
a home,8 Wright's program detaches itself from the myst-
ical implications of such a renunciation. At the same time,
however,  it  reconfirms,  in 7Aez€g{ows  terms,  the  nostalgic
element that the  classical attitude  fails to wipe  out from
among  the  range  of motivations  affecting  contemporary
architecture.  Wright's architecture is  aimed  at re-estab-
lishing a foundation for architecture through a revival of
the   evocative  fullness  of  the  practice  of  building-he
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46     seems, to cite Ernst Bloch, to "yearn for a homeland that

has never existed, but which is nevertheless a homeland."

The  role  of the  limit  in  the  classical  experience,  as  that
p!cbce  where  renunciation  is  manifested,  takes  on  an  op-
posite function in Wright,  since the limit becomes an ele-
ment  in  a  strategy  of conquest.  A  fundamental  trait  of
Wright's work is the c7oosst7og: in appearance,  as the mys-
tifications in critical literature-placing themselves above
the clarities of architectural "declarations"-seem to con-
firm,  the privileged  space of such a practice is nature.  In
reality,  the crossing through  nature produces  no  experi-
ence  of any  real  substance:  on this  matter,  Wright  even
banalizes stereotypes typical of the American cultural tra-
dition. While in the Emersonian tradition the relationship
with nature is an integral part of the structure of a mech-
anism  of  deciphering  and  consciousness,  in  Wright  the
sole  real  experience  of nature is  one which is totally con-
ditioned  by  the  ways  in  which  the  architectural  project
finds   expression   in   its   domination   of  nature.   Nature
"speaks"  only  in so  far as it is part of the work of archi-

tecture;  architecture enables it to signify,  since nature is
essentially amorphous 77tcite7ricLZ-it is  as much  an instru-
ment  of the  work  as  the  tradition  provided  by  uprooted
historic memories.  But as an instrument nature is also  a
limit to be crossed since, as such, it ends up by stipulating
a set of rules for its use.

Wright's structures are aimed at reviving forms of fullness
for  dwelling,  at  making each  house  a special place which
as  such  cannot  be  repeated  in  its  configuration,   even
though  each  is  inspired  by  an  identical  ritual-which  is
precisely its crossing through nature,  the conquest of na-
ture.  As an instrument of the work,  nature broadens the
connotative potentialities of architecture, which in violat-
ing nature's indifference accomplish the fundamental task
of isolating and  distinguishing the  architectural  space  as
a circumscribed place.

Initially in Wright's work nature appears as a fundamental
boundary,  for it separates the reach of spaces destined to
become  a  mere  continuity  of  places  from  the  world  of
artifice,  from  the  equivalent  of living  coercively  in  a  col-

lective manner-finally, from the city. In the city, Wright
intervenes   with   acts   aimed   at   exalting   architecture's
power of abstraction: in his urban structures the richness
of the interior environments is directly proportional to the
ability of the manufactured materials to deny themselves
extemally,  turning in upon  themselves  like  impregriable
fortresses.   The  modalities  of  such  self-enclosure,   how-
ever,  have  particular  inflections,  especially  in  his  more
strictly geometrical structures.  In such works as the Mid-
way  Gardens  (figs.  23-25)  and  the  German  Warehouse
(fig.  26)-works which represent two quite obviously dif-
ferent  typologies-the  refined  and  emphatic  decorative
treatment of the perimeter elements ends up taking on a
declarative function,  calling attention to the place of pas-
sage between qualitatively opposite environmental situa-
tions.   If  the  places  thus  singled  out  seem  designed  to
reflect their own otherness, their "limits" are instead just
so  many  instances  of allusion.  In  the  Midway  Gardens,
the formal exuberance of the enclosure and the  emphatic
differentiation of the  entrances  end  up  lending a proces-
sional flavor, if not an actual function of "initiation," much
as does the arrangement of the interior passageways. This
characteristic is  one which can also be found in Wright's
other,   more   complex   formulations   of  the   "limit'';   one
thinks  of Ocotillo  Camp  or of Taliesin-but what  should
especially  come  to  mind  is  the  ritualistic  movement  im-
posed on the public inside the Guggenheim Museum.

Only  in  appearance  does  Wright's  design  attitude  seem
different in architectural problems of more limited scope,
such as in his numerous projects for single-family houses.
But in this case too the question of the relation with the
natural surroundings is prominent.  The axes about which
Wright's  environments  are  organized,  taking on  configu-
rations that complicate themselves until they are resolved
in  the  open  symbology  of  geometric  forms  engaged  in
continually  varying  distortions  and  concluding  with  an
emphasis on the theme of the circle and the spiral-these
axes  seem to want to liberate the forms  of dwelling and
reestablish them in a new order,  where the artificial and
the natural  overlap,  thereby losing their distinctiveness.
The fraternity between nature and architecture, asserted
in  this  way,  turns  out  to  be  fictitious:  organized  as  an



18 Fred,erick C . Robie house,
Ch,hoago, I1,l,inal,s. Fromh Lloyd,
Wrighi,19og. Pa;rfu:I plan,.
19  Irmperial Hotez, Tokyo.  Fro;in,h
Llotld, Wrighi, igi5. Aerial
perspective.

20 Sherman, M.  Booth, house,
Gleneoe, Iuinal,s. Frank Lloyd
Wright,1911.  Perspectine.
21, 22  Imperial Hchel, Tokyo.  Frro;wh
Lioyd, wright, 1915.
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48 integral  part  of e7ou¢ro72,me72,±s  that  cannot  be  repeated,
nature  becomes  an  artificial  presence,  a st?'?4c€wre  in  the
literal  sense.   Every  one  of  Wright's  houses  tests  this
procedure  in  a  distinctly  different  way;  this  is  because
each building conveys the appearance of being o7oe place-
each  house  is  a  highly  personal  ``homeland,"  where  the
religious ritual of the environment is repeated to an equal
degree,  despite  the  changing  of the  subjective  forms  in
which it is interpreted. Architecture in this way wrenches
the  place  of dwelling  away  from  nature,  revealing  that
its  infinite  richness  can  be  conquered  once  the  rite  that
architecture  itself celebrates  is  respected.  Every  struc-
tured environment thus acquires life as a ritual space; but
to arrive at such a state it must be totally p7®o±ec€ecz.  This
explains  Wright's  definitive  choice:  his  final  refuge  be-
comes,  in fact,  the c!ese7t.  In the desert,  the power that
nature preserves,  the  power of preconstituting unassail-
able refuges,  appears to be a supreme challenge directed
at  the  crossing  of experience-and  at  the  same  time  a
final  test of architecture's power to  overcome  once  again
the world's inhospitality to life.

Such  a strategy  ends up  expressing itself in a ritualistic
attitude that finds an oneiric representation in Broadacre
City and a ``perverse" application in the Guggenheim.  As
has  already been mentioned,  in Wright's work it is often
the elements of enclosure that reveal the presence of such
an  attitude.  So  much  so  that in certain  cases,  as  for ex-
ample  in  the  Midway  Gardens,  the  solutions  adopted  to
convey  the  bowy}cZcL7ies  of  the  architectural  intervention
seem  to  take  on  meanings  similar  to  those  that  are  im-
puted to Hindu constructions, as for example in the build-
ing  of the  temples  where  "the  edge  of the  surrounding
wall  marks  the  inversion  of  the  polarity  of  opposites,"
where artifice  and  chaos exist  side  by  side in order both
to  overlap  and to  separate from each other.9 Just  as the
geometric system of the 77tcL7t,cZcLZcL marks the path back to
the divine and traces the form of the "consecrated surface"
which  p7.ese?'i/es  cL"d 7.o{"s,   protecting  the  ce7tte7A  where
the union between the earth and the sky finds its proper
pzace,   since  77tcL"cZcLZcb,   like  2/cL7t±rcL   (bond),   is  the  artifice
that  binds  together the  swp7.e77oe  p7i7tctpze  and  makes  it
appear[°-in  the  same  way,  in  Wright,  circumscription
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23  Midway Gard,uns, Ch,wigo,
Il,timchs.  Frcwl¢ Lloyd, Wright,  1913 .
24 Mid;way Gard,ens. Aerial
perspectwe.
25  Midway Gcnd,uns.
26  A.  D.  Genr`i'nun Warehouse,
Ri,chiamd, C enter, Wisconsin. Frramh
Lioyd, wright,  1915 .
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27 V.  C.  Morris house, Saw

I_I oupe?isco , Califormin. Frcwh Lloyd,
Wrighi,1953.  Second scherme.
88 Solomon R. Guggenh,ein
Museum, New York. Fra,nd Lloyd,
wright,,  i9!+3 -1959.
29 Gorrdon Strong Automobile
Observatory and Planet,cwiun ,
Sugar Loof Mounctouin,, Ma;rtllo,nd.
Fro;nd Llotld, Wright,1984.
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and crossing (the perimeter and the axes of the house) are
acts of a ritual intended to reconcile difference and to re-
stor.e  an  existence in the  world  that  is  the  fruit of a full
and peaceable experience.

If in Mies the limit is the signal of a breakdown in the face
of the  multiplicity  of the  unfolding  circularity  of experi-
ence,  in  Wright  the  limit instead  individuates  the  space
where differences arrange themselves in a unified manner,
offering  themselves  to  experiencer-which,   once  ritual-
ized,  tends toward becoming an  activity of religious pac-
ification.

While  "modem  classicism"  testifies  to  the  end  of every
hope  of rediscovering  a  homeland  for  the  contemporary
wayfarer, Wright searches for a homeland for all dwelling,
in  forms  which,  movecl  by  faith,  reach  beyond  time.  In
this way Wright proves once again that the constitutional
differences  within  the  77oocze?'`?`a{st  p7'og7ACL77t   are   so  wide-
spread that the mere hope of bringing them back to some
fo]m of unified practice can only render more elusive the
unfathomable multiplicity of our poss€bze spcLce.
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the Factory for Large Ma,chi;in,es.
Pat,er  Behaens,1911-1912.



Modern Architecture and Industry:
Peter Behrens and the AEG Factories

Stan ford Anderson

During his first years in Berlin,  Peter Behrens projected
the overtly Neoclassical house for Dr. Wiegand in Dahlem
(fig.  3)  and  the  equally  classicizing  and  oppressively  as-
sertive  German  Embassy  in  St.  Petersburg  (fig.  7).  At
the  same  time  he  designed  the  AEG  factories  in  Berlin
(see  figs.   15,  33)  which  eventually  led  Nikolaus  Pevsner
to extol Behrens as an innovator of "functional directness"
in architecture.  If such a claim cannot be fully sustained,
there remains a remarkable difference in the manner and
degree  to  which  these  two  groups  of buildings  rely  on
historical  precedent.  This  difference  is  all  the  more  re-
markable in that these structures seemingly marked two
divergent  routes  from  the  highly  abstract  historical  ref-
erences  of  Behrens's  Dtisseldorf  period.   While  at  first
glance it appears that  Behrens adopted a more academic
and conventional attitude toward his public and domestic
buildings  and  a more  independent and  functional one  to-
ward  his  industrial work,  it is  the  purpose  of this  paper
to reveal basic  commonalities in Behrens's work of these
years.

Ludwig Mies  van der  Rohe  offered  a simple  explanation
for the apparent differences of these two groups of works.
Mies argued that Behrens successfully concerned himself
with  a  new  expression  for  industrial  buildings  because
this use-type was largely independent of any strongly held
expectations  on the  paid  of the  client,  the  public,  or the
architectural profession; on the other hand, Mies asserted,
at  that  time  no  one  could  have  conceived  of  a  parallel
formulation  for  significant  public  buildings.1  One  correct
implication  of Mies's  observation  is that  Behrens  shared
the  attitudes  that  in  those  years  led  even  progressive
architects  to  employ  conventional  solutions  for  such tra-
ditional problems as public edifices and private dwellings. 2
The conventions were perhaps innovatively explored, but
there was a reliance on convention nonetheless. However,
Behrens's  factories  are  not  anomalous  in  this  setting.
Within  the  greater  latitude  allowed  to  utilitarian  struc-
tures,  Behrens  chose  "ot  to  emphasize  that  "functional
directness" which was already manifest in many engineer-
designed  factories  (figs.  4+3);  he  rather  sought  to  incor-
porate such works within an established but evolving po-
1itical and architectural tradition. Behrens sought to bring

the factory under the rubric of the embassy-not to bring    53
the embassy under the rubric of the factory.

The  stance  adopted  in  Behrens's  industrial  architecture
was  a resigned  acceptance  of industrial  civilization.3  The
industrial  revolution  had  brought  new  patterns  of orga-
nization,  new personality types,  new structural systems,
and  new materials  and techniques  of construction.  These
were  rational  extensions  of earlier  stages  of human  de-
velopment and had,  thei.efore,  to be accepted as elements
of a "new nature." For Behrens, the artist's role, as ever,
was  to  exercise  his  will-to-form  in  shaping  this  new  na-
ture-the modern condition-into  a true  culture.  He felt
that  there  was  a  spirit  and  a  rhythm  to  modern  times
which  would  find  its  true  expression  only  through  the
artist.

In  his  Dtisseldorf period,  Behrens  was  concerned  with  a
formal  distinction  between  spatial  definition  and  the  oc-
cupation of space.  The culmination of this concern was the
exhibition   hall   at   Mannheim,   an   abstract   stereotomic
space defined by immaterial planes and complemented by
plastic  sculptures  (see Opposjtto7ts,  11,  p.  55).  However,
such  an  abstract  formulation  provided  little  guidance  in
meeting the physical and material problems of building.

Behrens's  first  major  architectural  commission in  Berlin,
the  Turbine  Factory  of 1909 for the  AEG,  forced him to
recognize and accept certain material considerations.  The
very large dimensions of the factory, the rug.ged industrial
operations which it housed, and its necessity for durability
precluded the use of those ephemeral materials which had
been both acceptable and appropriate in the earlier exhi-
bition structures.

The  Turbine  Factory  brought  about  a  confrontation  be-
tween  the  artist's  stereotomic  preferences  and  the  tec-
tonic character of the ferro-vitreous wide span frame. The
resolution of this conflict was facilitated by a shift in Ger-
man architectural theory from emphasis on material form
to  emphasis  on  space.  Stated  differently,  the  polarity  of
Tefotowifo  and Ste7.eoto77t¢e  was subsumed within an under-
standing of architecture that emphasized space. 4
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2 Ga,he to i,he AEG factories on t,he
Humbold,thouin , Brunnenstrasse ,
Berlin.  Frrcmz Sch;wech,hen,1896.
The a;rch;it,ectwral sensthtldy  Of i;he
corpora,hion aj d,ecad,e 1)efore Peter
Beh;yens wci,s  cLssockated with the
AEG.
3 Wbegcnd, House (rrvoiuj the  seat of
t,he Deutsche Af ch,eolo gksch,es
Instj,twk) , Berlj;in-Da,hiem.  P ct,er
Behaens,1911-1912.
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4 Fried;rich, Krmpp AG ,
Germouina,w erf i , Ki,el,-G aard,en.
Interior of the con]ered sti;p wi;th d,eck
Of the ba;ttleship "Hessen."
5 Gerrriia;wia;werf i. General vi,ew ,
1898-1902.
6 Fried;rich, Krupip AG , Ninth
Ma,ch;ine Workshop, E ssen, 1906f f.
7 Ge!rvrvun Emba,ssy, St.  Peter8burg
(now Leningra,d). Pcter Behaens ,
1911-1912.Presentwhiondrowing.



56   Elaborating on Neoclassical theory, Gottfried Semper had
contrasted  the  crystalline,  mechanical  wholes  of Stet.eo-
to772,te  to  the  organic,  membered  structures  of Ted;to7t¢A;. 5
Coming  from  a  different  quarter  Jacob  Burckhardt  ac-
cepted  the  idea  of an  organic  architecture,  but  claimed
that this could only result from a fortunate conjunction of
naivet6  and  closeness  to  nature.  Burckhardt  postulated
that this had happened only twice in history, arguing that
there  had  been  only  two  organic  styles,   each  with  its
single grand type: the peripteral temple of the Greeks and
the  multi-aisled  Gothic  cathedral complete  with  its front
towers.  Any  "diversion"  from  the  tectonic  norm  of the
great  organic  types  would  cause  a  tranformation  into  a
spatial  style  (et7t  j3cL"mstyz).   ``The  late  Roman  style  is
already  close  to  such a transformation,  developing a  sig-
nificant  spatial beauty which then lives  on to varying de-
grees  in  the  Byzantine,   Romanesque,   and  Italo-Gothic
styles-finally  culminating  in  the  Renaissance." 6  As  the
"diverted"  types  tend  toward  planar  and  cubic  composi-

tions, so the space, with an equally assertive cubic quality,
comes  to  have  an  importance  equal to  that  of the  solids.
Thus Burckhardt,  by contrasting organic styles to spatial
styles,   honored  the  great  tectonic  prototypes  but  also
implied  that  the  organic,  tectonic  structures  were  em-
phatically corporeal and material. 7

The  shift in theoretical  dominance  from the  tectonic  con-
ception  of architecture  to  a  spatial  conception  was  fixed
with August Schmarsow's inaugural lecture at Leipzig in
1896  in  which  he  characterized  architecture  as,   essen-
tially,  the  forming  of  space  (Z3cL"77oges€cizte7i").8  The  ap-

parent obviousness of this description compelled Schmar-
sow to  engage  in  a polemic  against established  positions.
He argued that contemporary architectural education, like
Semper's  theory,   sought  to  construct  the  essence  of  a
building style in terms of the orders,  of the vaulting con-
struction,  or  even  from  the  crafts  of the  period.  On  the
contrary,   he   suggested,   an   architectonic   work   is   not
achieved  through  the  mere  assembly  of tectonic  compo-
nents.  The emphasis must shift from material calculation
and the Formb{!cZw7og or Awsgestciz±w7tg of individual men-
bers,  to a larger sense of the whole.

In  architecture,   Schmarsow  continued,   the  forming  of
space  is  the  principle  of style  formation  in  all  times.  He
felt  that  W61fflin,   relying  on  Semper,   was  completely
wrong in saying that the birthplace of a new style was in
decoration.   Decoration  was  merely  the  easiest  place  to
introduce  a  new  feeling  for  form.  W6lfflin's  definition  of
architecture as the art of corporeal masses was also wrong
in that it depended upon the  material aspect of architec-
ture.  In  this  W6lfflin  was  echoing  Burckhardt  whose  di-
vision  of all  styles  into  "organic"  and  ``diverted"  left  the
starting   point   in   the   corporeal   realm.    Further.more,
Schmarsow   pointed   out,   even   Semper  had   considered
Gothic architecture to be merely constructive, not organic
in the  sense  assigned to  Hellenic works.

Schmarsow felt that architecture understood as the "for-
mer-of-space"  had  several  results.   The  Tefoto7otfo   of  the
orders,  admired  by  the  Neoclassicists,  was  no  longer  an
absolute  norm;  thus  other styles  could be  more fully ap-
preciated.  The  search for the spatial conception would be
in  accord  with  what  Schmarsow  considered  Aristotle's
genuine  artistic  truth,  "The  whole  precedes  the  parts."
Finally,  Schmarsow suggested,  the  source  of such a new
holistic spatial conception would be found in the innermost
energies of the  culture.9

Behrens came to be indirectly influenced by Schmarsow's
themes  of "painterly,  optical"  perception,  holism  and  en-
demic  cultural  energy,   and  Schmarsow's  acceptance  of
generally depreciated styles. These same themes also lead
us to  another scholar by whom  Behrens  was  much influ-
enced-Alois  Rieg|.10

Although  Schmarsow,  Riegl,  and  Behrens  were  to  move
away from the internal, "materialistic" criteria of the the-
ory  of Tefoto7t,tfo  toward  an understanding that could  pos-
itively  incorporate  both  tectonic  and  non-tectonic  archi-
tectural styles, they did not wish to advocate an arbitrary
randomness.   If  the  processes  of  artistic  creation  could
lead to formal results that were polar opposites,  then the
determining criteria must be external to the creative pro-
cess.  Here  Riegl  supplied  the  missing  link  between  the
established  concept  of the  Zettgetst  and  specific  artistic
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8  Project for a, church,. Ch,ristivm,
Bayer, pub.1909.  Perspective.
Deskg'ned according to a, mcth,odj
a,d;moccked by  J .L.M .  Lcbunerths in
which the sa;me di,ffererwha,ted, grid,
underlay i,he pbam, sections , a,nd,
elev ahions .
9  Project for a, ch;urch, secti,on.

acts.  This  link  he  termed Kw"stwoj!e"-the  will  to  art.     57
At the  first  level,  K"7os±woZ!e7i  accounted  for the  artist's
contro]`  of the  creative  process  nycLt"st  the  practical  dic-
tates  of the  problem  itself.  However,  to  account  for the
determining  criteria  behind  the  unified  style  of  a  time,
this apparently free will of the artist came to be associated
with a collective, goal-oriented, motivating volition shared
by the  entire  culture  of which the  artist was a part.  For
Behrens this meant an acceptance of the spirit of the times
which he perceived to involve "an absolute  clarification of
spatial  form  to  mathematical  precision."11  He  regarded
this  as  a metronomic,  staccato  pulse,  as  a form  of reduc-
tionism  implicit  in  the  concept  of SaLcfaztchfoe#  which  at
that time was not yet confused with functionalism.  There
had also to be  a recognition of the  spirit of the people,  of
a dewfscfoe  Vozfosge¢sf  of clarity  and  power.  For  Behrens
the great imperative was that these collective, teleological
wills  be  fulfilled-even  in  battle  cLgcit.7}st  function,  mate-
rial,  and technique. ]2

It  is  largely  due  to  his  avoidance  of total  or  continuous
immersion  in  the  industrial  situation that  Behrens's  first
works  for  the  AEG  (both  in  architecture  and  industrial
design)  were  unprecedented  in  industry;  his  ideological
dictates overcame gratuitous ornamentation and naive en-
gineering functionalism  while  also  undermining the  more
sophisticated  functional theory  of refoto7t{fo.  Behrens  was
the  one to  set this precedent in industry,  but it must be
admitted  that  there  were  other theoreticians  and  artists
who  also  might have  applied  their  version  of the  modern
Ze{trye{sf  to industry.  Ideologically,  Behrens is  of a school
that  includes  all  those  who  were  devoted  to Scicfaz¢cfafoett
as  a  symbol  of the  times,  to  a  cubic  definition  of  space,
and to  a  domination  of the  idea over the  existential  situ-
ation.   Among  those  who  were  similarly  committed  one
should include  the  more  vigorous  Viennese  who  were  in-
fluenced  by  Otto  Wagner;   the  more  radical  geometers
among  the  Dutch,  e.g.,  J.   L.  M.   Lauweriks  (figs.  8,  9);
Hermann   Muthesius   in   his   insistence   on   conventional
types;  art  theorists  such  as  Alfred  Lichtwark  and J.  A.
Lux; and even political ideologists such as Friedrich Nau-
mann.13
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10  AEG Turbine Fa,ctortl  site,
Berl,in-Moo,bat.  Pcter Behifens wdeh
Karl Berwhard,1908 -1909. The
"terrxple" fa,code of the Turbine

Fa,ctory ks at the right center.
11  AEG Turbine Factory.
Trcunsverse section.
18  AEG Turbi;yue  Factory.  Pl,arm.
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13 AEG Turbine Factory. Iyderior.
14 AEG Turbin,e Factory. Under
constrmcti,on .
15  AEG Turbi,ne Factory. The two
strect facndes ( Hut±enstrasse cnd,
Berhohimgen8tra,sse).
16 AEG Turbine Factory. Si,de to
t,he fa,ctory compzece .



17  AEG Turbine Fcwhory ,  Berti,rn,-
Moo,bit. Hinge Of arch,
Beritch;ingenstrcLsse.
18  AEG Turbirue Fa,ctory .
B eritch;ingenstrasse si,de.
19 Tower a;in,d,  gable Of the irrfum'na;ry ,
Mittelsch,lo ss , M cinenburg.
20 Cathedr.al and, ca,stle,
Mcinenwerd,er.
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The  most  remarkable  and  well  known  example  of  Beh-
rens's  Kw7tst2uozze7},  of his  "historicist"  form-giving,  was
the  AEG  Turbine  Factory  (figs.  10-18).  The  peculiar  in-
dustrial  circumstances  surrounding  this  commission  re-
quire  some  discussion.

The  AEG,  founded  in  1883,  was  already  a  thriving  cor-
poration by the early  1890s.  In  1896,  it began to build its
first  extensive  industrial  site  on  a  large  terrain  on  the
Humboldthain in northern Berlin (not far from its existing
factory in the Ackerstrasse).  This was the complex which
Behrens was to bring to completion before the first World
War.  The pre-Behrens factories on this site (the latest of
which  appears  at  the  left  of  fig.   23)  were  nondescript
buildings  of conventional  mixed  brick  and  iron  construc-
tion  employing  modest  amounts  of  medievalizing  orna-
ment.  The  most  exuberant yet  characteristic  element  in
this first group was the polychromed and castellated main
gate which still stands at the northeast corner of the site,
facing onto the  Brunnenstrasse (see fig.  2).14  However,  a
more  general  comparison  between  the  old  and  the  new
order  may  be  seen  in  the  Factory  for  Electric  Railway
Equipment  (Fabrik  fur  Bahnmaterial  [see  fig.  23]).  This
building  had  been  undertaken  in  1905  with  masonry  de-
tailing  derived  from  late  medieval  north  German  brick-
work.  When  Behrens  arrived,  the  wing  that  appears  at
the  left of Figure 23  was  complete,  as  was  most of that
wing  which  appears  on  the  right,  inclusive  of the  struc-
tural  iron.work for  the  clock  and  water tower.15  A  study
of the  facade  at right,  and  especially  of the  clock tower,
reveals   how   Behrens,   unlike   his   predecessor,   was   to
achieve  a  broad  and  simple  grandeur  in  his  own  deriva-
tions from medieval prototypes, such as the Marienwerder
and the Marienburg (figs.  19,  20).

Under General Electric patents for the Curtis steam tur-
bine  and  AEG's  own  patents  acquired  through  the  work
of  Professors   Riedler   and   Stumpf  of  the   Technische
Hochschule,  Berlin, the AEG was to start the production
of turbines  in  1902.  After merging with the  Union  Elek-
tricitatsgesellschaft  in  1903,  the  AEG moved  its  turbine
fabrication  to  the  former  Union  factory site  (see  fig.  10,
a site of almost 88,000 square meters) in the  Moabit  dis-



trict of Berlin.  There,  housed in an existing 200 meter by
18  meter  iron-framed,  clerestory  and  sky-lit  shed  (near
the  center  of fig.   10),  the  first  AEG-Curtis  turbine  was
produced in  1904. ]6 The large-scale development and pro-
duction  of  these  turbines  began  about   1907,   and  soon
after,  the  demand  for more  and larger turbine  construc-
tion space had to be met.  It was  in response to this need
that Peter Behrens  was commissioned to  design his  first
factory,  the  giant  turbine  fabrication  hall  which  was  to
stand  on  the  southeast  corner  of the  Moabit factory site
at  Huttenstrasse   and   Berlichingenstrasse   (see  fig.   10,
right  center).17  The  factory  was  designed  in  1908-1909;
construction began in the spring of 1909 and the plant was
in  full  operation  at the  beginning of 1910.  Oscar  Lasche,
an engineer and the director of turbine fabrication for the
AEG,   specified  the  physical  requirements  for  the  new
factory: full utilization of the available site,  a main assem-
bly hall having dimensions of approximately 80 by 400 feet
(able to be extended to about 650 feet); two relatively fast
traveling cranes capable of lifting almost 100 tons together
and  installed  at  such  a  height  that  the  largest  machine
parts  could  be  carried  over  machines  on  the  assembly
floor;  radial  cranes  at  regular  points  along  both  sides  of
the  hall;  the  capability  of bringing railroad  cars  directly
into  the  work  space;  a  smaller  flanking  construction  to
accommodate  storage  and  secondary  manufacturing  op-
erations  (also  equipped  with  traveling  cranes);  and  the
maximum  amount  of  natural  light  consistent  with  the
strength  demanded  in  a building for such heavy  and  dy-
namic utilization.18

It  is  clear  that  Behrens,  a man  completely  untrained  in
engineer.ing and even lacking formal schooling in architec-     J9
ture, a man who had built only small buildings in the most
traditional materials  and  then  with  a remarkable  lack of
sense for practical considerations, was ill-prepared for the
technical  problems  of this  new  building  program.  There
was  an  obvious  need  for  the  talents  of an  accomplished
engineer,  and consequently also the need for  Behrens to
come to  terms with both  new building materials  and  the
problems  of  collaborative  design.   To  this  end,   the  re-
spected  engineer  Karl  Bemhard£9  became  Behrens's  col-
laborator   on   the   Turbine   Factory.   However,   despite

20



62    Bernhard's  expertise,  Behrens  used  the  engineer  as  an
agent for his  design rather than as  a full collaborator,  as
we shall see.20 Beyond the forcefulness of his own person-
ality  and  his  intimate  connections  with  the  directors  of
the AEG,  the symbolic significance presumed for the Tur-
bine  Factory  may  have  helped  Behrens  to  achieve  this
control.

The Turbine Factory was meant to be symbolic in several
senses.  Elaborate significance was attached to the turbine
and to the turbodynamo as impressive sources of modern
power.  One of the executives of the AEG later wrote that
Behrens felt something of that which vibrates in the words
of the poet Heinrich  Lersch:
Maschinen rauschen in Hetli,gen hi,edern, Fabrileen si,nd
got,tlj,che Kitchen d,er Kf af i.2\
With  a  sense  for  turbines  as  the  sources  of power,  the
Turbine  Factory would stand in a relation to other facto-
ries  like  a  great  abbey  to  its  priories.  The  new  hall  was
not only to be the most important building on the Moabit
site, it was also to occupy the southeast corner of the site,
oriented toward the center of Berlin, and thus would serve
as the show-front of the entire factory complex.  Executed
in the way it was,  this facade was to become tfae face that
the AEG turned to the world,  superseding the castellated
gate on the Brunnenstrasse.

Behrens's design for the Tul.bine Factory called for a main
assembly hall running for  207.38  meters  along the  Berli-
chingenstrasse,  although a unit only  127 meters in length
was built in the first phase (see fig.  12).  Bernhard's struc-
tural design  is most  easily  appreciated  in the transverse
section  (see  fig.  11).  The  basic  structure  of the  main hall
is an asymmetrical three-hinged arch with a tie-rod.  The
impressive  mechanical  detail  above  the  reinforced  con-
crete  foundation  along  the  Berlichingenstrasse  (see  figs.
17,  18) is one of the hinges.  From this hinge the first, and
longer,  member  of the  asymmetrical  arch  ascends  verti-
cally and then arcs, in three facets,  into the central hinge
at  the  apex  of the  main  structure  (see  figs.  11,  14).  The
other,  shorter member springs  from  the highest point of
the structure shared by the main and side halls.  The tie-
rod  is  attached  just  above  this  point;  the  span  is  25.73

meters;   a  large,   continuous  skylight  about  ninety  feet
above   the   floor   crowns   the   entire   construction.    The
shorter member of the arch and the corresponding part of
the longer member have box-like open lattice-work cross-
sections,  while  the  vertical  segment  of the  long member
has  a  plated  box  section.  Attached  to  the  interior  of this
vertical segment is a lattice-work member which supports
one  of the  traveling crane  tracks  which run  immediately
below the tie-rods. The clearance below the cranes is 14.51
meters;  their clear span,  23.64 meters.  The asymmetrical
arches occur at 9.22 meter centers along the length of the
building,  with continuous glazing between; at every other
arch  is  located  a radial  crane  cantilevering  eight  meters
(2000  kilograms  capacity  at  full  reach).  The  side  hall  in-
cluded  a basement in reinforced concrete and a two-story
superstructure of mixed construction. 22 The structure had
not only to incorporate large glazed areas for the provision
of light to the working surface but also to resist the forces
involved  in  braking  heavily  loaded  cranes  moving  at  the
rate  of two  meters  per  second.23  This  accounting  of the
main  physical  aspects  of the  building evokes  the  scale  of
the problem and the technology that was employed.  How-
ever,   as  we  have  come  to  expect  with   Behrens,   such
technical  matters  were  only  means  to  more  ambitious
ends.

Behrens  was  anxious  to  correlate  a  number  of different
concerns.  The  practical  needs  outlined  by  Oscar  Lasche
dictated  a  gargantuan  scale24   and  a  ferrous  structure
much  influenced  by  these  magnitudes.   Behrens  himself
wanted to express the quality,  scale,  and cultural signifi-
cance  of this  "new  nature,"  convinced  that  such  an  ex-
pression required the formulation of a symbolic structure
outside  the  province  of the  engineer.  He  sought  to  give
his architecture a corporeality which it previously lacked
but   which   he   now,   like   most   architects   before   him,
thought was necessary even in the housing of a taut struc-
tural  cage.  And  he  desired  to  be  the  prophet  of a  new
classicism destined to reinterpret the energies of contem-
porary life in terms of the eternal verities.

This  search  for  corporeality  and  classical expression  was
a  distinctive  point  in  Behrens's  development.  The  sym-



bolic  expression  of a  ``new  nature"  constituted  the  chal-
lenge  to  his new position.  Less  important,  but not to  be
ignored,  was  the  fact  that  this  orchestration  was  to  be
played  out  in  Berlin,  where  Behrens  admired  but  also
aimed  to rival the work of Germany's  most famous  Neo-
classical architects,  Carl Friedrich Schinkel and Friedrich
Gilly.

In a statement made by Behrens at the time of the com-
pletion of the Turbine Factory,25 several of these concerns
can  be  noted.  Behrens  stated that the  architectonic  con-
cept behind the main body of the building was to draw the
construction together into an emphatic mass of iron rather
than  to  allow  the  iron  framing  to  dematerialize  into  a
dispersed  network.26  This  hall  should  have  an  enclosed,
planar  definition   emphasizing  the   architectonic  propor-
tions  of  its  space.  The  principal  vert,ical  members  were
detailed with solid-web walls in order to give them mass,
emphasizing their  dual  roles  as  both  structural  supports
and as space-definers.  The massiveness of these members
was  all the  more  important  since the building was  to  be
constructed,  so  far  as  possible,  of iron  and glass.  Where
Behrens felt that these materials were architecturally in-
adequate,  carefully  executed  concrete  walls  were  to  be
used.  Behrens  maintained  an  understandable  but  highly
problematic  conception  of concrete  as  a  plastic  material
that could easily assume any form desired.  In the Turbine
Factory,  he  sought  to  use  concrete  as  an  infill  material
that  would  not  possess  the  load-bearing  appearance  of
masonry.  Only the iron members were meant to suggest
a supporting function;  the  windows  of the  side  elevation
were inclined along the inner face of the structural mem-
bers, allowing those members and the beam at the cornice
line  to  stand in  strong relief.  This  entablature-like  beam
and  the  gable  of  the  fi.ont  elevation  were  to  establish,
according  to  Behrens,  a corporeality,  a  body  resting on
the  principal  members  of the  side  elevation  and  on  the
structural mullions  of the window  at the front.  The  iron
bands set in the  rounded concrete comer elements made
horizontal lines which, Behrens felt, provided a distinction
between the structural verticals  and  the more plastic in-
fill.  The  mullions  and  glass  of the  end  window  were  de-
tailed  as  one  large  plane  in  order  to  suggest its  bearing

function:  all  mullions  of  the  same  size,  the  glass  in  the     63
front plane of these members,  and the whole in the plane
of the gable.

At  the  two-story  side  hall  (see  figs.   15,   16)  the  street
elevation and four meters of the long side elevation were
rendered  in  concrete  so  as  to  accent,  according  to  Beh-
rens,  the  totally  iron  and  glass  construction  of the  side
wall.  However,  since  iron  and  glass  lack  the  volumetric
quality of stone,  the  concrete  end walls  of both  the halls
were  needed  to  tie  the  composition  together  and  ensure
its  desired  massiveness.  Thus  though the  engineer's  cal-
culations ensured unity and stability, the eye was seen as
requiring  its  own  cues.  At  the  same  time,  Behrens  es-
chewed  sculptural  and  ornamental  decoration  as  being
inappropriate to a factory and inimical to the goal of cor-
poreality.

Behrens  could  hardly  have  been  more  specific  about  his
rejection of normal factory construction in iron and glass;
nor could he have been more frank about his endeavor to
bring  these  materials  into  what  he  saw  as  the  elevated
tradition of architecture.  In the side elevation on the Ber-
1ichingenstrasse  (see fig.  18),  Behrens  and  Bernhard  suc-
ceeded in fulfilling the architect's aims with a minimum of
technological  compromise:  the  large  scale,  the  industrial
materials,  the machine-like  details are technically appro-
priate,  but also achieve an intensified character.  Set on a
high pedestal,  the hinge (see fig.  17) becomes a reference
to  the  more  complex  engines  within.   These  bases,  the
solid,   boldly  revealed  uprights,  the  concealment  of  the
diagonal  bracing,  and  the  shadow cast by the trabeation
establish  a machine classicism rich in corporeality,  in nu-
ance of detail,  and in levels of evocative meaning.  By the
testimony of Bernhard, the simple iron and glass elevation
on the Turbine Factory toward the rear yard (see fig.  16)
was  very  different  from  that  on  the  Berlichingenstrasse
(see fig.  18).  Of course,  there  are  differences  inherent  in
the  operation of the  two  parts  of the building itself:  two
small stories  as  against  one large;  an  active  face  toward
the factory complex in contrast to  an inactive face lining
the   street.   Beyond  these  contextual  differences  there
were  also fundamental differences in the  design process.
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64 Bernhard actually thanked Behrens for accepting,  on the
courtyard  side,  what  the  engineer took  to  be  the  direct
result of pragmatic considerations. 27

Bemhard juxtaposed  this  mildly  ironic  gratitude  with  a
criticism of Behrens's artistic control of the Huttenstrasse
elevation,  which needed to be no  more than  a closure  for
a series of arches,  logically related to the cross-section as
given by the  structural members  (compare figs.  4-6,  21).
Asymmetries  in  the  function  of the  building  and  in  the
urban situation led to the use of asymmetric arches which
were  then  concealed  by  the  symmetries  of the  Hutten-
strasse  facade.  Similarly,  the  two  stories  of windows  in
the Huttenstrasse facade of the lesser side hall mask the
iITegular  conditions  of a  stairwell  and  an  elevator  shaft.
In both  cases,  form  and fact are in conflict and  the  awk-
ward juncture  of the  side  hall against  the  inclined  pylon
gives some indication of how independently form was con-
ceived with respect to function.

Something  similar  can  be  said  of the  gable  front  which
Reyner  Banham  regarded  as  displaying the  traditionally
acceptable formalism of Behrens.  Surprised that Behrens
did  not  hold  to  a  normal  triangular  pediment,   Banham
offered a technological explanation of the polygonal gable-
form: the need to gain clearance for the traveling cranes.28
However,  as  the  section  (see  fig.   11)  indicates,  the  tie-
rods forced  the cranes to run well below the extra space
created by the unusual roof form.  Structurally,  the span-
ning portion of the three-hinged arch could have ascended
in a straight line from its springing to the crown.  Accord-

/       i#°prBeedrent::rmdfite¥aBse::£::a,Ss' Sa::;:]Lsi°ent%bw°aurtdt:£efaacracdh:
In  this  case,  ideas  concerning  form  and  symbolism  dic-
tated  the physical solution.29

Behrens  wanted  the  roof  in  particular  to  establish  the
corporeality of the Turbine Factory.30  Only by creating a
heavy gable, which is not in any way implicit in the asym-
metrical arch and tie-rod, could Behrens give the roof the
desired weightiness.  Behrens's image of the building as a
whole,  and  his  desire  for  a  corporate  display-facade,  re-
quired  him  to  move  out  of the  plan  of the  last  arch  and



establish  a  new  structural  system  for  the  facade.   The
concrete  gable,  with  Behrens's  hexagonal  signet  for  the
AEG,  is  borne  by  an  iron  truss,  the  top  chord  of which
coincides with the profile of the arches beyond.  This truss
had to be supported, and Behrens thus provided his show-
front with bearing members which were not just stabiliz-
ing mullions or the infill of a plane below a structural arch.

A strange phenomenon may be observed in the completed
building.  Behrens  considered  the  concrete  corners  to  be
in fill  detailed  in  such  a  way  as  not  to  compete  with  the
iron structure.31 Concrete was a rather odd choice for this
purpose, but in fact Behrens was creating a building with-
out  structural  support  at  the  corners-a  kind  of corner
window  rendered   in   concrete!   The  implication   of  this
would  seem  to  be  that  he  was  creating independent  fa-
cades which required rather neutral transitions fi.om one
to another.  The  structureless corner was the unexpected
and even unexploited consequence of other decisions.32

Thus for Behrens the Turbine Factory was clearly a com-
pound of metal supports and concrete infill.  Bernhard,  on
the other hand,  was displeased that concrete was used so
freely in the  Huttenstrasse facade and found it only nat-
ural  that people  interpreted the Turbine  Factory  as two
massive  corner piers  with  a  high  pediment-or that  Ob-
erbaurat  Erhard  of Vienna  misclassified  the  building  as
one  of reinforced  concrete  construction.33  However,  the
alternative  readings  of the  Turbine  Factory  are  too  ob-
vious to encourage the belief that  Behrens was unaware
of  the   ambiguities   he   had   established.   The   unusually
weighty,  and even classical,  character explicitly intended
by  Behrens  in  this  iron-framed  building  delighted  many
contemporaries because it brought this type of utilitarian
construction into the architectural tradition.

However,  a  comparison  of the  Turbine  Factory  with  a
Neoclassical  portal  by  Friedrich   Gilly   (fig.   22)34   yields
some  notable  contrasts.  The  flanking  pylons,   the  over-
hanging masses  above,  and  the  centl.al  void  are  similari-
ties  of the  two  designs.  Yet  Gilly was  consistent  at  both
a traditional  and  utilitarian  level:  solids  support  or  span;
voids serve for passage.  In the Turbine Factory, the cen-

tral void did not serve for passage; indeed, its unemphatic     65
framework  was  simply  the  support  for  the  overhanging
mass. The factory-temple had no corner columns; the most
massive  elements of the building,  the pylons,  were to be
read as mere infill. The inherent ambiguities of the factory
and its inversion of classical form are consistent with Beh-
rens's will to mark his resigned endorsement of industrial
civilization.

Any appraisal of the  Turbine  Factory as Germany's first
monumental  iron and glass building35  may be refuted by
citing such precedents as August von Voit's Munich Crys-
tal  Palace  (Glaspalast,   1854),   or  the  more  monumental
great circular hall by Friedrich von Thiersch in Frankfurt
(Fest-  und  Ausstellungshalle,  1907-1908),  and  a number
of railway  stations,  including the  very  impressive  struc-
ture  built  in  Hamburg  by  the  architects  Reinhardt  and
Stissenguth  and  the  engineer  Medling  (1903-1906).36  |f
one chooses to see the Turbine Factory as the "first piece
of modem  architecture"  because  it makes  "logical  use  of
modern  materials  such  as  steel  and  glass"  and  "solves  a
typically  modern  industrial  problem," 37  or  as  "frank  in-
dustrial architecture,"38 then one is failing to take note of
another factory that is even more frank,  more  logical,  of
grander scale,  and which integrates within  it an impres-
sive   differentiation   of  transport  systems:   namely,   the
thirty-one meter wide Krupp Ninth Machine Shop in Es-
sen,  which  is  a  strictly  iron  framed  building  with  glass
and  brick infill (see  fig.  6).39  Another example  of impres-
sive  iron  and  glass  factory  buildings  could  be  the  com-
pletely   glass-covered   slips   of  the   shipyard   Friedrich
Krupp AG Germaniawerft at Kiel-Gaarden (see figs. 4, 5),
built in the years  1898-1902.40

These  Krupp  factories  serve  as precedents for an indus-
trial architecture developed within the conditions of site,
use,   process,   and  construction.4t   These  factories  were
light  and  spacious,  and  free  of historical  reference.42  0n
the other hand,  it was Behrens's intention to express the
essence of powerful  contemporary collective institutions.
Beyond  mel.e  utility,  Behrens  sought to  create  the  mon-
uments of a culture based on modern industrial power-
both physical  and  corporate power.  Behrens's  success  in
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this program made his Turbine Factory unprecedented.43

As  has  been stated,  from the time of its completion,  the
Turbine  Factory was recognized as a sigriificant pioneer-
ing work in the field of modern architecture.  However,  a
review  of Behrens's  subsequent  industrial  work  reveals
interpolations and variations that produced quite different
results. The principal site of these later buildings was the
117,628   square   meter  AEG   Humboldthain   complex  in
northern Berlin (figs,  23, 24).  Within this complex certain
factories  existed  before  Behrens's  arrival.   These  were
concentrated in the central and northern part of the site,
separated from the street by a group of residential build-
ings.  The  administrative  approach  to  this  complex  was
marked  by  the  castellated  gate  on  the  Brunnenstrasse
(see fig. 2), appearing at the upper right corner of the site
plan.44  The  railroad  and  freight  approach  (at  the  upper
left comer of the plan) ran parallel to the Hussitenstrasse,
across the Gustav-Meyer-Allee and into the site from the
west.  Behrens  proposed  but  never  carried  out  a  portal
and  service  building  at  this  point  (fig.  25).45  The  compa-
ratively  simple  gates  and  lodges that were  later built to
Behrens's  design  appear in  Figure  26.  The  totally  unor-
namented  simple  cubic  forms  of  emphatically  exposed,
hard   bluish-red   (E{sey}foz{7tfoe7.)   brick,   characteristic   of
many of Behrens's designs,  provided a very different in-
troduction to the factory site than the castellated gate on
the Brunnenstrasse.

The rail lines continue eastward into the large yard which
is  the  physical  and  organizational  center  of the  factory
complex. To the north is the first factory built to Behrens's
design on this site, the High Tension Factory (Hochspan-
nungsfabrik,  completed  1910, figs.  24,  28).46 Only slightly
later came Behrens's Small Motors Factory facing south-
east  on  the  Voltastrasse  (Kleinmotorenfabrik,   1910-13,
See  fig.  33).47

In  contrast  to  the  Turbine  Factory,  the  High  Tension
Factory,  an  assembly  plant  for  transformers  and  other
equipment  for  high  voltage  transmission  (figs.   27ng2),
presents an irregular silhouette. It consists of interlocking
blocks  which  make  asymmetrical  concessions  to  the  site
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(see fig.  31).  The entire  surface is clad in brick and tile.48
The  central  part  of  the  complex  consists  of two  large,
ferro-vitreous skylit halls thirty-five meters in width, sev-
enteen meters high and just over one hundred meters in
length  (figs.  30-32).  This  double  hall  is  flanked  by  base-
ment services with locker rooms and multi-story working
areas  which  comprise,  in  ascending  order,  a  six-meter-
high  storage  and  assembly  floor  at  the  main  level,  four
four-meter-high  work  floors,  and  two  more  work  floors
under the  roof.  At the eastern end  (fig.  29),  two regular
stories plus a mansard story literally bridge the wide-span
halls below.

At  both  east  and  west  ends  the  main  halls  terminate  in
greatly simplified temple fronts in hard steel-blue E¢se72,k-
Zt"foer  bricks.  However,  by far the  strongest impression
is  made  by  the  multi-storied  parts  with  their  repetitive
bays  and  prominent  access  towers.   Continuously  open
horizontal  runs  for  the  assembly  lines  were  attained  by
the placement of these towers at the ends or outside the
main envelope of the building (or,  subject to the site con-
straint on the north, in a position that preserved as much
of  the  horizontal  continuity  as  possible).  The  repetitive
bays  of the  first  four  floors  (see  fig.  29)  are  slightly  re-
cessed  within a flat  brick colonnade;  the  entire  fifth floor
serves as  an entablature  for this colonnade.  The doubled
mullions49  give  the  effect of a frieze.  The  more  emphatic
cornice  being  below  rather  than  above  this  "frieze,"  it
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sical syntax.  In the stair towers (see figs. 27, 28), Behrens
delighted  in working with  a broken  silhouette,  irregular
openings  for various  purposes,  and  stepped  windows  for
the stair runs.50

The  picturesque  projections  of this  factory,  its irregular
western  termination  in  accordance  with  movement  pat-
terns, its overall plan around interlocking courtyards-all
these  characteristics  are  reminiscent  of the  ideas  of an-
other  architect  who  fused  medieval  and  academic  sensi-
bilities,   Camillo  Sitte.51   Speaking  of  the  Humboldthain
courtyard,  Behrens acknowledged his debt to Sitte:
"Now as to the placement of buildings! In this the process

of manufacture is paramount.  The disposition of trackage     71
will govern building location.  By stepping back the build-
ings,  portals  and  dl.iveways  are  well  accommodated;  at
the same time libel.al loading courts must be provided and
thus contact is made with an outstanding principle of city
planning.  Because  of the  practical necessity  of recession,
the group acquires an effective silhouette,  and due to the
necessary  arrangement  of courts,  a  requirement  of that
old  master  of  city  planning,   Camillo  Sitte,  is  complied
with.  Sitte  pronounces  plazas  enclosed  by  building units
one  of  the  most  essential  elemen'us  in  creating  artistic
effects in city planning.  It is  only necessary to have  had
the opportunity for comparison between layouts directed
from  a  purely  practical  viewpoint  by  an  understanding
mind,  and  those  created  by  chance  or time's  accretions,
granted  an  equal  expenditure  in  money  and  equivalent
materials,  to find an astounding difference in the impres-
sion  created.» 52

It  is  characteristic  of Behrens that he  addressed  himself
to the understanding mind as well as to practical necess-
ities.  For Behrens, this mind worked one way when pres-
enting a street-oriented monument like the Turbine  Fac-
tory  and  completely  otherwise  when  Creating  a  factory
courtyard  interlaced  and  surrounded  by practical  opera-
tions.

Behrens's ability to embrace these various conditions was
demonstrated in a single building,  the Small Motors Fac-
tory  of 1910-1913,53  across the courtyard from the  High
Tension  Factory.  The  courtyard  side  of this  later  work
(figs.  33,  34) is articulated by lateral projections and load-
ing courts. The dimensions, the materials,  and the detail-
in8 are all similar to the High Tension Factory,  although
a somewhat different inflection is evident in the placement
of a stair behind the windows (fig.  34).  The repression of
an access element within the whole permitted the simple
termination  of  this  wing  with  a  strong  triangular  pedi-
ment.  This  return  to  the  sovereignty  of the  whole  over
the  parts  is  emphatic  on  the  opposite,  Voltastrasse  ele-
vation (fig.  33).

The  stance  of the  Small  Motors  Factory  relative  to  the



street  is  significantly  different  from  that  of the  Turbine
Factory.  The  Voltastrasse  plant was  part  of a long wall
on a secondary street,  not a corner building at a principal
point  of  arrival.  The  operations  housed  did  not  require
spaces  of unusual size.  This fact,  together with the  need
for  relatively  intense  utilization  of this  site,  encouraged
the construction of a multi-story factory (see figs.  15,  33).
On  the  other  hand,  like  the  Turbine  Factory,  the  Small
Motors  Factory  presented  a  closed  and  classicizing form
to the street;  there a frame forming a temple front,  here
a wall architecture providing a semi-utilitarian facade.  It
is  an  ambiguous  wall,   its  layering  of  wall  and  column
reminding one of Roman buildings,  although here the col-
umns  are revealed within the  wall  rather than being su-
perimposed  upon it.54  The  emphatic  wall  segment  at the
left of Figure 33 continues below the cornice line and into
the  square  piers  that  divide  the  long  facade  into  four
segments,  each of which contains seven round-faced pier-
columns.  Behrens chose an odd number of columns so that
a  column  rather  than  an  intercolumniation  would  be  on
center. The asymmetric placement of entrances in the end
bays and the central column signified that this was,  aft,er
all,  only a side of a larger factory complex.

Behrens  designed  two  other  factories  on  the  Humbold-
thain site,  one of which is especially important for adding
a subtle variation to the industrial format that he devel-
oped for the AEG.55  Figure 24  shows,  at the  southwest,
the extension to the Factory for Electric Railway Equip-
ment (Neue Fabrik fur Bahnmaterial) and the Assembly
Plant for Large Machines (Grossmaschinenfabrik)  on the
right in  Figure 26.56  The  New  Railway  Factory  and the
northern thirteen bays of the Assembly Plant were built
in the winter of 1911-1912.  These buildings completed the
industrial  courtyard  which  Behrens  had  conceived  and
executed over the years 1909 to 1912.  Figure 28 gives the
view  as  one  entered  through  the  northwest gate  on the
Gustav-Meyer-Allee.

In  concept  and  execution,  the  New  Factory  for  Electric
Railway Equipment (figs.  35,  38) was a slightly simplified
variant  on  the  Small  Motors  Factory,  displaying  a  re-
strained colonnade to the Voltastrasse (fig.  35),  a feature
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which  in  detail  was  closer to  the  courtyard  elevation  of
the Small Motors Factory.

The Assembly Plant for Large Machines is a single large
factory  space  with  a  thirty-meter  span  (fig.  36)  and  it
presents  an  imposing  end  elevation  at  one  comer of the
site  (fig.  35).  To  the  north,  a  similar  elevation  appears,
directly confronting the northwest gate (see figs.  26,  37).
While these elevations invite comparison with the Turbine
Factory,  the  points  of  aITival  which  they  fi.ont  do  not
necessitate a major representative gesture as in the ear-
1ier  factory-even  the  northwest  gate  is  principally  for
workers and freight.  In contrast to the Turbine Factory,
the north end elevation of the Assembly Plant (see fig. 37)
is  also  the  main  point  of entry;  however,  since  Behrens
would not celebrate mere function, the portal front of the
Assembly Plant received a less elaborated form than the
closed  facade  serving  as  the  symbolic  point  of arrival  at
the Turbine Factory.  The facade of the Assembly Plant,
for  all  its  formal  impressiveness,  is  little  more  than  a
pragmatic terminal to  a repetitive,  wide-span  structure;
and yet this facade, too, should be distinguished from one
such as that of the slightly later Siemens-Schuckert Fac-
tory  (see  fig.   21),   which  loses  nothing  of  architectural
impressiveness for being relentlessly pragmatic.

By  the  time  of the  Assembly  Plant,  Behrens  seems  to
have been confident of integrating his own intentions with
practical conditions. Perhaps the clearest indication of this
new attitude is Behrens's use of iron framing (FCLcfowe7.A;,
as  in  the  Siemens  Factory  [see  fig.  21])  together  with
brick  infill-a  conventional  system57  which  Behrens  had
formerly  despised  both  for  the  linearity  of the  iron  and
the apparently insubstantial quality of the brick infill. The
principal  structural members  of the  Assembly  Plant  are
three-hinged  arches;  however  the  cross-section  of these
elements is solid-walled throughout their length (see fig.
36),  not just in  the  principal  elevation as  in the Turbine
Factory.  These solid-walled arches contrast sharply with
the lightly framed skylights that extend from wall to wall.
Arches,  secondary  bents,  purlins,  diagonal  bracing,  and
glazing bars  are  here  arranged in an easily recognizable
hierarchy. The Assembly Plant employed no tie-rods; con-
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76    sequently,  the truss structures of the two high traveling
cranes were free to operate in the faceted space under the
arches.58 The result is an interior (see fig. 36) that is much
more  comprehensible  than  that  of  the  Turbine  Factory
(see fig.  14).  The  arches are carried on uprights that also
support the beams of the crane tracks.  In contrast to the
superimposed  verticals  of the  Turbine  Factory,  a  single
upright provides the critical place in the structure, which
is  simultaneously  the  top  of  the  vertical  support,   the
springing  of  the  arch,   longitudinal  bracing,   and  crane
track;  this  element is given  a strong and rational  articu-
lation  both  inside  and  out  (see  figs.  36,  37).  On  the  long
facade,  between  the  uprights  and  below  the  line  of the
crane track,  a well-defined  sequence  of brick infill panels
imparts a certain weight to the building (see fig. 37). Here
Behrens  comes  close  to  approximating  iron  framing  and
brick infill as conventionally used in factories.

It would  seem  that  Behrens's  expressed  wish  for  an  ar-
chitectonic embodiment of the "new nature" of technology
was  fulfilled  in  the  Assembly  Plant,  while  the  arbitrary
and ambiguous formulations  that led  to  Bernhard's  criti-
cisms of the Turbine  Factory were avoided  (see figs.  37,
38).   Characteristically,   Behrens  did  not  terminate  the
building by glass or brick in fill within the plane of the last
arch.  He chose to establish an independent masonry con-
struction  at each  end.  The  AEG  signet  (see  fig.  37)  was
carved  in  the  depth  of the  brick  wall,  and  as  this  wall
turned  into  the  side  elevation  it  remained  outside  the
plane  of the brick in fill.  Behrens's design eliminated two
arches  and  transformed  the  required  end  closure  into  a
structurally contributive element.  When designed as sim-
ply  as  here,  such  a  termination  was  a  reasonable  alter-
native to a design that employed only arched framing and
infill  (see  fig.  4).   However,  the  decision  to  bracket  the
production  processes  within  these  embodying  end  walls
arose from abstract rather than technical reasons.

On his arrival in Berlin,  Behrens came to accept contem-
porary  industrial  civilization  resignedly;  nonetheless  he
saw in it a "new nature" and the source of a "new spirit"
which the artist had to master. 59 The more abstract aspect
of  Behrens's  new  spirit  was  built  on  the  concept  of  a

strongly  interwoven  industrial  and  socio-political  organi-
zation,  as  advanced  by  such  men  as  Walther  Rathenau
and  Friedrich  Naumann.60  For  Behrens  the  new  spirit
would  come  into  being  only  through  the  interaction  be-
tween  the  social context cL"cZ  the  creative  man,  endowed
with both tradition and critical acumen.  Behrens believed
that  industrial  civilization  had  brought  about  a  sensory
and  perceptual  reorganization  which  implied  a  new  form
of environment.  The two  faces  of the  AEG  Small Motors
Factory-the broad sweep of its street elevation (see fig.
33)  and  the  articulated  forms  of  its  court  side  (see  fig.
34)-illustrated   Behrens's   "rhythmic   principle."61   This
principle held that modern life had altered our perception
of the environment.  He argued that fast trains transport
us so rapidly that the effective image of the city is reduced
to  a  silhouette.  Similarly,  our rapid  passage  through  the
city precludes any consideration of building details.  These
conditions implied for Behrens an architecture of compact
and serene planes which would be easily perceived.  Even
special  details  could  be  handled  in  a  manner  harmonious
with this intent, Behrens claimed, if one employed broadly
conceived  elements,  contrasted  or arranged in repetitive
series. 62

When  Behrens  visited  the  United  States  in  1912,63  he
especially  appreciated  the  accumulation  of  skyscrapers;
these  huge  particulars,  he  felt,  added  up  to  a  massive
vertical body,  and a tall urban body was necessary if the
vastly extended modern city was to have  any silhouette.
Furthermore,  the competitive skyscrapers were striking
emblems of the  drive  of industrial civilization.  As a vast,
modern   entrepreneurial   city,   Behrens   felt   Berlin   too
needed  such  a  silhouette;64  but  his  own  opportunities for
such  work  were  at  the  scale  of the  street.  If we  add  to
these formulations Behrens's call for a metronomic indus-
trial  pulse,65  we  have  a  fairly  complete  formal  program
for the street facade of the Small Motors Factory-and a
contrast to the Sittesque program of an operational artic-
ulation for the  courtyard elevation.

In 1913,  Walter Gropius,  who had left Behrens's studio to
build the Fagus Works, provided what he called the "aes-
thetic  scaffolding" for a modern industrial architect:  pre-



cisely  characterized  form,  elimination  of  all  that  is  inci-
dental, clear contrasts,  ordering of the elements, identical
parts in series,  and unity of form and color. While Gi.opius
saw these qualities to be the corl.elates of the energy and
economy of modern life, he also recognized that they were
only  guide  lines,  still  in  need  of the  fantasy  of an  artist.
In industrial building, he acknowledged his former master
Behrens and the AEG as the team t,hat had first success-
fully embodied these modern characteristics in a factory. 66

But  as  Gropius  also  noted,  Behrens  was  inclined  to  em-
phasize understanding at the expense of feeling.67 So Beh-
rens's  observations  about man's  altered  perceptual,  sen-
sory, productive,  societal, or political conditions remained
just that:  cool observations.  He did not wax enthusiastic,
as Le Corbusier would do in 1923 in the pages of Ve7.s "7t,e
arcfa6tec£"7.e. 68  For  Behrens  "the  Engineer's  Aesthetic"
celebrated by  Le  Corbusier was finally  a false  aesthetic.
The  engineer's  calculations  were  universal,  like  Nature,
and  neither  amounted  to  Culture.  For  Behrens,  the  en-
gineer was,  alas,  the  archetypal  man  of modern  civiliza-
tion.  Such  a  qualified  position  could  hardly  serve  as  the
basis  for  enthusiasm.  Instead  Behrens  continued  to  en-
dorse the traditional concept of culture. This endorsement
permitted him to be critical of modernity and to claim that
the  artist  had  the  will  to  reform  the  modern  condition.
And yet while  one may admire this spirit of critique and
reform,  in  practice  Behrens  exercised  this will in  an  au-
thoritarian  manner,  imposing  cL  p7riowi  laws  rather  than
allowing for conditions to test those laws and lead him to
better  formulations.   Although  the  Assembly  Plant  for
Large Machines represented a closer correspondence be-
tween idea and fact than was evident in the Turbine Fac-
tory,  this conjunction was like the refinement of a grand
theory  through  the  addition  of epicycles.  The  Assembly
Plant remained a concretization of an ironic and pessimis-
tic  view of modemity.  Indeed  all  of Behrens's  AEG fac-
tories are cool monuments to the accommodation of giant
magnitude, to the representation of the "new nature." Le
Corbusier,  on  the  other  hand,  within  his  apparent tech-
nological determinism, was to discover new opportunities.
Eluding the learned detachment and aesthetic distance of
Behrens,  Le  Corbusier  presented  his  idea  of the  esp7*t

7towuect,w  as  something  to  be  lived.  Behrens,  in  contrast,     77
chose to complete, to close the serial processes which were
present both in the functions and in the structures of his
factories.   He  did  not  emphasize  the  environment  as  a
place for human activity, nor architecture as a context for
a fuller life.  Instead the Turbine Factory was the expres-
sion of an ideal vision of a technological civilization related
to  earlier  utopian  visions.  It was  intended  as  something
which ordinary men should "live up to," rather than as an
occasion   for   evolving   elements   of  use   and   enjoyment
within a newly conceived and highly operational environ-
ment.  Behrens  sought  to  render  his  factories  as  monu-
ments to an evolving social condition-monuments which
were imbued with Spenglerian overtones of both engage-
ment and ominous foreboding.
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Ei,nzel,amkrieb   i;n   den   Maschimenbanowerkstdlten   her   A.E.G.
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Ausi,ch,ten aus den Fa,briken Brarmenstrasse (Ber+in.. A.EG, n.d.
[c.   1913-14]).   F.   Hoeber,  Pete7.  Befo7.e"s  (Munich:  Mtiller  and
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Hermann Muthesius, in "Die asthetische Ausbildung der Ingen-
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17.   Much of this information comes from: Berlin, AEG, 85 Ja;who     79
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£#£:'supports of this side hall have a span of 12.93 meters,

ronment was the measul.e of Man.  There is in this an inversion
of the dependent-independent relationship and a shift from man



8o   i::jF:1LveidcTFt#s#a.nf fnsd:srta.ci:i fgiqLn#.end|:iisti:n.t:rq:#te::
sation.
25.   P.  Behrens,  "Die  Turbinenhalle  der  Allgemeine  Elektrici-
tats-Gesellschaft zu  Berlin,"  in  Dtisseldorf,  Rheinischer  Verein

figoDDeen„k£Fca#flree%#fot;t;#%;;k[xVv(|¥fF.ei?1102),'1P9P1.0?:;3..§S:
90.
26.   Hermann  Muthesius  in  Zejfscfarifi  czes  Veye{7tes  de"tscfeerJ§#io:§£:n;§¥;;j!a;h#;On;:n;;ai§i![:#i;;i:r!ic;;Oi§:e;!a;jj;:;§ij:t;:gI:s#:::5;i;:i:iij
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structural elements of the factory, W. Mtlller-Wulckow found its
expressive force to be in the concrete pylons and gable:  in Bciw-
tiegnstde%€=bdek#e¥pnzd±g9.eE¥negrele%#gssc%%:Ege2u5t)8,Cph?r2g.egenwwh(K6n-

34.   Behrens's  relation  to  the  classicism  of  1800  becomes  still
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admirers of the classicizing architecture of 1800 (see his Berzt"e7.
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42.   Most industrial cities in the United States could also provide
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third  formulation,   Behrens  conceived  of  technical  and  artistic
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lization,  but  he  believed  that  forms  could  be  generated  which

i%:nfito£:ntafistry:::on,  the  complex  was  also  referred  to  as  the"Factories  at  Brunnenstrasse,"  although  none  of the  factories
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AEG,  n.d.  [c.   1914]),  a  picture  book;  and  Berlin,  AEG,  F2£fo7.e7.
durch  die   Fabriken  Bi'.unnenstrasse   (Berlin..   ALEG,   1929),   a.

Et:nirf£ZLfira8nenhMe:fahe]f:.Se.cordsthatthisfactorywascompletecl
in the  summer of 1910,  "Arbeiten von Professor Peter Behrens
fur  die  AEG,'' De7. J7?cZ%st7iebci%,   11  (June  15,1911),  p.127.  All
the factories on the  site  still  exist.
47.   The   two   small  'buildings  to   the   southwest   of  the   Klein-
motorenfabrik  on  the  Voltastrasse  were  earlier  constructions
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trzebci%,  11  (1911),  pp.12140.  Construction of this long building
began  at the  western  encl  in  1910;  by  the  summer  of 1911  con-
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dissertation.
55.   Mention  should  be  macle  of other  industrial  or  commercial
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Automobil  AG  (1915-16);  idem,   pp.  D94-7.  Further  works  in-
elude   a   showroom   in   the   AEG-'s-   olcl
Deutscher   Werkbuncl,   cJCLfe7.bwcfr   Jgz3,
exhibition  pavilion  in  Brussels  (1916);  Bu-cldensieg,  €c!e77?,  p. D7.
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82     56.   Constructionally  related,   these  factories   are   usually   dis-
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(author's translation).
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also  Behrens,  ``Kunst  und  Technik,"  Werfofo""s£,  VI  (1910-11),
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ings,  in their bold  construction,  carry the  seed  of a new  archi-
tecture."Nevertheless,   one  cannot  be  convinced  of the  correctness  of
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trams.  (New York: Praeger,1946), p.  [16.] French original,1923.
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39  Peter Beh;ifens. Image Of the
"compa,ct vertheal masses"  Of the

mod,era edy a,s in,spired by
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Le Corbusier and the Mystique of the U.S.S.R.

Jean-Louis Cohen
Trcunsl,a,hod bg  Stephen Sourfur'elli

1  (frorvitspi,ece)  Le Corbusier curd,
Nthol,ch Koth on the site of t,he
Cerrdrosoyue,  Moscow,  March,1930.

"So whal d,oes t,his word, `Bolsh,e'  mean?
-Bkg!
-Aund Bol,shevi,sin?  .  .  .
-Bolshevism mecl,ns:  everything  at its  biggest.  The  big-

gest  proposinon.   The  biggest  and,ericking.  The  mowk-
rrvun.  Going to the root Of the question.  Seeing the ques-
tion t,Jurough to the end . E rmisioning the wh,ol,e . Brrecrd±h." 1

Mad hopes,  a fascination with the Plan and with the rad-
icalism of the Soviet avant-gardes-for a good number of
years   the   U.S.S.R.   held   for   Le   Corbusier  ``this   mys-
tique''2  so long sought after and  so quickly lost.

Three journeys; two projects for public buildings, of which
the first, which was realized, is the largest of his construc-
tions  built before  World War  11  (fig.  1  [frontispiece]);  an
urban project fundamental in the formulation of the Ville
Radieuse; a great enthusiasm for the country of the Five
Year  Plan  coupled  with  a keen  disappointment with  the
country  of socialist  realism:  the  sum  total  of Le  Corbu-
sier's relations with the  U.S.S.R.  is  certainly not slight,
and  in  the  topology  of his  life  between  the  wars  (Paris,
New York,  Rome,  Algiers,  Buenos Aires,  Rio  .  .  .),  Mos-
cow's position is by no means secondary.

Certainly his  Soviet adventure later provided him with a
whole gamut of self-justifications,  each to be used accord-
ing to whom  he was  speaking at the  moment:  "It took a
bit  of courage  to  go  `do  business'  with  the  Soviets,"  he
wrote  when  seeking  the  support  of  workers'  organiza-
tions.3  "I  was  an  effective  tool  of French propaganda  in
the Soviet  Union," he explained when asking the French
Foreign  Minister to  intervene  on  his  behalf in  Moscow.4
But there  were  other experiences  as well that were fos-
tered by the relations that Le Corbusier maintained with
the  U.S.S.R.  for ten years:  from the  start of the  1920s,
relations of mutual esteem-and often of misunderstand-
ingLutame  to  characterize  his  ties  with  the  various  cur-
rents of the Soviet avant-garde.

Le Corbusier cnd, t,he Soviet Avonvi-gard,es
Quite  early  on,  L'Esp7it  IVowuecL"  became  interested  in
the  Soviet  scene:  Ilya Ehrenburg  sent them the first in-
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86    formation published in France concerning the tower "done
by  Vladimir  Tatlin  out  of iron  and  glass  in  1919-1921."5
Ivan Puni later stated in this publication that "Construe-
tivism strips aid of its symbolic meaning .  .  .  and replaces
it with `a material object' that is more or less well executed
and totally  useless."6  The  review,  which  echoed  the  ap-
peals  for  money  for  the  "starving  in  Russia,"  also  wel-
coined  calls  for  the  opening  of  diplomatic  relations  be-
tween  France  and  the  U.S.S.R.,  a  move  advocated  by
Anatole  de  Monzie,  among  others.7  In Vesfacfa  (``object"),
which  they  published  in  Berlin,  Ehrenburg  and  EI  Lis-
sitzky repeated the ideas of the founders of L'Esp7it IVoe4-
t;ecL",8  while  certain  of  Le  Corbusier's  essays,   such  as
``Des yeux  qui ne  voient pas"  ("Eyes that  Do  Not  See"),

were directly presented to the  Soviet public.9 FowcLrds cL
Iveou  A7.cfa{tectou7Ae  was  immediately  read  and  applauded
by officials like Anatoly  Lunacharsky,  the  People's  Com-
missar of Education (fig.  2),  a man very much attuned to
the activities of the Western avant-gardes and who would
remain until his death Le Corbusier's only "direct" contact
with the Soviet government apparatus. I 0

In a programmatic article on ``The Ideology and Duties of
Soviet Architecture" that appeared in LET, the review of
the  artistic  Left,  Kornel  Zelinsky  pointed  out  that  "by
ridding  Le  Corbusier-Saugnier's  book  of all  of its  petit-
bourgeois and metaphysical contents, we will find therein
a  mass  of  valuable  materials  concerning  contemporary
architecture.  In  particular,  he  describes  extremely  well
the  situation of architecture  in the West  since the War,
and  unmasks  its  ideology."11  At  this  same  time,  more
direct  relations  were  established  between  Le  Corbusier
and the Soviets: Lissitzky passed on to Le Corbusier var-
ious  materials  concerning  Soviet  architecture,  and  then
found   himself  drafting   an   article   on   this   subject   for
L'Esp7At€  IVowt;ecLc4  (which  was  not  published,  however);
as  for the  newly  founded  Association  of New  Architects
(ASNOVA), it maintained a close correspondence with Le
CorbusierL2 and even went so far as to count him, in 1926,
among its correspondents and members in the West.13

The  scandal concerning the pavilions of the  U.S.S.R.  and
of L'Esprjt  IVo"uecLw  at  the  Exposition  of  1925  coincides

with the moment when Le Corbusier began to situate his
own development in relation to that of the other currents
in the new European architecture: "Art need only resem-
ble  a machine  (mistake  of Co"s€?'i4cttu{sm).  But  our eyes
are seduced by pure forms." ]4 At the same time his urban
proposals  began  to  be   taken  into   account  in  Moscow,
where  the  debate  over  the  expansion  of the  city  was  in
full swing and the Garden-City movement was at its peak.
Upon  reading  U7.bcL"tsme,   many  immediately  proposed
that Le Corbusier's ideas be introduced into Soviet cities,
and  his work began to serve  as a standard  of modemity
and  a gauge  of the level to  be attained  in the  U.S.S.R.:
``Le Corbusier's ideas, just like every new contribution in

the  area  of  urbanism  that  brings  up  new  and  serious
problems,  are  of great  interest  to  those  in  our  country
who work in the development of cities, and they forcefully
demand to be applied to the conditions in our country." 15
The activity of Le Corbusier was uppermost in the minds
of the patrons under whom the Constructivists of the OSA
worked.  Moisei  Ginzburg  wrote  that  "they  are  very  en-
thusiastic  about  the  inventive  genius  of  Le  Corbusier,
whose projects  and theoretical works have  renovated  all
the  architectural  values  of  the  past."  But  although  he
published  the  "Five  Points  of  a  New  Architecture"  in
Soure77oe707ocb€¢ cL7.fofattefot"rci  in  1928,  Le  Corbusier did not
deplore any less the essentially formalistic character of all
the borrowings from his buildings made by the Soviets up
to that point.16 Ginzburg himself, in retracing the history
of the  new architecture,  found the  words to  explain the
"differences that separate us from him and his disciples":
"armed with an aesthetic puritanism,  Le  Corbusier runs

up  against  the  wall  of  the  new  aestheticism.   He  finds
himself at  an  impasse  whose  only  outlet  was  opened  by
the October Revolution." £7  But this is the  same analysis
made  by  Zelinsky  as  early  as  1925,  when  he  saw  in  Le
Corbusier's  cult  of primary  forms  "organically  suited  to
our psychology" a position which unfortunately (for Zelin-
sky) made it equally acceptable to both "the academicism
of A.  V.  Shchusev and comrade  Lunacharsky." 18

These critical points were expanded several months later
by  EI  Lissitzky.  The  first  to  exploit  a  vein  of criticism
that would become inexhaustible for Soviet critics in years



2 Le corbusier at the end of his              3 Centrosoyue, Moscow.
lecture at the polytech;wi,c Museum,       Le cowl)usher, swrmmver  1928. Sit,e ptom
Octol)er 1928. On Le Corbusier's deft,     showing a neru) strect oirv the left Of
Armatoly Lmma,ch,or'sky; on his right,      the proposed bwalding.
And;ry.ch Burov ,  st,a,ge arcJwhect, of S .
/14.  E{se"ste{w's  The  General  Line;
on t,he eatreme right, Al,ekscnderr
Ves72't„.
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88    to  come,   Lissitzky  reproached  Le  Corbusier  for  being
nothing  but  a  fashionable  artist:  in  the  tradition  of the
nineteenth-century  ``bourgeois  engineers,"  working  only
"for  aid  patrons  and  sensationalism"  and  for  capitalists

(Voisin,  Fruges,  etc.),  Le  Corbusier allegedly "creates a
habitat that nobody would want to inhabit, above all him-
self .... "  The  major  reproaches:  "He  has  no  ties  to  the
proletariat,  only  to industrial  capital";  the  forms that  he
proposed  were  not  based  on  any  law,  but  rather  on  an
intuition governed  byqu"ez  sccL7oc!cLze-the  painter's  eye;
the  city he  envisioned  was  "neither  capitalist  nor  prole-
tarian nor socialist, which explains the academicism of his
pcL7t{. " 19 It must be pointed out that Lissitzky was taking
as his target the project of Le Corbusier and Pierre Jean-
neret  most  criticized  by  the  new  architectural  Left:  the
Mundaneum,   whose  pzcb7o   77ocLsse,   based   on   the   golden
section,  was  attacked by  Karel  Teige  in Stowbcb2°  and  by
Roger Ginsburger in Dc}s Ivee4e Fyci7ofo/%7t:2 1  "Confronted
with this work,  I  seem to see opened up before my eyes,
after many years,  the  second  volume  of Perrot  and  Chi-
piez's Htstor2/  o/ A7octe7t€ Ark  (on  Chaldea  and  Assyria),
at the page where one finds the palace of Sargon in Khor-
sabad; but the original is distinguishable from its copy by
the   fact   that   it   functions,   and   such   is   always   the
Case.

The Epi,c Of the Cerdrosoyue
These  controversies  did  not,  however,  prevent  the  rep-
resentatives   of  the   various   architectural   organizations
from joining forces to permit  Le  Corbusier to  obtain the
commission  for  the  Centrosoyuz.  The  Central  Union  of
Consumer Cooperatives,  which was  founded  in  1898 and
which grew  very  rapidly  under the  Five  Year  Plan,  de-
cided  in  1928  to  build  its  central  office  in  Moscow  on  a
very irregular plot of land (fig.  3) of about  11,000 square
meters, bordering the old radial axis of the Myasnitskaya
Prospect (renamed Kirov Street in 1935).  It was destined
to be bisected by two new routes: the new Myasnitskaya
Prospect  and  a  perpendicular  boulevard  connecting  the
old Myasnitskaya and the new.

At  the  request  of the  Centrosoyuz,  the  Society  of Civil
Engineers organized  a first competition in early  1928.  8.

M.  Velikovsky,  architect  of the  nearby  Gostorg,  and  V.
M.  Voinov received the first of the twelve prizes distrib-
uted  among  the  thirty-two  competitors.  In  mid-May the
Centrosoyuz-France asked Le Corbusier and Pierre Jean-
neret  to  present  in  July  of  1928  a  project  for  a  second
competition (figs.  4-10,  13),  to which Max Taut and  Ben-
net & Tate (of London),  most notably,  were also invited,
as well as a group of "house architects" from the Centro-
soyuz.  After the submission of this second series of proj-
ects,  a third competition found among its entries the fol-
lowing:  Aleksander and Viktor Vesnin,  Ivan Zholtovsky,
Ivan Leonidov, A.  S.  Nikolsky, A. A.  01, A. V.  Samoylov
and  P.   M.  Nakhman,  a  group  from  the  OSA  gathered
around  A.  L.  Pasternak-V.  Vladimirov,  L.  Slavina,  N.
Vorotyntseva-as well as Peter Behrens.23

Le  Corbusier made his way to  Moscow by train in  early
October and on the twenty-second of the month presented
his  project to the  competition committee  (fig.  11,  12).  At
the close of this presentation, on October 27, the majority
of the Soviet participants in the third competition declared
that it was indispensable for the future of the new archi-
tecture to entrust full control to Le Corbusier and Pierre
Jeanneret,  and this was done on October 30.  (During this
time,  Le  Corbusier was  very busy:  he  held  a conference
presided  over  by  Lunacharsky  at  the  Polytechnical  Mu-
seum [see fig.  2]; Aleksander Vesnin presented him with
150 architectural projects drafted by his students; he met
with Moisei  Ginzburg,  Sergei Eisenstein,  Vsevolod  Mey-
erhold;  etc.  [figs.  14-17].)  In  their address,  the  competi-
tion participants  pointed  out  that  "the  conservative  tra-
ditions     continue     to     hold     the     command     posts";
consequently, "Le Corbusier's will be a clear and effective
representation of the  architectural ideas  of today." 24  0n
October 29,  a statement by Aleksander Vesnin, president
of  the  OSA,  and  Moisei  Ginzburg,  editor-in-chief  of So-
u7.e77ae72,7an{cL   cL7Afofa¢tefot"7ocb,    hailed   the    decision   and    ex-

pressed  the  conviction  that  the  building  would  be  "not
only a splendid  edifice of contemporary  Moscow,  but also
a great stimulus to the reconsideration of those buildings
which are out of phase with respect to contemporary life."

This  statement  did  not,  however,  prevent the  Centroso-
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I+ Cerdrosoyue,  Moscow.
Le Corbu8ier, surmer 1988. First
8kctches , note the rna,in facnde on
the ptrojected new stifeet.
5 Cerldrosoyue,  Moscow.
Le Corbusier,  sunrmer 1928.  First
scheme.
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6-9 Centrosoyue, Moscow.
Le Corbusier, summer 1928.
Vcl,rfu±hons  on tlue frost scheme.
10 Cerdrosotlue,  Moscow.
Le Corbusier,  8u/Iiruner 1988.  First
scheme showim,g i;he facajd,e on t,he
praposed new street,.
11  Cewhosoyue,  Moscow.
Le Corbusier, summer 1928. General
plan, of sch,ewe send to Moscow.
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12  Cerrdrosoyue,  Moscow.
Le  Corbusier, sunrmer 1928.
Aceonorrmef;ric Of scheme  send to
Moscow. Note the absence Of pho+is,
the i!ra;in entrcunce on the ptraposed,
new strect giving the a,wig fior thra
couditoriun.
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13  Cerdrosoyue,  Moscow.
Le Corbusier, swmmer 1928 . Final
sketeh, Of the scheme send to Moscow.
1J+ Le Corbusier in Moscow, October
1928 . On the left, Vtht,or Vesrvin;
beh,ind Le Corbusier, Leori,d,
Veswim; on the righi, Al,ehsander
Veswi,n cnd, Arrdrei, Burov.
15  Le Corbusier in Moscow, October
1928.  On the right, Amdrek Burov
curd, Al,ehsa,nd,er Veswim.
16  Le corbusier in Moscow, October       93
19Q8 . On the left, And;ifei Burou;  on
the right, Al,ek,sojnder Vesrvin cnd,
Georgb Gol,te.
17  Le Corbusler in Moscow, October
1928 . On the left, Andrel Burov; in
the rmkd,die, Georgk Goitz; on the
righi, Nthoial Koi,h.



9418 Cervirosoyue, Moscow. Le
Corbusier, October 1928.  Perspech;me
Of i:he scheme as tram,sformed, in
Moscow. Note the ba,la;yLce of the two
erdrances on t,he left a;nd, right a;n,d,
t;h,e newly i,ndrod,used phot;is.
19  Cerdrosotlue,  Moscow.  Le
Corbusi,er, October  1928.  Scheme a,s
trcmsfori/ned, in Moscow, perspectwe
of t,he gctheries on i,he ground, floor.
20 Centrosoyue,  Moscow.  Le
Corbusier, Octol]er  1988.  Scheme a,s
tra;msforrrrued, in Moscow , perspecti;me
of i,he rna;in lobby .
21 Cerrdrosoyue, Moscow.
Le  Corbusier, October 1988.
Aceonoi!iiuetric Of sch,eme as
tromsf on/ned, in M oscoiuj .
2Q Ceatro8oyue,  Moscow.
Le Corbusier,1988 -1989.  Angular
d,eforma,wi,uns Of the proj eat.
23  Ceyitrosouue,  Moscow.
Le Corbusier, October 1988 .
Tran,sfolr'rna,hiorn, Of the scheme send
±o Moscow showing the introdRActi,on
Of p;hofrs a;nd the rot,athon Of t,he
omd;itoriun.
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yuz  from  establishing  contacts  with  Aleksander  Vesnin
behind the scenes just in case Le Corbusier's project was
judged unsatisfactory. Moreover, Nikolai Dokuchaev, one
of the founders of ASNOVA, attempted shortly thereafter
to  pit  Le  Corbusier  against  the  Constructivists,  whose
support  had  been  instrumental  in  the  Centrosoyuz  deci-
sion:  "Why do the  Russian followers of Le  Corbusier not
see the difference between `aesthetic purism' and the util-
itarianism  of  `Constructivism'?"25  As  for  Le  Corbusier
himself, he would present in 1939, in Swr Zes qwcb€re 7®owtes,
his  own modest  account  of the  unfolding of the  competi-     e¢
tion:  "The  Frenchman triumphed because his project ex-
plains  itself through  reason  and  because  it  is  harmoni-
ous. " 26

As  the  progran  became  clarified,  the  final  project  took
shape.  Starting  with  the  first  sketches  (see  figs.  4-10),
which outlined a building conceived  as  an enclosed block
and presenting the  main  facade  on the  new  street,  per-
pendicular  to  the  Myasnitskaya,  the po7t{  of a  marked
articulation of the different programmatic elements began
to emerge.  From the successive projects for the  League
of Nations Le Corbusier borrowed the angular couplings
of office buildings: the main body (8) was placed along the
Myasnitskaya; the two lateral bodies (A and 8') were,  in
the first project  sent  to  Moscow,  set  at  an  obtuse  angle
with respect to the main body (figs.  18,  19).  The club for
Centrosoyuz  employees  with  its  large  meeting  hall  (fig.
20),  the  anomalous  element  of the  program,  was  intro-
duced  in  the  empty  space  of the  `U'  formed  by  this  ar-
rangement.  On  the  basis  of the  remarks  made  by  the
review committee ("the club does not stand out enough''),
the meeting hall and its annexes underwent a rotation of
ninety degrees and were placed at an angle perpendicular
to  building 8  (fig.  21).  In the  second design presented-
and concluded-in Moscow in October of 1928, in addition
to this modification,  an orthogonal system was to come in
1929 to govern the whole  of the  design (figs.  22,  23).  At
this  point,  Nikolai  Kolli  and  P.  Nakhman  came  into  the
picture soon after Le Corbusier's journey to Moscow: they
were assigned to follow the project on behalf of the Gen-
trosoyuz  and  subsequently  spent  two  months  in  Paris
starting in December of 1928.

i::.:::REi:f£:--::.::``<.5f\'*.'bRE



96    In  a  project  which  was,  after  all,  rather  compact,  the
contrast between the curved exterior of the club and the
rectangular prisms within which it is inscribed, the widest
of which runs  along the  Myasnitskaya,  creates  an  urban
tension.   In  this  way  the   compositional  method   of  the
League  of Nations  and  of certain  sub-units  of the  Mum-
daneum complex was revived in a more urban framework
and given greater density.  In harmony with the form of
the club's exterior, two ramps corresponding to the plans
enhance the vertical circulation within the block, using an
odd horseshoe-shaped plan.

In  other respects  Le  Corbusier takes  quite  literally  cer-
tain statements in the program concerning the "character"
of the work:  "the beauty and the grandiosity [stc]  of the
edifice  depend  upon  the  simplicity  of the  forms.  Decora-
tive details must be avoided as much as possible  .  .  .  The
House of the Centrosoyuz, giving onto three wide streets
and  situated  in  an  elevated  place  [s{c],  could  be  a  note-
Worthy architectural unit." 27

This  call  for  monumentality  was  understood  in  a  totally
different  manner  by  Peter  Behrens,  who  presented  his
own  project  for the  Centrosoyuz  as  follows:  "the  admin-
istrative  building  is  characterized  by  a. monumentality
that  expresses  the  meaning  and  majesty  of the  edifice.
Monumentality  surely  does  not lie in the  richness  of the
articulation  of the  parts  of a  building,  but  rather  in  its
unity and massiveness,  which cannot be achieved except
through integration and  simplification." 28

In a separate drawing (fig.  24),  Le Corbusier for his own
part  extended  the  theme  of the  Centrosoyuz  to  the  re-
mainder  of the  district.  His p!cL7o 77ocLsse  of this  fragment
of a supposedly administrative district has no strict grid;
but nonetheless the urban ``free plan" thus proposed does
not entirely dissolve the relations between the built strmc-
ture and street: in a discontinuous manner, these buildings
of the  same typological  family as the  Centrosoyuz some-
what foreshadow the 7.ecze7®€s of the Ville Velte. ``In study-
ing the  plan  for the  structures  of the  new  boulevard,  I
had the impression that it would be worthwhile to modify
this plan and anticipate the way in which the neighborhood

could be usefully built up according to the principles of a
new and sound urbanism.  Such a modification would have
the  most  welcome  effect  on  the  appearance  of the  new
centrosoyuz."29

Archviectwre i,s Ciroulcthon
While  the  initial  program  called  for "the  construction  of
a  base  that  [will]  give  an  air  of grandiosity  [stc]  to  the
whole edifice," the first design by Le Corbusier and Jean-
neret  called  for  a  totally  inhabited  and  opaque  ground
floor.  It  was  not  until  the  variant  of this  plan  was  pre-
sented  in  Moscow  that p€Zot{s  were  introduced,  although
in  P7®6cts{o"s  Le  Corbusier  retrospectively  treated  this
solution  as  self-evident,  evoking the  specter  of the  Mos-
cow crowds: "obligatory classification of this crowd enter-
ing and exiting at the same time; need for a kind of forum
at such hours for people whose overshoes and furs will be
covered  with  snow  in  winter ....  Circulation  is  a word
that  I used incessantly in Moscow,  to the point that sev-
eral delegates from the Soviets ended up by getting nerv-
ous  about  it.   I  stuck  to  my  position  .   .   .  A7ocfat±ect"7Ae  ts
c€7.c"!cb€{o7o.   If you  reflect upon  this  matter,  you will find
that  it  condemns  the  academic  methods  and  consecrates
the principle  of the ptzo€ts. " 30

Similarly,  describing  in  the  first  person  the  planning  of
the Centrosoyuz, Le Corbusier accords a fundamental role
to  the p{!ot€s  when  he  specifies the  function  of each type
of volume:
``1  am  designing  the  first  of  the  central  office  volumes:

depth  dimensions  determined  for  perfect  lighting,  this
office volume calls for large,  collective work halls (fig. 25),
and it is furnished with a glass skin on two facades.  The
flanks are opaque walls made of light volcanic rock [a pink
volcanic stone from the ArcticJ.-L.  C.] of double thick-
ness....
"I  am  also  determining  the  other  two  office  volumes:  a

glass  skin on one  side and  a composite wall (of stone  and
glass)  to serve the  corridors;  at the  back,  an  entire wall
of the same opaque stone.
"The  scale  of these  three  prisms  is the  essential  feature

of the architectonic composition: they are arranged in plan
and section in such a way as to create the appearance of,
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24 Eutensi,on Of t,he curchitectw`al
princt;pies Of the Centrosoyuz to the
nekghoorimg bl,ocks.  Le Corbusier,
October  1928 .
25 Cerdrosoyue,  Moscow.
Le Corbusier, October 1928. Scheme
ci,s  tranoforrned in Moscow sh,owing
perspective Of the of:frees .
26  Ceniro8oeyue,  Moscow.
Le Corbuster, Oct,ober 1928. First
tllMstrajhion Of the proposed h,eating
curd, cooling  syst,em.
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98    27 Le Corbusier sitting on t,he site Of
t,he C en,irosoyuz , Moscow, Mcurch,
1930.

88 Centrosoyue, Moscow.
Le C orbusier. Build,ing under
constrru,chon,  April  1931+.



on  the  one  hand,  a  peak,  and  on  the  other,  a  gracious
basin. That the central volume is one story lower than the
two lateral bodies was important.
"The whole is in the air,  on the pt!otts,  detached.
"Behold  this  formidable,  entirely  new  architectural  ad-

vauhia,ge.. tlue inpeccable time Of the bottom Of t,he bwildim,g .
The  building  presents  itself  as  a  showcase  object  on  a
display stand;  it reveals itself entirely." 31

The final plan brings another element into play: the obtuse
angles  between  the  two  lateral  bodies  and  the  principal
building reappear.  The continuity of the facade along the
Myasnitskaya is, however, ensured by the slanted section
of the gables of the lateral buildings,  which convey their
parallelism to the three planes bordering the street.

It is a well known fact that Le Corbusier attached impor-
tance to the realization of a system of "exact respiration"
(fig.  26)  to  condition the  air in  the  Centrosoyuz.  But  we
should  beware  of  condemning  too  quickly  the  "Russian
authorities  [who]  did  not  agree  to  carry  it  out."32   Le
Corbusier endeavored to  seek "the technological support
of the Americans" and addressed himself to the American
Blower Corporation, of whom he requested a consultation
on  his  system,  intimating  to  them  the  vastness  of  the
Soviet market; the reply was clear: "The method that you
propose requires four times the steam and twice the motor
force" of the usual methods.33

The  definitive  project  was  presented  by  Le  Corbusier
during his  second trip  (from June  6 to  17,  1929).  A third
trip  in  March  1930  enabled  him  to  see the  beginnings  of
the construction work (fig.  27),  and coincided with a pre-
sentation at the  Museum  of Contemporary Western Art
of the maquette of the Centrosoyuz along with some can-
vases of Am6d6e  Ozenfant,  Fernand  L6ger,  and himself,
in an  exhibition  on "The Art  of the  Industrial  Bourgeoi-
sie."34 Meanwhile,  a long phase  of clarification would ne-
cessitate laborious exchanges between Paris and Moscow,
and these were handled by Nikolai Kolli,  assistant to the
Vesnin  brothers  in  the  dam  project  of the  DneproGES,
who would realize his full capabilities as a professional in
the  difficult  construction work of the  Myasnitskaya.  The

adaptation of the  plan to  Soviet technological  standards,     99
or the transformation of these standards, the problems of
heating-a hot-water  system was used  in the  end-and
the  lack  of materials  forced  the  project  to  be  modified
continually.

A Closely Observed Const;racti,on Site
The  priority  granted  to  the  industrial  sites  of the  first
Five Year Plan ended up actually causing the suspension
of  the  work  in  June  of  1931.   Lyubimov,  the  man  who
presided over the undertaking, and in whom Le Corbusier
saw the prototype of the new construction foreman of the
mechanical age-and "a man who loves architecture,"  as
he   emphasized   in   a  letter  to   Sigfried   Giedion35-was
named to the U. S.S.R. Commerce Agency in Berlin. Kolli,
who had been directing the work of the Mosproekt on the
Centrosoyuz, turned his attention to the realization of the
DneproGES.  The  construction  site  was  reopened  a year
later:  in  the  spring  of  1932,  Lyubimov,  named  People's
Commissar  of Light  Industry,  again  took  control  of the
building in order to adapt it to its new use, and as a result
the large rooms of the original design were replaced by a
traditional system of small offices in a row (today one finds
there the  Central Office of Statistics of the  U.S.S.R.).

Little by little every form of supervision eluded  Le  Cor-
busier,  who  expressed  his  displeasure  at  not  having  re-
ceived even a photograph of the construction site (fig. 28).
The  visit to Moscow in early  1934 of Charlotte Perriand,
who on her return to Paris informed Le Corbusier of the
treacheries  uttered  in  his  regard  by  Andr6  Lurcat  in  a
lecture  given  to  the  Union  of Architects,  did  not  in  any
case help toward restoring Le  Corbusier's  supervision of
the  interior  spaces.   The  bitter  letter  that  he  sent  to
Kolli-who  had  meanwhile  become  the  chief of Atelier
No.  6  of the  Mossovietutriticizing the  colors  chosen  by
the latter for the interior of the Centrosoyuz bears witness
to  this:   "This  is  boudoir  polychromy,   not  Soviet  poly-
Chromy! » 36

It goes without saying that the absence of Le Corbusier,
and  the  failure  of his  numerous  attempts  to get himself
invited once again to Moscow after 1930, explain the build-
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29
29  Cervtrosoyue,  Moscow, completed,,
1936.

30B2 Cerdrosoyue, Moscow. Le
Corbusi,er.  Photos token i,in,1973 .

ing's final aspect, adapted as it was to the petit-bourgeois
tastes of the Soviet bureaucracy in full triumph.  The "ex-
act  atmosphere"  between  the  two  glass  partitions  was
replaced  by  stiff white pleated  curtains,  an  image which
is  symbolic.   And  Le  Corbusier's  final  request  made  to
Lyubimov in 1936,  asking that Jacques Lipschitz (in Mos-
cow at that time) be entrusted with the statues overlook-
ing the main entrance, seems naive only a year before the
first Congress of Soviet Architects.

The last ties that Le  Corbusier would  maintain with the
largest and most distant of his construction sites from the
period  between  the  wars  were  very  prosaic:  indeed,  he
did not  succeed  in  obtaining photographs  (figs.  29ng2)  of
the   completed   Centrosoyuz  and   had  to  procure   them
through the French Embassy!  Above all,  he had to fight
hard in order to secure payment for his contracts,  which
were by good fortune made out in dollars from before the
Depression  of 1929.  The  final  payments  were  late  in  ar-
riving,  and  Le  Corbusier used  every  means  available  to
speed them up, asking Alexis L6ger to intervene through
the  Ministry  of Foreign  Affairs,  and  entrusting  Francis
Jourdain, who attended the Congress of Soviet Architects
in  1937,  with  the  task  of presenting  his  request,  which
Was finally met late that same year.37

Le  Corbusier's work evidently held  a privileged position
in the  violent polemics waged  from  1931  onward  against
the architecture of Constructivism and functionalism: be-
yond the problem of the colors chosen, the very materials
of the interior were transformed to comply with the new
canons.  Although the access ramps retained their rubber
finish-a first in the  U.S.S.R.-the p{!otjs  of reinforced
concrete  gave  way-thanks  to  a marble  veneer  and  the
addition  of a  thin  molding  in  the  manner  of a  base  and
capital-to the dignity of the column. Kolli himself had to
step  back  from  his  own  work  and  denounce  the  "nudity
and schematic nature of the forms and the crude propor-
tions  which  deprive  the  building  of  a  good  deal  of  its
expressive  power."38  At  the   1937  Congress  moreover,
Kolli would have to save his own skin,  as he was threat-
ened for his relations with Le Corbusier, by presenting a
violently anti-Constructivist speech.  But the Centrosoyuz
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02     was also attacked "from the Left" and,  this time around,
more  for  its  extravagance  than  for  its  asceticism.  The
representatives of the German avant-garde at work in the
U.S.S.R.,  aware of the backward state of the technology
used  in most of the  country's construction sites,  saw the
Centrosoyuz  more  as  a  provocation  than  as  a  point  of
support  for the  propagation  of new  ideas,  while  the  ar-
chitects  of Constructivism  were  accused  of being funda-
mentally unrealistic. Hannes Meyer exclaimed, "This orgy
of glass  and  concrete  cannot  be  completed,  and  will  be
abandoned,  if only because  of the  materials .... "  He  in-
vited  the  Soviets  to  abandon  "the  work  begun,  as  one
abandons a pastry in the course of preparation in order to
be  able  to  have  one's  daily  bread";39  meanwhile  Bruno
Taut saw in it "a pseudo-rational craftiness, yet the fruit
of a talent  so  dazzling that  they  have  been  left  flabber-
gasted in Moscow by it."40

Aleksander Vesnin,  for his own part,  had the courage to
appreciate positively "the lightness,  solidity,  and clarity"
of  the  Centrosoyuz,  while  others,  such  as  V.  Kokorin,
denounced its "foreign" architecture. 41

D.  Arkin was  probably  one  of the  most  attentive  critics
of  Le  Corbusier  in  the  U.S.S.R.,  and  one  of  the  most
open;  he  directly  echoed  Emil  Kaufroann's  essay  "Von
Ledoux  bis  Le  Corbusier,"  even though  he  took the  op-
Posite  course  in  his  own  architectural  references.42  He
alludes to the importance of the Centrosoyuz for "quite a
few inhabitants of the capital." Arkin further asserts that
``Le  Corbusier  was  practically  deprived  of the  right  to

experiment"  in the West;  this fact makes the realization
of the  Centrosoyuz  all the  more meritorious in his  eyes,
as this building testifies to the ``fatal schematic quality" of
the  "new  architecture."43  Arkin  deplores  above  all  the
"inhumanity" of the Centrosoyuz and its disregard for its

surroundings;  the only aspects to find favor are the inte-
rior  spaces  which  were,  as  we  have  seen,  slightly  "im-
proved." Indeed,  in the new political and cultural state of
affairs,  Le  Corbusier found  himself reproached  precisely
for a good deal of that which had made his success in 1928.

Moreover, the Centrosoyuz could have in time led to other

Soviet  commissions.  Le  Corbusier went to  great lengths
in 1929 to get the Union of Power Stations of the Moscow
Region (MOGES) to entrust him with the construction of
the facade of the Bobriki station, and in February of 1930,
he proposed to Lyubimov a plan for the construction of a
hotel in Berlin with Soviet capital; in connection with this,
on  his  way  to  Moscow  for  the  third  time,  in  March,  he
arranged  a rather curious  rendezvous  with Walter  Gro-
pius  on  the  Platform  of the  Berlin-Friedrichstrasse  Sta-
tion.44  It was,  however,  in the field of urbanism that  Le
Corbusier  shortly  thereafter  established  a new  tie  with
Moscow.

The "Green Cdy" a,in,d the Di,spate wi;th Gi;neburg
``A  gigantic  proletarian  sanatorium  at  the  gates  of Mos-

cow,"  the ``Green  City" was an idea launched in  1929 by
the publicist Mikhail Koltsov with the concurrence of the
Moscow Soviet, the government, and the workers' unions.
It was to be a "cultural complement, a socialist corrective
to  the  already  existing  city  of  Moscow,  which  is  com-
pressed and lacking in air with its labyrinths of tortuous
Streets and lanes."45

The  Green  City  claimed  to  offer an  ensemble  of cultural
and  recreational  facilities  to  the  workers  of the  capital,
who  could use them one  day per week or one  day out of
five,  in  rotation,  or  could  remain there  for more  consid-
erable  lengths  of  time.  The  concept  is  more  that  of  a
forest-town than  that  of a garden-city:  the  chosen  land,
linked to Moscow by train-a freeway, the first of its kind
in   the   U.S.S.R.,   was  foreseen   as   complementing  the
train-was situated fifty kilometers north of the city.  On
the 150,000 hectares provided (370,500 acres or about 578
square miles),  the  organizers planned to build  after 1930
a  very broad  network of public buildings  and,  above  all,
to test new forms of communal habitat: the reproduction
of the work force that would take place there would reflect
"as much as the present stage of development permits it,

the collectivization of the forms of existence." 46

In early  1930,  at a `closed' competition in which D.  Frid-
man,  Konstantin  Melnikov,  and  a  group  from  the  OSA
headed  by  Ginzburg  and  M.  Barshch,  were  the  partici-



33  Moscow a,nd the enksting road
networrk,1930.

pants,  the proposals of Nikolai Ladovsky were chosen as
the working base for the development of the plan, despite
the criticisms of the press with respect to all of the proj-
ects.47

Visiting  Moscow  for  the  third  time,  Le  Corbusier  was
invited  to give  his  opinion on the projects  of the  compe-
tition.  There is no doubt that the very idea of the  Green
City overwhelmed him: the "fifth day of rest" seduced him
to the point that in  his report written  on the  eve  of his
return to Paris he advocated the ``designation of a day of
rest,"  to  which  ``the  designation  of an  appropriate  sport
would be added"  as a means of control over the "clients"
of the city.48 He even outdid the rather mechanical Soviet
conception of human life when he wrote to Ginzburg that
"the  Green  City  becomes  the  garage  where  the  car  is

overhauled  (oiling,  greasing,  inspecting  of  parts,  over-
hauling,  and upkeep of the car)."49

Next  to  Melnikov's  fantastic  project,  which  openly  ridi-
culed the functional demands of the program, and Ladov-
sky's  project,   a  brilliant  exercise  in  composition  using    33
experimental types of industrialized buildings, it was preL
cisely the project of Ginzburg and Barshch which brought
to light the practical application of Le Corbusier's critique.
The OSA group made the reflections on the Green City a
pretext for posing the  question of Moscow:  of the  entire
area of Moscow they wanted to preserve only the historic
center and a few industrial areas,  and intended to divide
the residential areas into parkland.  In this key project of
"de-urbanism," the Green City, "the first link to the future

Moscow,"  prefigured  an  arrangement  of  territory  con-
ceived "in such a way as to ensure the maximum proximity
between man and nature."50

In his "Commentaries relating to Moscow and the Green
City," Le Corbusier joined the de-urbanists in his critique
of the existing city for his own part taking aim primarily
at the structure of Moscow: "If one lives along the `donkey
road'  can  one  really  act  in  accordance  with  the  present
work  conditions  in  Russia?"  he  wonders  (fig.  33).51    He
also  joined  Ginzburg  and  Barshch  in  making  the  Green
City the pretext for a master plan for the city of Moscow:

log



104    but what  pushed  his  thinking toward  the  reconstruction
of  the  capital  were  principles  diametrically  opposed  to
those of the de-urbanists. Like them, Le Corbusier meant
to demolish the main part of the existing city, preserving
only  the  most  symbolic  monuments;  but  he  wanted  pri-
marily to  rebuild,  on this land,  a "GQG"  (General  Head-
quarters), a "Soviet command post," some "warehouses of    I,-
consumer goods," and a residential zone-with the indus-
trial  entexprises  situated  "at  qualified  sites  distributed
throughout the  land." 52  The  metropolis  is  not  destroyed
forever,  but  only  rationalized  by  Le  Corbusier,  who  in
this respect harks back to his proposals regarding the Cite
d'Affaires (Business City) and his prototypes for collective
habitation.  While  fully  adhering  to  the  program  of the
Green  City,  he  proposes  that  it  be  arranged  around  a
network of specialized routes and that the communal hous-
ing used should be chosen from those being tested at that
time  in the U.S.S.R.  In this way the  theme of the Ville
Verte took shape for  Le Corbusier,   conceived as a com-
ponent to be eventually integrated in his Ville Radieuse.

In his text, Le corbusier maintained only a slight distance    34
from the  de-urbanists.  But in a letter he attacked  Ginz-
burg, repeating to him that "man tends toward industrial-
ization"  and  adopting for his  own use the  criticisms that
the  Soviet press had leveled against those who proposed
"the construction of straw huts in the forest of the Green

City":  ``Bravo,  wonderful!  .  .  .  provided it be only for the
weekend!  But  do  not say that once you have built these
straw  huts,  you  will  then  be  able  to  raze  Moscow"  (fig.
36).53

Addressing Le Corbusier as "the greatest surgeon of the
city of today," Ginzburg responded by reproaching him in
Soorermew'2¢tcb aLwl;fo{tefet"7.cb for wanting to "look after the
city only for the purpose of preserving it just as capitalism
had made it.''54 In refuting the quotations from Marx and
Lenin cited in passing by Le Corbusier, Ginzburg further
explained  that  the  urbanization  of  one  hundred  million
peasants would  destroy  all  of the  U.S.S.R.'s  agriculture
(in making this point he only anticipated to a small degree
the consequences of the brutal collectivization of the peas-
antry  .  .  .).  Le  Corbusier  resumed  his  own  part  in  the

35
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discussion  shortly  thereafter,  when  the  Moscow  Soviet
invited  him  to  answer  a questionnaire  on  the  rebuilding
of the city.

The Vtl,I,e Rajdieuse:  a, P1,a;in Voisin for Moscow?
The detailed questionnaire submitted to Le Corbusier by
Sergei M.  Gomy, who at that time was elaborating a new
plan  for  "Greater  Moscow,"55  dealt  with  the  respective
situations  of the  administration  and  the  industry  of the
city  of  Moscow,   with  their  prospects   of  development
within the  capital city  and  on  Soviet territory,  with the
respective  roles  of the  various  modes  of transport  (fig.
35),  and with the types  of collective habitation,  whether
permanent or temporary; it also dealt with the density of
the  buildings,  the  system  of  services  and  their  spatial
organization,  domestic  services,  and  the  distribution  of
goods; lastly it dealt with the fundamental question of the
structure  of the  city  and  the  extent  of the  demolitions
necessary for its "modernization."

The  "Reply to  Moscow,"  dated June  8,  1930,  was  accom-
panied  by  a  group  of twenty  plates  which  were  but  a
preliminary formulation  of what would  become  the  Ville
Radieuse, later presented in seventeen plates at the Brus-
sels  CIAM (November 27-28,  1930).56

The  "Reply"  reiterates  the  ``Commentaries":  the  indus-
tries must disappear from Moscow in order "to stimulate
the  introduction  of industrialization  in  the  countryside";
what  is  described  is  an  "industrial  city,"  at  once  ``clean,
joyous, and alive." As regards transportation, it seems to
Le  Corbusier  that  the  automobile  should  be  limited  to
serving the "green cities," which he claims should be ere-
ated  on  the  outskirts  and  be  banished  from  inter-urban
routes. The pre-condition for its use within the city would
be the construction of a new system of specific roads (fig.
34).

He gives particular consideration to the subway system-
which, unlike the bus, "escapes the influence of winter"-
at the very moment when construction work on the first
subway  line  was  becoming  the  order  of  the  day:  "the
subway lines must not be in any way linked to the network

37
3Jf  PlarrL Of i,he cktl  Of Moscow amdj
t,he nekghooring curea,  showing
p'roposed rocLd cund ro,alway network ,
1930.

35 The "Cfreen City"  ci,s corunected, by
thA3 raltwa,y to the new Moscow,
1930.
36 "De-urbarrizcwh,on. Tiered, houses,
edy of tiered, houses . Mj,sta,ke in the
postwlcwhon: the searchj for itghi
provokes  shale.  A sol,wki,on Of bogie.
But th;ere i,s nothing left in it for the
heard.„
37  "Plan Of the Cirty ,"  Moscow,1930.
From top t,o bottom: business edy,
residential ckay , factories , heowy
indMstry.



38  Planirovka  Goroda,  ±fae j3wss¢cb7o
edi±i,on Of TJrba;nisne, Moscow,1933.
39  A 1930  dra;wirbg of the housing
redeTits , with "found,cthorn, layout:'
and tluree "combincndons" ; the not,e
ct the l]o#om sa,ys , "t,he foundcchorb
layout a,d,ophed h,ere ks by no mecuns
fi;mar, it is  one ecea;rlapze out Of a,
h;undred,, used, siriaply for the scke Of
demon8trati,on."

of existing streets; the basic principle of the subway is to
follow a straight line."57

The general structure of the city was to be based on two
systems:  "on  the  one  hand  the  streets,  on the  other the
houses:  these  are two totally independent processes." 58

The  orthogonal  system  of principal  streets  is  cut  diago-
nally  by  a  second  network  (fig.   37),  while  the  housing
takes  as  its  starting  point  the  Soviet  experience  with
communal houses,  even though the barrenness and "lack
of feeling" of the prototypes seen in Moscow was strongly
criticized  by  Le  Corbusier.  On  this  matter  he  reaffirms
the "autonomous,  closed,  private,  sacred"  nature of each
dwelling,  while declaring himself in favor of the collectiv-
ized form of domestic labor.  But Le Corbusier refuses all
excesses,  and,  for  example,  declares  himself against the
obligation  to  eat  all  meals  collectively  so  praised  by  the
architects of the "doma-komuny."

All  of the  existing  housing  should  be  destroyed  and  re-
placed  with  the  fabric  of  the  Green  City,  in  this  way
introduced  into  Moscow  itself;  it  should  also  be  oriented
in relation to ``the solar axis" and should have a population
density of 1000 inhabitants per hectare (or about 259,000
per  square  mile);59  the  theme  of the  Green  City  rejoins
then  that  of  the  Ville  Radieuse,  and  this  convergence
comes to form the central component of the new organism.
Intersecting  the reczey}ts  of the  apartment  buildings  (fig.
39)  and  serviced  by  "superimposed  internal  streets,"  a
triple  network  of services  is  put  into  place:  a  schooling
system,  from  day-nurseries  to  primary  schools;  a  club
system,  "a  place  for people  to  gather  according to  their
spiritual tendencies,  which is not the case in the housing
units" (the location of the clubs with respect to the living
areas therefore being unimportant); and recreational cen-
ters, intended for the "preservation of the race" and filling
in the free space between the recze7t,€s.  These same 7.ede7t,ts
are  therefore  very  precisely  defined,  even  if they  have
not yet been conceived  as they would be  several months
later in Brussels, in the form of an assemblage of "housing
units"  ("7o{€6s  c!'hob¢tcbt{o7t).  More  broadly  speaking,  the
triad of "air, sound, light" is Le Corbusier's most effective



weapon  in  responding  to  the  hygienic  concerns  of  the
questionnaire.

Overall,  the  radiocentric  structure  of Moscow would  un-
questionably be destroyed by Le Corbusiel's proposal, to
make  room  for  a  new  organism  whose  functioning  and
orientation are very precisely described in plate  15 of LCL
Vtll,e Rcidheuse.

The plan for transforming the existing city of Moscow into
a  Green  City would,  however,  tolerate the  preservation
of the  Kremlin,  St.  Basil,  the  Bolshoi Theater,  and  .  .  .
the mausoleum of Lenin,  as well as a few other religious
buildings.  As  early  as  1928,  Le  Corbusier had  affirmed,
in an article published in Ivewe Zctrcfae7o Ze{t""g  upon  his
return from the  U.S.S.R.,  that "Moscow,  the  embryo  of
a  new  world,   still  inhabits  the  old  shell  of  an  Asiatic
village";60 he now asserted that "it is not possible to rec-
oncile  the  past  city  with  the  present  or  future  one."61
With  this  approach,  which  combined  the  attitude  of the
Plan Voisin for Paris with a new conceptual apparatus, it
ultimately  became  conceivable  to  transfer  the  new  city
onto another, less congested terrain with a more favorable
topography.

In the face  of de-urbanism and garden cities,  "which are
a kind  of narcotic  from  a  social  point  of view,"  the  new
Moscow would  be  a manifesto  "for planning,  for concen-
tration,  and  for urbanization."  Le  Corbusier in this way
meant to affirm "man's freedom within the collective pro-
cess of urbanism-architecture."

The Twrrv Toward a "Real,i,sti,c"  Urbcun;ism
The "Reply to Moscow" that was to be published together
with the translation of CJ7.bcb"€s77}e  as the only book of Le
Corbusier  to  appear  in  Russia  before  the  war  (fig.  38),
came about exactly one year before the June 1931 meeting
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the
U.S.S.R.,  where the question of the "socialist rebuilding
of Moscow" was to be decided.  In the meantime the ``Re-
ply" was used as a foil in the press: the principal reproach,
which was formulated in 1930 by Sergei Gorny and would
later become the crux of the polemic against Le Corbusier,

did  not  deal  with  the  real  substance  of  the  "Reply"-    107
namely, the demolition of Moscow and the construction of
a "new organism"- but rather with the ideological pre-
suppositions  of his  ideas.  The  "talented  replies" . of "the
greatest practitioner of the reconstruction of material cul-
ture''62 did not allow one to forget the critiques that they
contained against the collectivism of certain of the Soviet
proposals of the time.  Characterizing the "R6ponse" as a
sort  of cross  between  H.  G.  Wells,  who  imagined  cities
enclosed beneath domes,  and the herald of "exact respir-
ation,"  Gorny  disparaged  it  as  being so  many  "drawing-
room  theories  of a  utopian  character";  and  in  remaining
silent  about  the  homage  paid  by  Le  Corbusier  to  the
experiments  of the  communal  houses,  Gorny  could  infer
that the Parisian architect had not sufficiently studied the
"Soviet realizations." Responding to Gorny,  Le Corbusier

reaffirmed his "optimism" and clarified the meaning of his
"Reply":  "Had  I  been  sufficiently  clear  in  my  reply  to

Moscow,  you would have understood that sun,  air,  light,
comradeship,  and  social  strength  are  in  fact the  goal  of
my research." 63

With the implementation of the first two Five Year Plans,
priority was given to investments designated for the con-
struction  sites  of the  "industrial giants."  The  realization
of the  Green City was  suspended,  and the final competi-
tion for the Moscow development plan,  held in  1932,  was
without results.  The General Plan adopted in 1935 within
the framework of the orientation of the Central Commit-
tee  of  June   193164  was  the  work  of  V.   N.   Semionov,
pioneer  of the  Garden  City  movement  before  1914,  who
derived  his  urban  models  from  Haussmann's  Paris,  the
Vienna of the Ring, and Burnham's Chicago.  Semionov of
course  maintained  a most unequivocal  distance  from the
``Reply," although in a manner clearly less ideological than

Gomy's:  "we  deem that what is not acceptable for Paris
is  no more  acceptable for Moscow ....  As far as we  are
concerned,  it is a question of reconstructing Moscow,  not
of annihilating it. To be sure, such reconstruction demands
radical     measures,      but     a     surgeon     is     not     an
executioner .... » 65

All the same,  Le Corbusier did not immediately abandon
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08    all hope of influencing ``the Moscow authorities" and soon
rejoiced  in the  defeat  of the  de-urbanists,  which  seemed
to  him  a  turn in  his  favor:  "one  fine  day,  the  authority
that stands at the gate of reason, where correct and chi-
merical dreams both come knocking,  said in the U.S.S.R.:
`Enough!  No  more!  And  stop  kidding  around!'  The  mys-

tique of de-urbanism found no one at home!"66

The  ``wild,  enormous,  phenomenal  clamor"  over  the  as-
sertion of a "sacred respect for individual liberty" which
was at the  source,  according to  Le  Corbusier,  of the  re-
ception  given  to  the  "Reply,"  did  not  prevent  him  from
consoling himself later by invoking the "Slavic soul'': "the
Russian is an artist, which however does not hinder busi-
ness  relations  when  it  is  a  matter  of choosing  a  line  of
conduct,  a concept of life.  My work will not remain-so I
believe-in a Soviet drawer until the next ice age." 67

Nevertheless,  things became  definitively colder with the
competition for the  building that was supposed to  crown
the Five Year Plan: the Palace of the Soviets.

The Pchace Of the Soviets: an Orgowrism for the Voi,ce
This time  around  Le  Corbusier ceased  to  be the czews  ea;
77t,acfat7acb who resolved difficult challenges in favor of mod-
ern  architecture,  as had been the  case with the  Centro-
soyuz.  He was used on the one hand as a source of ideas,
as a consultant, and on the other hand as a fetish of what
socialist architecture must rejecL-in a competition whose
increasingly  historicist  orientation  was  presented  as  a
model and  example to all Soviet architects.68

Conceived  as  an  "organism"  or  rather  as  a  totality  of
"organisms  large  and  small,"  the  Palace  of the  Soviets

kept alive the ideas implemented with the League of Na-
tions, the Mundaneum, and the Centrosoyuz; but this time
the solid framework of office buildings,  which had consti-
tuted a base for the freer forms of the meeting halls, has
disappeared:  the  administrative  component  of  the  pro-
gram is almost non-existent, and the project is defined by
the meeting halls, both large and small. The eight succes-
sive  solutions  presented  before  the  choice  of  the  final
pcwh¢-if  we  go  by  the  diachronic  plate  adjoining  the
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chosen  project-between  October  6  and  November  22,
1931  (fig.  42),  show  the  gradual  emergence  of local  sys-
tems  of symmetry at first-the two small halls;  then re-
gional systems of symmetry-the 6,500-seat hall and the
small  halls,  then  finally  the  triumph  of an  arrangement
endowed with an overall symmetry.  The axis connecting
the  15,000-seat hall with the 6,500-seat hall organizes the
covered  spaces  and  coincides  with  the  virtual  (acoustic)
axis of the open-air gathering place called for by the pro-
gram: 50,000 people must have access, by means of ramps,
to  a platfo]rm  turned  toward  a rostrum  whose  sound  ef-
fects  are  amplified  by  a play  of parabolic  reflectors,  and
where the listeners "can be addressed by a speaker stand-
ing in a spot particularly favorable to the projection of his
voice." 69  From the profile of the ceilings of the large hall
and the 6,500-seat hall to the sound-volume of the meet-
ings, acoustics-and the curves that they are supposed to
justify-govern the space of the Palace (fig.  41).

But  in  arriving at  a  symmetrical  solution,  Le  Corbusier
also got rid of any preoccupations with urban space: in the
first  sketches,  the  gathering  place  connects  the  Palace
with the Moscow river; in the final draft, the platform for
the  meetings,  folded  back  on  its  symmetric.al  axis  and
raised with respect to the natural ground level,  acquires
the status of unified space: it becomes the largest room in
the I'alace but,  for this very reason,  the whole loses con-
tact with the urban space of Moscow. It becomes a floating
composition as splendid as the ensemble of churches that
make up the Kremlin, whose attachment to the ground is
masked by a high defensive wall of bricks. Yet it is a more
rigid  composition,  whose  severity  is  softened  only  from
the longitudinal view which, by itself, would later lead Le
Corbusier to draw the famous parallel between the Palace
and the  Piazza dei Miracoli in Pisa,  an idea that came to
him during his trip to Italy in 1934 (fig.  44).

``A unity as material as it is spiritual" was achieved in this

way,  for Le Corbusier had resolved to "center the whole
of  the  palace  on  the  longitudinal  axis  of  the  Kremlin,
parallel to  the  river."70  A pure,  unblemished,  whole  or-
ganism,  the  Palace was in fact oriented according to the
large side of the  Kremlin's suITounding wall-which has
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no axis-yet without Le Corbusier's ever dealing with the
problem of the urban surroundings (fig. 40); in the absence
of a master plan for restructuring the capital, he refused
to  do  so.

What Le Corbusier retained from Moscow was therefore
once  again less a problem of "integration" than a certain
vision of the c7.owd,  which was  already fixed in his mind
at the time of his reflection on the Centrosoyuz: the man-
agement  of this  crowd's  circulation,  whether  on  foot  or
motorized,  was  the  focus  of  his  energies.  The  ``proces-
sions"-a   solemn   aspect   of  circulation-and   the   acci-
dents-a more exceptional and gloomy aspect-make the
Palace into a sort of gigantic filing cabinet for the crowd.
Under  these  conditions  Le  Corbusier's  biological  meta-
phor seems wonderfully apt: "the circulation of the hall is
based on a normal arterial operation with arteries,  arter-
ioles,  capillaries." 71 The filing instrument,  and the instru-
ment  of  organization,   is  the  {72,c!{72,ecg  pZcL"e:   the  ramps
spread out in broad,  sloping surfaces to serve the halls or
better  yet  the  immense  "forum"  inserted  beneath  the
large hall,  a proleterian version of the foyer at the Paris
Opera (fig.  43).

Both the generalized inclined plane-a quasi-suppression
of the rectilinear volumes and the static systems, like the
arch  holding  up  the  roofing  of the  large  hall-and  the
plastic  rediscovery  of  acoustical  principles  engender  an
ensemble of curved forms whose opposition to the orthog-
onal  compositions  creates  all  of  the  project's  emotional
power. Only the "sickles"-a timely choice of image-sup-
porting the roof of the 6,500-seat hall call back to mind in
some way the geometrism of the plan.

A Fa;aled Revenge om the Leag'ue Of Natho`rvs
Le  Corbusier took pleasure in revising,  when the  oppor-
tunity  arose,  the history  of his affair with the  Palace  of
the  Soviets,  emphasizing  the  personalized  nature  of his
confrontation  with  "Moscow";   he  casually  ignored  the
three  successive  competitions,  implying  that  the  whole
thing had  been  only  a single  combat:  ``they were  so  sat-
isfied   with   my   designs   that   the   government   of  the
U.S.S.R.  in  1929-1930  entrusted  me  with  drawing up  a

project for the Palace of the Soviets,  which was destined     111
to be the crowning glory of the  Five  Year Plan ....  My
project met with unanimous favor in all the working cir-
cles  in  Moscow.  It was  even  declared fit to  be  executed
(it  was  a  terrific  work).  I  was  even  informed  that  the
decisions had  already been made .... " 72

In point of fact,  Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret were
not invited to participate in the first conference aimed at
preparing the main competition until September of 1931,
together  with  eight  other  foreign  architects  and  three
Soviet ones (the contract was signed October 7,  1931,  for
a  total  amount  of 3,000  dollars).  It  all  took  place  in  the
few  months  between  the  autumn  of  1931  and  April  of
1932,  a period which cane to mark the real turning point
in the  epic of the  Palace  of the  Soviets toward academic
expressionism.

Mailed  in  December  of  1931,   the  twenty  plates  of  Le
Corbusier and Jeanneret's project, which were later com-
plemented  in  February  by  a  100-meter  film  on  the  ma-
quette  of the  Palace,  were  quickly taken  into  considera-
tion:   P7'owcZcL   pronounced  judgment   on   it   as   early   as
January 20,  1932: "The project provides a bold solution of
halls;  but what is unacceptable in Le  Corbusier's project
is that he conceives of the Palace of the Soviets in terms
of the  most  stripped  down  `industrialism',  as  though  it
were  an  airplane  hangar for congresses."  TASS's  state-
ment of February 29,  which announced the prolongation
of the competition,  set the tone for the new line: it was a
question of "adapting the best methods of classical archi-
tecture to the achievements of modern architectural tech-
nology.„

Le Corbusier let his old acquaintance Lunacharsky know
of his disappointment:
``The  Palace  of the  Soviets,  through  the  majesty  of its

proportions, will express those goals that have been pur-
sued since 1918.  People will see what all the talk is about.
The whole world will see.  And more than this,  under the
auspices  of  architecture,   mankind  will  find  a  !a)7ogwa)ge
incontaminable,  beyond  all  intrigue,  trickery,  and  cam-
ouflage: the Palace,  center of Soviet institutions.
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112    "You  made  it  known  across  the  world  that  this  palace
would  be  the  expression of the anonymous masses living
in the present age.
``And  then  the  decision:  that  the  Palace  of the  Soviets,

just like that of the League of Nations, will be built in the
style of the  Italian Renaissance!!!
``.  .  .  The  U.S.S.R.,  a union  of Soviet proletarian repub-

lies,  will  erect its palace,  which will be  superior and  be-
yond the people.  Let us not delude ourselves with rheto-
ric: I know perfectly well that the people-and the muzhik
tocLgreatly  admire  the  palaces  of kings  and  that  they
eagerly  ornament  their  wooden  beds  with  pediments  as
on a church.  But what should the thinking leaders of the
Soviet republic do: move forward,  or patronize and culti-
vate  tastes  that  only  attest  to  human  frailty?  We  were
expecting of the  U.S.S.R.  an  example  of authority,  edi-
fication,  and leadership,  since such an example expresses
the noblest and purest judgment. And if this is not to be?
Then there is no more U. S. S. R. , no doctrine, no mystique,
or anything else! ! !
".  .  .  It is frightening,  anguishing,  tragic,  and pathetic to

think that Moscow's present decision could begin to bring
about disunity of opinion,  disenchantment,  and cynicism.
And that the Five Year Plan should be crowned with one
thing: man's smallness." 73

Persuaded  that  the  Palace  would  be  built  by  the  acade-
mician Zholtovsky,  Le Corbusier rather obsequiously de-
clared  himself ready  to  meet  with  this  man,  who  "is  a
true,  serious  architect,  with  much talent";  and  he  went
further: "With him I shall talk about architecture far more
satisfactorily  than  with  most  of my  Western  colleagues
who call themselves `modern architects'."

But was it not precisely Lunacharksy, Le Corbusier's last
resort,  who  said  of the  Palace  of the  Soviets,  "given the
novelty of the construction,  we should prefer to base our
work on a classical  architecture  rather than a bourgeois
architecture:  better  yet,  we  should  base  it  on  the  suc-
cesses of Greek architecture since Marx's attitude toward
Rome     was     different     from     his     attitude     toward
Greece .... » 74
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Meanwhile  Le Corbusier announced to Lunacharsky that
the  CIAM  had  sent  a  message  of protest  to  Stalin;  the
message,  sent April  19,  1932,  repeated  the following as-
sertion  by  Le  Corbusier  in  its  text:  ``The  Palace  of the
Soviets  will  become  incarnate  in  the  forni  that  the  com-
mittee of old regimes claims to give it,  and will manifest
a  total  disdain  for  the  gigantic  cultural  endeavor  of the
modern age.  A dramatic betrayal." 75

Several weeks later a second message sigried by Cornelius
Van Eesteren and  Sigfried  Giedion,  which was every bit
as  confidential as the first,  requested Stalin and the Peo-
ple's  Commisars to  "make  the  necessary moves to  avert
this catastrophe." 76

The  episode  of  the  decision  of  the  competition  for  the
Palace  of the  Soviets would  in fact consecrate  the  break
between  the  CIAM  and  the  U.S.S.R.  The  Fourth  Con-
gress,  which  at the  close  of the  third  CIAM in  Brussels
the  Soviets had claimed to want to hold in Moscow,  was
henceforth compromised  before. being ungraciously  post-
poned  by  the  Soviets  until  1934,   and  then  finally  held
aboard the PcLt7is JJ,  between Marseilles and Athens.77

In  the  meantime,  the  loyal  Kolli  clarified  somewhat  the
terms of the competition decision,  and not without a cer-
tain bitterness: "There are still eyes that do not see ....
They did not want to understand your project: they were
vainly  seeking  a new  monumentality worthy  of the  age,
and no  one  noticed that such was at the  very foundation
of your project ....  We  fought hard,  Viktor Vesnin and
I, to explain and demonstrate the essential aspects of your
work to this commission.  How we bickered!"78

Kolli  also  pointed  out  that  ``the  Vesnin  brothers,  Ginz-
burg,  Burov,  and myself have felt a great admiration for
your work," but the wind had already shifted,  and only a
few rebellious students  still dared  consult Le  Corbusier,
among  them  Viktor  Nekrasov  and  his  comrades  from
Kiev.79

In an irony of fate, it was a man who was but an architect
in the making,  Sergei Eisenstein, who would pay Le Cor-
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busier's Palace of the  Soviets its most authentic homage:
during his 1928 sojourn in Moscow,  Le Corbusier had met
the  filmmaker together with  A.  Burov,  architect  of the
decorations  of T7ae  Ge72,e7ooZ  Lj7oe,   "constructions  of rein-
forced concrete  attesting to the new spirit," about which
he had said at the time: "the muzhik will certainly be left
flabbergasted  by  this .... "80  Le  Corbusier  had  empha-
sized the convergence of his work with that of Eisenstein,
dedicating L'A7t d6corcbtt/ d'cL"jowrd'hat to the filmmaker:
"It seems evident to me that  I think like  Mr.  Eisenstein

when he is making a film: spirit of truth, whitewash,  two
chapters of this book which also express the same convic-
tion. „ 8 I

Invited  along with  the  Vesnins  and  Ginzburg in  autumn
of 1933 to judge  the architectural projects for the  center
of Nalchik,  capital  of the  Soviet  Republic  of Kabardino-
Balkaria,   Eisenstein  used  the  forms  of  Le  Corbusier's
Palace  of the  Soviets  to  ridicule  the  new  official  line  on
the national forms of Soviet architecture: the curved forms
and flat  roofs  of the  Palace  of the  Soviets  gave  him  the
idea to  take  off from the  only  authentic  national form  of
Kabardino-Balkar culture,  the hat  of the  traditional  cos-
tume, and to present a series of variations on this hat, its
lining,  and  its  rim,  as  though  it were  an architecture  at
once  national  and  ``consonant  with  the  ideas  of the  new
architecture, according to which Le Corbusier has formed
us  all"  (fig.  45).82

0f the  Palace  of the  Soviets  Le  Corbusier would  in  the
end  preserve  nothing  more  than  a  simulacrum:  the  ma-
quette  (only film footage  of it had  been  sent to  Moscow).
The  epilogue  of this  story  stretched  from  October  1938
through  August   1939,   when  Le   Corbusier  attempted,
through Fernand  L6ger,  to sell the maquette to the Mu-
seum  of Modern Art  in  New  York,  seeking to  have  the
purchase  financed  by  the  Rockefeller  family ....   "The
few  museums  that  possess  maquettes  from  the  Renais-
sance are very proud  of them.  Why not assume that one
day  the maquette  of the  Palace  of the  Soviets  will  itself
represent something like a Renaissance? ''83

After  the  latest  failure  of the  Palace  of the  Soviets,  Le

Corbusier's  tone  became  more  embittered,   although  it     113
remained as romanesque as always: "Danger walks along-
side heroes,  and those who risk everything for an adven-
ture  (your  Moscow  plans)  walk  a  path  that  skirts  the
abyss."84  But  did  he  not  all  the  same  propose  to  Luna-
charsky that he come once more to Moscow to speak about
the  Ville  Radieuse?  In  any  case,  the  copies  of the  book
sent to Moscow to be sold in bookstores there were later
returned  accompanied  by  a  note  saying  "of no  interest
here"....85

Le  Corbusier was  thus  left  standing  outside  the  gate  of
the  "Factory  of Planning,"  rejected  from  ``the  Promised
Land of the technicians" which he had wanted so much to
embrace.  The  attitude  of Soviet  architects  in  his  regard
had  obviously  changed.  Miliutin,  who  in  1930  had  dedi-
cated  his  book Sotsgo7AocZ  "to  the  Creator  of the  new  ar-
chitecture,"  still  included  Le  Corbusier's  architecture  in
the book as  a point  of reference  in defining the  architec-
tural prototypes of the  socialist city.  But he took care to
condemn the  Plan  Voisin,  which he  called  an example  of
the  "nightmares  of  urbanism,"  and  the  reaction  to  the
publication  in  Russian  of Pzcb7o{7.oufocL  go7.ocZcL  in  1933  was
quite critical, unlike the warm reception given the original
UrbcL7tts772,e  in  1925,   as  though  the  book  had  been  pub-
lished only for the catastrophic vision of the capitalist city
that it presented ....  Thus was Le Corbusier considered
from  this  moment  on  to  be  the  preeminent  critic  of the
western city.86

But they attempted to recuperate him in another manner,
this  one  even  more  amusing:  the young Academy  of Ar-
chitecture of the  U.S.S.R.  asked  Le Corbusier in  1936 to
become  a  member-correspondent,  and  he  accepted  with
some   reservations,   proposing   in   particular   that   they
change the name of their institution, since he could never,
he  wrote,  confuse  "for  a  moment  your  institution  with
what  we  call  an  `academy'  in  our common  speech."87  In-
vited  to  the  Congress  of Architects  of  1937,  he  did  not
attend-the  business  of the fee for the  Centrosoyuz had
not  been  settled-contrary  to  Francis  Jourdain,  Marcel
Lods,  and Frank Lloyd Wright who went to Moscow.88



L14    An Abortive Idyll
Behind  the  operating problems,  Le  Corbusier's  relation-
ship  with  the  Soviet  architectural  scene  was  played  out
on three levels:
-A fascinahion with the Plow and with a strong govern-
me72,t.  In  the  early  stages,  at  the  time  of the  U.S.S.R.'s
opening up to the "progressive intelligentsia of the West"
and to foreign technicians-this coincided with the privi-
leged  treatment  reserved  for  him  by  officials.  He  later
retained illusions about this treatment, as well as a certain
nostalgia:  "The  U.S.S.R.  had  created  a  wonderful  term:
`the  general  line'  .   .   .  `This  keeps  to  the  general  line!'

.   .   .  `This  does  not  keep  to  the  general  1ine!'  .   .   .   Men
could  not live  up  to the  ideal;  in  certain  cases they  sank
very low ....  Disaster,  treason,  a slap in the face of the
sympathetic  elite  of the  world.  To  console  ourselves,  we
tell  ourselves;  `Just  a bit  of growing pains.  It will  pass!'
But   in   the   meantime,   they   are   strong,   these   little
pains! ''89  But this myth  of the  organic  fusion  of the  skill
and the drive of the technician with the power of a strong
state,  which sent  Le  Corbusier running from  Moscow to
Vichy  by  way  of  Rome,  would  soon  melt  like  snow  in
warm sunshine.
-Another,   more   lasting   fcLscinatkon  with  the   Soviet
cluci7ot-gcL7Aczes.   Le  Corbusier,  reticent  in  1925  in  the  face
of  Constructivism  and  identified  at  that  time  with  the
Dutch adherents of De Stijl,  changed his mind during his
first sojourn in Moscow, as attested by his 1928 article for
the Ive"e Zti7ocfaer Zettw7og: "the Germanic soul found only
a momentary point of support in the springboard of Rus-
siam  Constructivism."   Exonerated  of  the  accusation  of
having  been  the  matrix  of the  hated Ive"e  ScLch!dcfafoett,
Soviet  Constructivism  recovered  its  appeal:  "In  Moscow
I found not spiritual antagonisms but enthusiastic adher-
ents   for   what   I   consider   fundamental   in   the   human
task ....  In Moscow  I  found an  extreme enthusiasm for
things  architectural."90  This  about-face  threw  him  into
the  arms of Aleksander Vesnin,  "the father of Construc-
tivism,"  "a great-hearted  man  with  a great  artistic  pas-
sion,"  to  whom  he  dedicatd  his D6/e7ose  cze  Z'cL7.cfattect"7.e,
drawn  up  in  response  to  the  attack  by  Karel  Teige  in-
tended  to  sully  the  ScLcfaztcfofoejt.9]   It  should  be  pointed
out that  Le  Corbusier would  later  have  the  opportunity

to thank Vesnin for having preserved  "friendly feelings"
for  him,  in  spite  of the  "attacks  and  accusations  of the
mean  people  attempting  to  blacken  [his]  name  in  Soviet
Russia.»92
-A  fa,scincchon  wtih  col,I,ective  housing  cund,  t,h,e  com-
rmunal ideal in Soviet curchi±ectwre. His surfaced as ea;riy
as his  1928 journey,  and we have seen the importance of
the question of communal housing in his "Reply," as well
as  his  reservations  in  this  regard.  Conversely,  both  the
Constructivist program on the question of communal hous-
ing and  Ginzburg  and  Milinis's  Narkomfin building  were
criticized  in Moscow precisely because they manifested a
"critical attitude vis-a-vis the experiments of Western ar-

chitects"  and  vis-a-vis Le Corbusier above all.  "The prin-
ciples  guiding  Le  Corbusier's  search  for  new  forms  and
new  types  of  housing,   which  correspond  to  the  `social
operation' of capitalism .  .  .  cannot serve as a program for
the  construction  of a new  type  of housing."93  It  was,  on
the other hand,  with the purpose of reaching the French
public  that  Mikhail  Ilyn,  in  presenting  a  year  later  the
same Narkomfin building in L'A7.ch¢tectw7Ae c!'Aw/.o"rd'hot,
saw in it nothing less than a manifestation of "Corbusian-
ism in the U.S.S.R.": "in searching for a `style' that might
correspond to the wholly new form of life in the U.S.S.R. ,
our architects have in their first realizations drawn inspi-
ration  from  the  work  of Le  Corbusier,  the  most  radical
artist of the new forms,  and in so doing they have set our
architecture  on  the  road  to  the  discovery  of forms,  vol-
umes,  and compositions within the framework of creative
rationalism. " 94

For their part,  French travelers could  not help but see,
as  early as the late  1920s,  "imposing cement edifices  .  .  .
in  this  style  of  Le  Corbusier  that  is  becoming  interna-
tional."95  Thus,   at  the  very  moment  in  which  he  was
inserting an anti-collectivist refrain in his "Reply to Mos-
cow,"  Le  Corbusier saw  himself branded  as the  inspirer
of the Soviet communal experiments.

Le  Corbusier  am,d the  French,  Left:
i,he  Reflect,on of the Fricti,on wilh Moscow
Having been  deemed  instrumental  in the  Soviet  debate,
Le  Corbusier  used  his  relations  with  the  U.S.S.R.  as  a
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116    weapon  in  the  French  debate,  and  most  notably  in  his
polemics with the Left and the French Communist Party.
Condemned  by Jacques  Mesnil-one  of the  first  sympa-
thizers to make the trip to Moscow in 1921-in Z'Hw77ocL7?tt6
as  early  as the  Salon d'Automne  of 1922,96  Le  Corbusier
was again pilloried in their pages in 1932: "fundamentally
idealistic,"  his Vjjze f3cLczjewse  is  based  on  "an  essentially

petit-bourgeois and counterrevolutionary concept, since it
consecrates the capitalist system of production.'' 97  L.  M.
Kaganovich's  report  was  presented  as  an  alternative  to
the position of Le  Corbusier,  who "claims to be unaware
of social relations,  of relations among men and class con-
flict.„

Condemned  in  Paris  for  the  contents  of  his  "Reply  to
Moscow," Le Corbusier would have to wait for the emer-
gence of the Front Populaire before the hostilities would
subside: Paul Vaillant-Couturier intended to bring an end
to  the  "serious misunderstanding"  which pitted  Le  Cor-
busier  against the  communists  and  declared  that  he  re-
gretted  !'Hw77tcb7t,€t6's  attacks.  As  a  result  Le  Corbusier
came fo]ward with new offers for his service, offers which
were connected to his project for the Exposition of 1937:
"For  the  Front  Populaire,  there  exists  but  one  way  to

demonstrate that something new has begun to happen in
the  realm  of social justice:  this  would  be  to  build  imme-
diately,  in Paris,  housing elements which would reflect at
once   the   latest   advances   in   modem   technology   and
your  will  to  place  such  technology  at  the  service  of the
people.''98

0n a more theoretical plane, Le Corbusier participated in
the  activities  of`the  ``Maison  de  la  Culture,"  the  heir  of
the  Association  des  Artistes  et  Ecrivains   R6volution-
naires, directed by Louis Aragon, which echoed the Soviet
debate  over  "realism."  Le  Corbusier  opposed  the  argu-
ments of Jean Lurcat, who defended realism "in the face
of painting and within painting,"  and  continuing the po-
1emic begun in Moscow through the medium of architec-
ture, he refuted the latter's conclusion that "the new age
demands mimetic arts to  satisfy the masses ....  I  suffo-
cate and all within me rebels when I see such obsequious-
ness toward a working mass that should on the contrary

be  raised  up."99  Le  Corbusier  maintained  that  "French
art,  said to  be  abstract,  is  concrete.  It is  fundamentally
concrete.  The  realism  is within."  He  declared  himself in
favor of a collaboration between painting,  sculpture,  and
architecture,  on the condition that the whole "platter" be
called "the architecture of the modern age." 100

Upon the death of Vaillant-Couturier,  Le Corbusier par-
ticipated  in  a  competition  launched  by  the  Maison  de  la
Culture for the construction of a monument to the mayor
of Villejuif.  His astonishing project,  based on the double
perception of pedestrians and motorists (fig. 46), received
little  more  than  passing comments  of praise  in the  com-
petition; it seems that within the jury, of which M. Cachin,
Francis Jourdain,  and Jean  Renoir were  part,  the pres-
sures of L6on Moussinac-who had violently attacked Le
Corbusier in  1934 by way  of Charlotte  Perriand  in  Mos-
cow,  at the  time  of Andr6  Lurcat's  lecture-were  a de-
termining factor in the  rejection  of such  a striking idea:
a stone wall, intersected by a fender of reinforced concrete
bearing three  "symbolic  motifs":  "the  orator's  hand,  the
orator's head,  and the book."  Its effect would have been
violent:  "The  monument,  facing  the  route  d'Italie,  con-
fronts.  It presents itself from afar to travelers;  it is also
like the first boundary-mark of Paris.  After it one enters
Paris.     Thus    from    this     point     it     can     convey    a
message.

This message,  which was interrupted by the war, was at
the time of the Liberation still obscured by minor attacks,
such as the article in the Communist-sympathizing weekly
Act{o7o  that  provoked  the  irritation  of  Le  Corbusier  in
September 1945, when he was associated with the creation
of the Union Nationale des Intellectuels (U.N.I.).  Le Cor-
busier  at the time  appealed  to the  future inhabitants  of
the Marseilles Unite apartments: "One must know how to
inhabit them!  I  am  addressing myself to  the  CGT  [Con-
federation  G6n6rale  du  Travail]  for  this  reason,  saying,
`It is for you,  but you must teach your people the neces-

sary  discipline'."  At  last  Le  Corbusier  could  expect  to
collect the dividends of his Soviet adventure: "In Moscow
I  built  the  Centrosoyuz.  Unspeakable  accusations  were
leveled  at me:  capitalist architecture by a fascist individ-



ual.  In  1928 I had  .  .  .  considered my fee for this work to
be  the  simple  repayment  of my  expenses  .  .  .  but  I was
adamant  about  the  Palace  of  the  Soviets,  which  is  an
architectural  work  the  likes  of which  I  defy  anyone  to
equal.  I  have  neither made  compromises  nor  shaped  re-
inforced concrete in the  Greco-Roman style." 1°2

It  was  not  until  after  1954  that  Le  Corbusier,  by  that
point forgotten in Moscow,  gradually recovered his place
in  Soviet architectural culture:  that is,  at the time when
functionalism  in  the  U.S.S.R.  enjoyed  a  victory  as  com-
plete as it was late in arriving. It was an article by Nikolai
Kolli,  who  was  undoubtedly  aware  of  all  these  sudden
changes  of  fortune,  that  restored  Le  Corbusier  to  his
deserved place in history. ]°3 From this point on, the way
was paved for the canonization and the academic recuper-
ation of the forms of the "master"-which is how he came
to  be  known  again,  and  not  surprisingly,  since  his  work
had  always  influenced,  in  point  of fact,  a  great  deal  of
Soviet architecture.  As for the frictions and the insults of
the 1930s, they quite simply fell silent, or better yet, were
lost in a rather convenient haze,  and still are today.104

A "guest star" in the U.S.S.R.  at the time of the Stalinist
turning-point  and  the  death  of the  avant-gardes,  a fun-
damental  point  of reference  in the  practices  of the  Con-
structivist architects,  Le Corbusier has been all the more
easily reintegrated today in the Pantheon of Soviet archi-
tecture,  as  he  has  amply had his  revenge  on that realm:
indeed,  if there is any country where the rules set down
in  rfae  j3¢cZ{ci7o€  C€ty  and  codified  in  the  A€fae7os  CfaaL7te7.
have the weight of law,  it is certainly the U.S.S.R.

And  yet,  if there  is  a  striking  characteristic  of the  two
large projects constituting Le Corbusier's most authentic
formal  "reply"  to  the  U.S.S.R.,  is  it  not  their cLw€o7oo77ty
with respect to the urban context?-the autonomy of the
internal   structure   of  the   Centrosoyuz,   whose   design
evokes,  in its  curves  and right angles,  the  eyes,  cheeks,
and mouth of a human face  as seen by a Purist,  and the
radical  autonomy  of the  "organism"  of the  Palace  of the
Soviets, whose design can perhaps,  for its own part,  also
be  seen  as  a  humanoid  form  (see  fig.  41).  Is  this  rather

curious anthropomorphism an unconscious chapter of the     117
``Reply  to  Moscow"  affirming the  value  of the  human,  as

Le Corbusier always liked to remember it? Is it not above
all a fundamental stage in the transformation of his formal
universe, a kind of foreshadowing of the forthcoming Plan
Obus  for  Algeria,  and  above  all,  a question posed  to  ar-
chitecture itself, whose answer would only be found-if at
all-in the postwar projects and buildings?
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Le Corbusier and the U.S.S.R.: New Documentation

S.  Frederick Starr

Frorwhspbece, Le Corbusi,er in i;h,e
U.S.S.R.,1928.

The  outward  facts  of  Le  Corbusier's  brief involvement    123
with the  U.S.S.R.  between the years  1928 and  1932  are
by now well known, thanks in part to the architect's own
writingsL and in part to subsequent works of scholarship. 2
In 1928 he was approached by the head of the Soviet trade
union combine Centrosoyuz, who proposed that he design
the  union's  Moscow headquarters.  Le  Corbusier agreed,
and the structure was built, the largest project he carried
to completion before 1945. Two years later he was invited
to submit a proposal to the competition to design a Palace
of the  Soviets in Moscow.  Though he entered the compe-
tition with high hopes, his project did not receive so much
as  an  honorable  mention.  Angered  when  his  entry  was
brushed aside in favor of a bombastic and academic entry
by  Boris  Iofan,  Le  Corbusier  had  little  further  contact
with the Soviet Union.

Such are the facts.  What they do not indicate is the  sig-
nificance of the short-lived mutual attraction between the
Swiss architect and his erstwhile Soviet patrons.  On each
side, the relationship and its breakdown set attitudes that
endured for a full generation.  For Le  Corbusier,  the  So-
viet Union became a land of democratic reaction in which
the  lowest  element  of  popular  taste  was  permitted  to
define  the  man-made  environment;  for the  U.S.S.R.,  Le
Corbusier  became  the  bourgeois  technocrat  pcLr  eacceJ-
Ze7oce,  blind to the need for an art that was both uplifting
and accessible.

Several  pieces  of documentation  crucial  to  these  issues
I.emain unavailable, either destroyed or preserved only in
closed Soviet archives.  Among these, far the most signif-
icant  is  the  lengthy  explanatory  text that  Le  Corbusier
submitted with his Palace of the Soviets entry, and which
is referred to approvingly in the official Soviet publication
on  the  competition.3  Offsetting  these  lacunae  are  three
recent finds that  help  clarify  Le  Corbusier's relationship
to the U.S.S.R. in general and to the Palace of the Soviets
competition in particular.  The first,  a collection of photo-
graphs  and  reminiscences  by  Sergei  Kozhin,4  a  young
Moscow architect assigned to guide  Le  Corbusier during
his  1928 visit to the  U.S.S.R.,  hints at contacts between
Le  Corbusier  and  the  Russian peasantry which  help  ex-



124     plain  his  later  readiness  to  dismiss  the  rejection  of his
design  for the  Palace  of the  Soviets  as  being inevitable,
given popular attitudes within  Russia.  The second,  a let-
ter from the architect to the Soviet Commissar for Public
Enlightenment,  Anatoly  Lunacharsky,  reveals a shocked
Le Corbusier trying desperately to hold on to his illusions
about the attitude of the Soviet government toward mod-
ern  architecture  in  the  face  of the  rejection  of his  own
design  of  the  Palace  of  the  Soviets,  and  his  last-ditch
effort  to  ingratiate  himself with the  Soviet  Commissar.5
The third,  an exchange  of letters between  Le  Corbusier
and a young student of city planning in Kiev, Viktor Nek-
rasov,  indicates  the  bitterness  of  Le  Corbusier's  disap-
point.ment  with  the  Soviet  leaders  and  suggests  why  he
could later turn with such enthusiasm to support Marshal
P6tain's government at Vichy.6

The key to Le Corbusier's infatuation with the Soviets as
patrons  is  the  1927-1928  rejection  of  his  entry  to  the
competition for a headquarters for the League of Nations
at Geneva. Among the various sins cited by the jury when
it rejected Le Corbusier's entry was the fact that he had
submitted his drawings in India ink rather than the spec-
ified  Chinese  ink.7  Convinced that an international  cabal
of academic architects had conspired to humiliate him,  Le
Corbusier objected publicly to the jury's decision and then
sought redress through a lawsuit. As this was proceeding,
he  was  approached  to  design  the  headquarters  for  the
trade   union   conglomerate   in   Moscow.   Being   himself
strongly attracted to the doctrine of syndicalism8 and per-
haps thinking that the Centrosoyuz was dedicated to such
a program,  Le Corbusier found the commission a sympa-
thetic one  and in  1928 traveled to Moscow to inspect the
site.  Thus began a relationship that was to cause Le Cor-
busier  to  be  attacked  in  the  West  as  "Moscow's  torch-
beared'nd;ke Bround;f ackel Moskous.9

Le Corbusier had every reason to think he would be wel-
coined  in  the  Soviet  capital.  As  early  as  1922,   Moisei
Ginzburg,  later the  founder  of the  Constructivist move-
ment  in  Russian  architecture,   had  published  materials
taken from the serialized version of Vet.s ou"e aLrc7}{tect"7.e
as this appeared in the pages of L'Esp7it IVowt/eon  in his

own  theoretical  text  St{Z  {  epofoha.]°   Scarcely  had  the
Constructivists  founded  their journal  Souremew"cL{cL  ct,7.-
fofattefotwrcL in 1926 than Le Corbusier's name appeared on
the masthead as  a member of the international board  of
consultants.11  Within  the journal,  his  projects  were  fre-
quently published and analyzed as examples of the highest
ideals toward which the younger generation of Soviet ar-
chitects should aspire. Even non-Constructivists like Kon-
stantin  Melnikov  gauged  their  success  by  the  extent  to
which the Parisian master approved their work.

Arriving  in  Moscow,  then,  Le  Corbusier  had  reason  to
expect an enthusiastic reception.  A year before the stock
market  crash imposed  a virtual  freeze  on building in the
West,  Le Corbusier was astonished by his hosts' constant
use of the te]m "big' and their apparent desire to break
with  the  past.  When  he  asked  his  Russian  interpreter
about the  association of bozsfao¢  (big) with Bolshevism he
was told "Bolshevism means everything as big as possible;
the biggest theory, the biggest projects. Maximum. Going
to the heart of any question.  Examining it in depth.  En-
visaging  the  whole.   Breadth  and  size."  "Till  then,"  Le
Corbusier  confessed,  ``1  had  understood  from  our  news-
papers that Bolshevik meant a man with a red beard and
a knife between his teeth." 12

While  in  Moscow,  Le  Corbusier  had  as  guide  the  archi-
tecture  student  Kozhin,  on  whose  kitchen  table  he  exe-
cuted  the  first  sketches  for  the  Centrosoyuz.13  It  was
Kozhin,  too,  who took Le Corbusier into the countryside
to inspect traditional Russian wood architecture. A series
of photographs preserved by Kozhin's family in California
show Le Corbusier, bowler hat on his head and a cigarette
in his mouth,  in front of various wood houses and barns,
and side by side with a weathered and hard-looking peas-
ant woman  (fig.  1  [frontispiece])-this,  of course,  on the
very  eve  of  the  enforced  collectivization  of  agriculture
that was to cost millions of lives. Such face-to-face contact
with the  Russian countryside was later to enable him to
write off the Soviet masses as being unprepared for mod-
ern architecture.

For the time being, though, Le Corbusier saw the Soviet



government as providing the enlightened and technologi-
cally  literate  leadership  of which  he  had  long  dreamed.
Returning to Paris with the Soviet architect Nikolai Kolli
to assist him,  Le  Corbusier completed plans for the Cen-
trosoyuz building and dispatched them to Moscow, where
a  construction  schedule  began  at  once.  Never mind  that
the closed ventilating system-the famous 7oesp¢7.citto7o e#-
cLcte-was  scrapped  in favor of traditional radiators,  and
that   various   other   unwelcome   modifications   were   ef-
fected.14  The  fact  that  Le   Corbusier's  most  ambitious
project to  date  was  actually  being  constructed  gave  him
reason enough to look forward to future commissions from
Moscow with enthusiasm.

In 1931  Soviet officials sent Le Corbusier a lengthy ques-
tionnaire  on  the  reconstruction  of  the  city  of  Moscow.
Neither  the  questionnaire  nor  Le  Corbusier's  initial  re-
sponse is available. But the fact that the theoretical draw-
ings  of Le  Corbusier's  most  important  work-Ville  Ra-
dieuse-were   made   in   order   to   answer   this   Soviet
questionnaire  attests  to  the  centrality  of the  project  in
the  architect's  total  oeuvre.15  To  say  that  Le  Corbusier
proposed to rehabilitate Moscow with a ruthlessness that
Baron  Haussmann  might  have  envied  is  an  understate-
ment.  Upon the radial plan of the historic capital Le Cor-
busier  imposed  a  roughly  rectilinear  organization  of ar-
teries that would have required the virtual destruction of
the city.

By early  1932 Le Corbusier was receiving reports on the
progress  of his  Centrosoyuz  building  and  was  otherwise
in frequent contact with authorities in Moscow regarding
his  proposals  to  redesign  their  city.  To  be  sure,  he  was
not inactive at home, either.  His Salvation Army building
was under construction in Paris,  incorporating the closed
ventilation system that had been rejected for the Centro-
soyuz  in  Moscow.  Moreover,  his  Swiss  students'  dormi-
tory for the  Cite  Universitaire  in  Paris  was  also  under
construction at this time,  suggesting that Le Corbusier's
fortunes  had  rebounded  from  the  low point they had  hit
during  the  League  of  Nations  dispute.  Yet  it  was  not
Paris but Moscow on which he now placed his hopes.

In  1928  he  had  penned  a  tract Ve7os  Ze  PcL7is  cze  Z'6pog"e      125
77ocLcfot7otste, 16  but  by  1931-1932  he  was  preoccupied  with
Moscow.   Identifying  himself  consciously  with  the  archi-
tect of the sixteenth century Pont Neuf,  he declared "Du
Cerceau,  architect  to  the  King,  created  for  his  master
what was needed:  Bigness." 17 These words were written
as  Le  Corbusier's  studio  on  rue  de  Sevres was  awaiting
the Soviet jury's decision on the second phase of the com-
petition  for  a  Palace  of the  Soviets.]8  This  building  was
conceived  by the  Soviet government,  no less than by  Le
Corbusier himself, as a response to the League of Nations'
claim  to  be  constructing the  capital  of all  nations  in  Ge-
neva.  The direct heir of Soviet efforts in 1919 and  1922 to
construct a world capital for workers,  it was at the same
time  a  lineal  descendant  of  several  nineteenth  century
attempts by the czarist government to build on the same
Moscow  river  site  a  national  memorial  that  would  sym-
bolize the  aspirations of the entire Russian nation.19

While never a Communist Party member and not even a
Marxist in any rigorous sense of the term,  Le  Corbusier
embarked  on  this  project  with  a  messianic  fervor  that
rivaled  that  of its  sponsors.  In  the  same  essay  of early
1932 cited above, he conjured up a picture of a thoroughly
defeated  West,  its  banker-leaders  hoping desperately  to
recoup their nations'  economies  by fanning war between
Russia and China, a war that would at once create endless
possibilities  for  foundering  European  and  American  in-
dustries  in the  form  of orders for weapons  and food  and
would  also pin  down  on  its  eastern border  Soviet power
for a generation, thus taking the pressure off the West.20
A bizarre  scenario,  perhaps,  but  all  the  more  significant
in that  Le  Corbusier credited  it as real.  Clearly,  he had
absorbed  the  heady  utopianism  of  the  First  Five  Year
Plan and was using the threat of future Soviet greatness
to ridicule those who had thwarted his career at home.

That there was a great deal of naivet6 in this need scarcely
be  said.  But the  tragedy of collectivization was little  ap-
preciated  in  western  Europe  and  America  in  the  early
spring of 1932,  and the dramatic change in temperament
that the  U.S.S.R.  had undergone during the last year of
the  First  Five  Year  Plan  was  all  but  unknown  abroad,



126    even  as  its  importance  was  grossly  underestimated  by
members  of the  Soviet  intelligentsia  at  home.  What  Le
Corbusier might have been apprised of, but evidently was
not,  was  the  changing  Soviet  attitude  toward  his  own
work that was already manifest by 1931,  as he was work-
ing on his Palace of the Soviets.  On the one hand,  several
Soviet architects who had heretofore withheld praise ap-
peared in print with fulsome  acknowledgments of his ac-
complishments.  One,  the  formalist  Nikolai  Dokuchaev,  a
member of the Association of New Architects (ASNOVA)
and therefore  opposed in principle to  Constructivist util-
itarianism,  found  praise  for  Le  Corbusier's  new  purist
aesthetic based on Cubism.2£  But on the other hand,  the
rising tide of populism was expressed in what Ilya Ehren-
burg called the "cult of accessibility," which was eventu-
ally to be channeled into the doctrine of Socialist Realism.
One  hostile  critic,  D.  Aranovich,  in  a review  of contem-
porary French architecture, noted with un feigned delight,
albeit inaccurately, that Le Corbusier had "neither follow-
ers  nor students"  in  the  U.S.S.R.22  Another,  writing in
P7aowc!cL,   admitted  Le  Corbusier's  influence  but  decried
the  fact  that  it  seduced  students  in  the  U.S.S.R.  into
drafting  projects  embodying  "abstraction  going  all  the
way to  utopianism."23  In  still  another  vein,  the  Moscow
proletarian  architect  Alexander  Nekrasov  attacked  the
domination of architecture by utilitarian engineers,  who,
he  claimed,  "had  opened  a  deep  gulf between  their  art
and architecture."  Nekrasov argued that true contempo-
rary architecture does not derive from the machine, as Le
Corbusier claimed,  but from the  combination  of classical
principles  with  socialist  ideals,  which  the  former  czarist
academician Ivan Zholtovsky and his younger Soviet dis-
ciples,  including  Boris  Iofan,  were  developing.  In  these
and  other  essays  of  1929-1932  the  names  of those  who
were  eventually  to  defeat  Le  Corbusier  and  the  other
modernists were already coming to the fore.24

This  threatening  current  was  far  from  Le  Corbusier's
mind  as he  set out to develop his entry for the Palace of
the  Soviets  competition.  After  three  months  of  frantic
work,  he  and  his  colleagues  developed  a plan which  has
been called by one writer "perhaps the greatest building
never built.» 25

Only a handful of the dozens of drawings, plans,  and ele-
vations for this mammoth structure have been published.
The remainder  are  preserved  in  closed  archives  in  Mos-
cow,  although  numerous  drawings  and  plans  are  also  to
be found in the archives of the Fondation Le Corbusier in
Paris.  Until  these  have  all  been  analyzed  in  detail,  one
cannot speak with precision  of the  significant alterations
the  project  underwent  in  the  course  of  preparation.26
What is clear is that the suspension of the ceiling for.the
15,000-seat  assembly  hall  from  a  soaring  ferro-concrete
parabolic arch constituted a singular innovation in its day,
as  did  the  elaborate  system  of ramps  and  roadways  by
which Moscow's non-existent automobile fleet would gain
access  to  the  building.  Le  Corbusier  attached  great  im-
portance  to these  technical  achievements and  elaborated
his conception of the building in a model of such exactitude
and elegance that it was later exhibited at the Museum of
Modern  Art  in  New  York  and  then  toured  the  United
States  for  several  years  thereafter.27  Its  present  wher-
eabouts are unknown.

No winner was named for the first round of the competi-
tions, although entrants were given critiques of their proj-
ects. Le Corbusier was apparently told that his entry had
caused a considerable  stir,  and that various technical as-
pects  of  his  design  had  earned  high  praise  among  the
Moscow architectural and political elite. He was also given
certain suggestions for changes which he was able to in-
troduce into the design without unduly altering the overall
scheme.  Finally,  he was informed that the selection pro-
cess would now enter a second phase to which any archi-
tect in the world would be free to submit proposals. Even-
tually  over  160  projects  were  to  be  received,  including
twenty-four  from  abroad  and  eleven  from  the  United
States  alone.  In a flush  of democratic zeal,  amateurs too
were encouraged to submit their ideas and a large number
actually  did  sO.28

At the same time as this procedure was made known to
Le Corbusier he was told that the solicited projects from
the first phase would automatically qualify for the second
phase.  In short,  Le Corbusier had reasonable grounds for
thinking that he  would  be  among the finalists,  if not ac-



tually the winner of the grand prize to design a capital for
the workers  of the  world.  Hence,  when the  blow  fell  on
February 28,  1932,  he was totally unprepared.  The three
first  prizes  of  12,000  rubles  each  were  offered  to  Ivan
Zholtovsky, a court architect to Nicholas 11; Hector Ham-
ilton, a virtually unknown designer of office buildings from
New Jersey; and Boris Iofan, the young Moscow architect
whose work appeared to be  a crossbreed of Zholtovsky's
and  Hamilton's.  Le  Corbusier  was  not  even  among  the
runners-up.  Everything on which he had placed his hopes
since  1928 now lay in ruins.

The explanations offered by the seventy-member jury and
the several commentators whose critiques were later pub-
lished  in  the  official  book of the  competition provided  no
consolation.  Academician  A.  V.  Shchusev,  for  example,
wrote that
``The  predominance  of  skeletal-industrial  motifs  of  con-

struction emphasized by Le Corbusier, when applied to a
building for the  center of Moscow,  imparts  a completely
incorrect  interpretation  to  the  idea  of the  Palace.  This
incorrectness is only reinforced by the separated disposi-
tion of the halls on the site, which recalls the confusion of
an industrial town." 29

Another critic acknowledged the immense Soviet interest
in  Le  Corbusier's  work  but,  after  examining  with  care
and  respect  the  purely  technical  aspects  of the  project,
attacked its outward appearance:
"On  the  artistic  expressiveness  of his  project  Corbusier

says  nothing,  supposing  that  this  expressiveness  should
appear as a natural consequence of the functional solutions
and techniques of construction he has employed.  But it is
clear that [all this] is still insufficient for imparting to the
structure the degree of high artistic expressiveness that
is unconditionally essential for a project like the Palace of
the  Soviets."3o

The rejection of his project by the  Soviet judges and the
blatantly traditionalist basis  of their opposition outraged
Le  Corbusier.  After staking his  hopes  on  the  U.S.S.R.,
he found that, with respect to architecture, it behaved no
better than  the  League  of Nations.  It  is  a  bitter  irony

that Le corbusier's letter of complaint to his old acquaint-     127
ance,  the Soviet Commissar of Public Enlightenment An-
atoly  Lunacharsky,  should  have  been  addressed  to  Ge-
neva,  the scene of Le  Corbusier's earlier humiliation.  As
it happened, Lunacharsky was in the Swiss city as a mem-
ber of the  Soviet  delegation  at  the  meetings  of the  pre-
paratory  commission  for  the  League  of  Nations'  disar-
mament   conference.    Unknown   to   Le   Corbusier,   the
U. S.S. R. was at that very moment on the verge of joining
the League!

Le  Corbusier's letter,  the  original of which is  presented
for the first time below, reveals the extent of his shock at
the Moscow jury's decision and at the same time his mon-
umental  egotism,  which  led  him  still  to  assume  that the
U. S. S. R. would eventually embrace his vision of a modern
architecture  and  society,  in  the  face  of all  the  contrary
forces at work within that nation.  It is this egotism, too,
that  led  Le  Corbusier,  in  his  letter  to  Lunacharsky,  to
misread  completely  the  nature  of Stalin's  rise  to  power
and of his chief instruments of success, the collectivization
of agriculture and the First Five Year Plan.  Clearly,  Le
Corbusier hoped that the setback in his personal fortunes
would be only temporary and that it lay within his powers,
through shameless ingratiation and gratuitous attacks on
his  Western  colleagues,  to  attain  the  position  of  court
architect in Moscow to which he had long aspired.

Letter to Ama,holy Lunachorsky from Le Corrbusi,er ,
Mar.ch 13 ,1932
Dear Mr. Iju/ra,chef i sky ,
I h,ope the;i you wi:ll not be a,ngered, by the fact that I  arm
retw:rvimg to the cormerrsatj,on thol we h,nd lest Saturday
in Geneva, coneenryi;ing the Pal,a,ce Of t,he Sovicts.
The Pa,lace Of the Sovicts (a,s it i,s st,clhed, in t,he p'rogrra;in)
shoul,d, be the orow'n Of the Five Year Plan,. Am,d whoj ks
the Five Year Pl,a;n?  It, ks the rm,oat herod,c clmd, i;ndy
mdyestic altempt ever to accommodate condermporary
society thifough tech;in,ologu in such cb way cl,s to peniii'n;it it
to l;ive ho;Irmond,ously . AI the core Of the Five Year Pl,can
ti,es un idea,. Who;i i,bea?  Sinply to enable mow to be
hap!py.  And yct, how ks it possthle, crmkd i,he end,I,ess
garba,ge of the frost cycle Of rna,chile cwiJ;kecwhon, to



1Z8    altouin that condition Of p'iwiky which cLl,one i,s capa,ble Of
oipening such a;in era, Of lappi;ness?  By d,ectsively and,
wmfoinch;ingly turrving one' s face to the f;uture , h,owing
d,eci;d,ed farm,ly to belorrLg to the presen}, i,o a,ct ond, i,o
think "Today" !
This i,s what the U .S .S .R.  di,d,. AI a,ny rake, we beti,eve
this to be so, honing observed your actwdy from a
di,stomce. We ha;ve followed, this actwdy wi;th so great un
i;nderest, cund, with such, a, th;irst to discover the;i the
general strivirig for a condriti,on Of ha;rmony would be
recblheed, at l,east somewhere on ecwhh,, that everywhere a,
cenrfu;in fo;ith arroseun rnvy ski,car cult Of the U .S .S .R .
Poets , a;ndsts ,  socj,ologj,sts , young peaple, a;in,d, especwlly
those who ,1enowing a,bout Life, hone nornethel,ess stayed
younglhey all rrecogrvkeed that somewhere, in the
U .S .S .R. , i;in, fact, fate h,a,d, permithed, the work to be
accompitshed,. The d,ay wi:Il d,ouj'rv when i:he U .S .S .R .
wi,ll p(roctch/n tiseif rna,heriwhy thaough the f;ulfuinend of
the Five Year Pl,am. But the U .S .S .R . has cdrea,dy
kin,dl,ed the dcown for all Junmcundy . Ate si,neere hecwhs
are i;urrrved toward, it. This victorey i,s even more
skgwificcwh ±hiun whol will come l,ater in the material
reaJl,in.
"A;f ch;itecture expresses the spin± of i,he age."

Consequently , the Pala,ce Of the Sovicts , through, the
modesty Of tis ptropordons , wall express those goals that
h,owe been pursued, since 1918. People wall see what, all
the talk i,s abowl. The whol,e worl,d wi,ll see.  Moreover,
and,er t,he owspkces Of a;ifclwhecture , i'rvo,in,hin,d, wall frm,d, a
\angua.ge , incorfu,mina,ble , bay ond all i;ndrigue , inckeii.q/ ,
and coumowflage: thk} Palace, center of Soviet
imstituti,ons .
You rna,de i± know'n a,cross the worl,d that t,his Pal,a,ce
would, be the eap'resston Of the cunonymous masses living
in the presen± age.
Am,d then the d,ectston: that the Palace of the Soviet,s,
just lj,he the;i Of the League Of Na,tions , wj,l,I be bwitt in
the stMle of t,he lt,a;ti,an Renchssa,in,ce!
The Itctha;rvs of the Reninsscuncelj,he the Romcuns and,
Cfreek,sulwiit in storre. However great t,he conception,
the bound,a;vies Of the Renal,sscunce' s a,ctwal a,chi,evemend
a;nd of i,±s swhordjina,hon to t,he low of growdy were
clef i:rued by stone constwcti,on.

In the a,ge Of i,he Renchssa;nee th,ere were erdigh,honed,
princes who nded, over t,he masses. A guif seporouhed the
rich, from the mo,sees. A gulf separated, the palace where
the prince 1,ived, frorm the rm,a,sses Of peopze.
The U .S .S .R . , a, uni,on Of Sovict proletoinon repubhes ,
wall erect its pchace, which will be saperior cnd, beyond,
the people.
Let us not del;nde oursel,ves with rrhetoric..  I  lunow
perfectly well t,hat t,he peapleoumd, the rmueh;th i,oo-
grea,fly ad;mire the palaces of hangs a;rod, that they
eagerly oii.nanvend their wood,en beds wi;th ped;inends a8
on a chMifch,.
But what sh,ould, the thinking lea,d,erg of the Soviat
repiublkc do: move fo'rword, or pa,troniee cund cuttfroate
ta,stes that orrdy  al,±est to h;uno;in, frchLky?
We were expecting  Of the U .S .S .R.  can eceo;rxple Of
a;ut,horiky , ed,rfu3cwh,on, a;nd, leadership,  since such, a;n
ecea,ample expresses the nol)I,est curd purest iud,gmeut.
And if tlris is not to be?  Then t,here i,s no rriare
U .S .S .R . , no doctrine, rbo mychque , or a;nyth;ing  el,se! I I
The very thoughi, that I  should, ha,me to pose such,
questions in our d,ay ks a.wful.
To concl,ule 1]riefty , it i,s frighieyin,g , an,gwish;ing , tragic ,
and pouthetic that Moscow's present dect,si,on could begin
to bring a,bout disundy of opinion, disenehautmend, cnd,
cyinctsm. And that t,he Five Year Plum should, be
erouned, with, one thin,g : "rna;in,' s srmall,ness ."
There i,s in my words not one drop Of t,h,e bth,erness Of a
rejected, ca;in,d,ida,he.  No.  But I  1,ove arclwhect;are too
rmMch, I  l,owe Tru;th too rmuch, {o despo;ir irmrmed;hal;ely .  I
would I,the to go t,o Moscow in ord,er to t,ark, to eapla;in
rrnyseif, to eap!ress myseif. I would, I;the to go there a,nd
say tlu3 following: thoough couratless euerti,ons cnd, great
labor , bay wed known cnd, na;ndess people working onjer
the pcLst centwny to develop Science, there h,cLs been
created in th,e world a great cdrlahoorajtion. There ks not
one tech;rica,I innovation, whether in ferro-conercte ,
steel, glcLss, heating , veritala,ti,on, a,coustics , statbes ,
dyna;rhacs, or cuney type Of i;ool or mach;ine, that d,oes not
Of:ftym this great, col,labora,ti,on!
The mission Of archilect;are-in i,his ca,se of the
curch,itect-i,s to bring order in±o this entire a;Iryny of
col,lo,bora,tie Offori: tlurough, the erecwhme power of



coi'xposwhon and, t,h,e power of its coneephon arcJvi±ecture
can express t,he andy cmd, the fo;iness of fa,ce Of the
enkire working hauncwh,ky . Surely thai face wtlL not be
chcunged, in±o a mask?  Never!  No, never!
Wtzz  yow pe777ttt  77te  to  specbfo  ope7tzgr?  I  would  like  to  go
to Moscow.
On May 29 I opern aj session of t,he in;i,erno;tional
con'rrmhiee to prepcure for the Iruterm±ional Congress of
Arclwhects, which i,s t,o tohe place in Moscow in
September.
I  could, put, off my trip to AIgeria, (Of whheh I Jove only
now learned) unwhl May .
Could, you not prepcure my trip to Moscow?  I wall even
be brash,. You wil,i recall that you scud, 2iou would soon
be returning to Moscow. This being  so, if I  could, mcLke
t,he trip with you I  could speck with, you of everything
that ks botling wi±him meanf cwhes amd h,ouses.
In Moscow I could,, in a,dd;whom t,o lect;win,g on the
Pa,la,ce, make pubhe presendcwhons on t,he Vi,lie Ra,dheuse
cnd, eaplo,in whoit progress cund a l]road, point of vj,ew
h,owe I,ed us to; I  could also sat forth in, uour courdry ,
which al,one possesses inst;ituti,ons that would pe:rmti;it the
Tea,lheouvion of cowl,emporar.y progrcuns , the tech;ndcal
dewhl,s and propondons of such mculhers as the following :
-ifchitect;ural roform
-the solar day Of tweydy-four hours cued its cycle
Jecfa72,tccLj t7&"oucLt{o7os /o7" correct circulation  of air
wi;thin str'uetures (along with i,he resul±s of the most
recent experiments in the St. Gobain lcLborcLtory)  (on cL
large scale,  so a,s to solve the problerm, for i;h,e U .S .S .R .)
Jhe problem Of economy of load,, in rezathon to
economy of const,rmcti,on
-sound,pro of h,ousing
uncoustics .
These truth,s , cLctwal tasks, cnd, long-rcunge perspectives
correspond, itn;ueh, more closely t,o the spinf, of i,he Five
Year Plum than do several Of t,he corn,froed,
unvimaginahive and, McthhMsivm methods thai h,clue been
so joyously received, in, the U .S .S .R .
And, if you would, like, I could spea,k Of the praport;ins
Of bea;uly , Of th,at wh,hah d,orminates rrny  eratire life , for
happiruess i,s irlapossthLe war;hout a sense of bea;utey .
In Buenos Aires in 1929  I  d,el,ivered a, series Of ten

I,ectures overr two weeks.  I wcun± vertl rmuch t,o do t,he
soume im Moscow.
Dear friend, t,has i,s the twerdieth year that I ha;ve I,ived
under pressure.  Up t,o now Pa;rig has l]een esservhal to
me, for it has been the field, on which, the bajltl,e for
bea;ndy ha,s been fonghi. The sinct life I  I,end here has
brought f;rmits. I undjerstund, that I  cur kgnorcwh of
rmuch,, but I nonethel,ess haNe a not instgvifica,nd
understcnd;ing Of ouch;itecture cnd, edy plou"ing .
In Moscow I  have cl,ose friends, collea,gues in wh,om I
place great hopes. I Jun)e enewies in Moscow as well,
but I bel;i,eve there a;H.e mouny friend,s there.
I wall say  orrve more word, to tlou:  I  a,hoays djefendedj Mr.
Zhoitousky in Moscow; he ks cL true, serious archi±ect,
with, much, t,al,end.  It ks his unexpected baclowordr,ess
wit,h respect, t,o the hast,ory of fon!n in ar.ch;itecture that
gone rise t,o our disagreements. But wi;th h;in I  shatl
tar,k about a;rch;itecture more scchsfactorily t,ham with
most of rrny Western colleagues who call themselves
"modjern a;ifclwhects ."

I  end: beirig completely unselfish in my  d,evotion t,o
arclwhecture and being of that rna,tare age when, every
persoln sh,ould, give something , I  offer my col,I,aborcchon
in f;ull ccndor and with,out a;ny calculation Of ga;in.
That is a,I,I,. This I,etter h,a,s tw:rmed out i,o be vertl long .
Forgive me for abusing tlour cutend,on.
Yours  skneerely ,
Le Corbusier8i

Since one  copy of this letter was preserved in the  Luna-
charsky archive,  we  can be  sure that Le  Corbusier's ful-
minations  reached  their  destination,  though  we  have  no
evidence of Lunacharsky's reaction or response.  It is cer-
tain, however, that Lunacharsky's responseutr silence-
was  unsatisfactory  from  Le  Corbusier's  standpoint.  His
offer to visit Moscow and set forth his ideas having been
rebuffed, Le Corbusier grew increasingly angry. One may
suppose  that  he  discussed  the  outrageous  notions  of the
Soviet jury with his fellow Western architects when they
met  in  Barcelona-not  mentioning,  of course,  the  snide
remarks about them that he had only recently made in his
letter to  Lunacharsky.  At any rate,  by the time Le Cor-
busier received  a questionnaire from a group of students
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130    of city planning in Kiev, his wrath had reached monumen-
tal proportions. The students, headed by Viktor Nekrasov
(no  relation  .to   the   Alexander  Nekrasov   cited   above),
turned to the  Swiss master builder with a series of very
mild  questions:32

Let,t;er t,o Le Corbusier from Vthtorr Nehrasov et al,. , n.d,.
Dear Sir,
We" groap of st;ulends from the djepainmen± of
curch;itecture at the Kwi Institute Of Consttruchon-
eddress ourselves to you wi;th a, request which,, owe hope,
wi,ll not incormewi,once uou too rrmch.
As we are very iriterested in t,he fate of coralenrbporary
orchi±ecture cnd, would, I,the i,o haow the opinions Of i±s
most erinnend rrepresendatives , we here ta,ke the lj,beritl of
a,sling you the following four questions:
1 ) Wha± do you tlivnd Of the resutts Of the i,rrdermathonal
competihon for i,he Pal,ace of i,he Sovi,cts in Moscow?
2) Whom d,o uou corrvsider to be thA3 most en;inerut crmong
com,heiiri;pora;ry  archif,eats of W ester'rv Europe and, i,he
Soviet Uni,on?
3 ) Do you rot fro,d, that in rreceut tirmes arch;itecture has
shown a marked tend,ency to d,rift to the right, and h,ow
would you eaplouin this?
4) How would, you eapla;in the fact the;i sorme of the rmost
injeresting a,nd original works , in i,erms of iinodern
arch;ihecture in VIi esteii.n Europe , are ch;arches-. g . , the
BivJ,ostok couthedral (Potcnd,) , t,he ch;urches of
Datsseld,orf , Framhf urn ojm Ma;in, et,c.?
Once a,ga;in eceousing ourselves for honing disturbed, you,
we I)eg uou to a,ccapt our pirofound, esteem for you. We
inpa,hieutky a;wait uour response.
V. Neirasov,
L.  Serptlin,
Domansky,
v.  Mustishendo ,
L.  Bouifa,ba,ch,.
P .S .  AIhached, i,s un errmelope with our a,d,dress.

Le   Corbusier's  reply  of  October   13,   1932,   must  have
shocked  the  young  Ukrainians  with  its  vitriol.  With  the
concurring signatures  of other distinguished West  Euro-
pean  architects,  Le  Corbusier  voiced  all  the  bitterness

that  had  been  festering  in  him  since. the  springtime  an-
nouncement:33

Letter to Vthtor Nckrasou ct al., October 13 ,1932.
Dear Sins,
I respond gladly to questions 1,  3,  and 4 that you
addressed to me:
Question 1:  Results of the competition for the Palace of
the Soviets. Wh,en the resuits Of the cormped;tion cail'rirf2 to
be haourb in the curchihectural circles of Weste!rn Europe,
i,he effect wa,s that of a p'unch, in the fiace . The
bourgeof,ske cnd, t,he acedermActans respond,ed wcth, a
burst Of Zoughier cndj feit cb great scchsfachon in seeing
that cuecrdemj,c a,rchi,Lecture ks decidedly inmorta,i.
M od,e:rm orchiect,s instea,d, were d;urwhf.ounded, a,nd, Zef i
with, a sense Of d,isgusted, gloom, great bi;theness , cnd,
d,iscouragemeut. The news wajs sprea,d, by American
newspapers, ct the very moment in which the CIRPAC
( Inde:rna;tiorial C orrrurrdif,ee f or the Bea,I;kecthon Of
C ondermporary Archilectural Probzems) was h,olding a,
meeting in Bcurcel,ono,!  The news provoked a very
emoti,onal response a;mong the members Of thrf3
C ormwittee, which, was meeting precisely to work out the
d,et,all,s for the fowhh, Of the "lute:rue;honel Congresses Of
Mod,enrm Arch;itectw`e"  (CIAM) , which ks sapposed to be
hel,d, in Moscow.  Am appeal to Mr.  Stalin wa,s drouiujin
up , in which the repre8endcwhmes Of ail of inrdi(.na,hoi'ial
mod,era curchi±ecture polit,ely but forcefutly nd,e know'rv
to him the Yea,ctj,one el;i,cited, I)y the outcome Of i,h,e
competwhon and very energetically beseeched Mr.  Sta,len
not to I,ct such, a sensawi,oral Of:frowl, t,o worl,d, opinion l]e
pexpct;H^cted, in Moscow.  A copy  of the,s a;p'peal was al,so
send to Mr. Luna,cJursky in Geneva, cnd, t,o Mr.
Leyubinov in Moscow. See at,t,ached,.
From 1927 to  1931, the const,racthon Of the Lea.giie o£
Na;tions in Geneva h,ad, provoked a vi,ozend sir.uggLe
betweern, a,cederndcs a;n,d, mod,e!rlrl;ksts.  Th,e d,ectston Of ijhe
Moscow cormpcthi,on wa,s strthingly rerndndsceut of the
irrueth,ods adopted by the Lea,gne o£ Nations.
The Palace of the Soviets, which should be the
oulmincchon Of the Five Year Plan, should aLso be the
gzorifrocwhon i,haough, arch,itect;are of the principles of the
new order which, inspired i,he Five Year P\a.n. How can



one tolerate in Moscow even the thought Of thk! bourgeois
ccinccwhiife tliat was ch,osen, bu i:he juru? What sort Of
jury , wh,ct judges were i;owoived in this rmcuter?
To tllustrcte the sitRAouti,on oreated, by the Moscow verdict
here ks a,in, a,ccound Of oiur own experiences in the whol,e
aJ:f uar of the compel,id,on:
The Sovict a;ulh,oritry ha,d coiiri;ndstoned, 1,ne for a piroject.
The progrcirm ca,I,I,ed, for i,he use Of all the modern
techaviques.  For tluree mom,khs fifteen d,eskgrn,ers were busy
with the an,ialorlrrical an,alysts Of the project. During the
frlwl morvth we worked ndghi amd, d,ay . There wa,s great
endh;in,sivsm in ou,if workslap. The i'n;inutest, iinost
d,chccde d,etoils were passiondely st;uli,ed,. With each,
discovery , wi;th each, solution, one d,esi,g'rver or omot,her
would, sh,out "They'll be plea,sed, i;in, Moscow ! "  Indeed, we
cbz!  ±fao"gfa±  that the project would  be  scrutinized
techhicalLy, on the basks Of consti'.uctional and
curclwhectural really . The found,a,hion of our p'roject was
±fae  circulation, tfae  orientation,  tfae  acoustics,  tfae
aeration-ventilation, €he  statics o/ €foe coowl;.  B"t "fae" {€
con'ne to i;he julges' deckskon,  none of this was even
cousideredl. None !  They oward,ed, the pri%e i,o some
renderings of aca,d,ermhe fo,cad,es cund, d,omes , and t,h,e
/.w7.gr,  {7o tts repo7t,  acknowledged that the winning
projects provided no instructions as to the manner in
which to support the ceilings of the halls,  no instructions
as to tw3 acowsties or heating-ven±tla,hon.I I I  The
culrm;irati,on Of the Five Year Plan fo,opped in thrf3 "spin±
Of Geneva."
You ccrm'wl ina,give the disappoinineut Of our fifteen
d,eskgners: it wend from curbger to disgust,.
®uesthon 8.. Moscow sat the etta,mpLe for thro retrea,i.
Besi,de the bourgeal,s worl,d the U .S .S .R .  constitutes a
T[ow  soc;ral order. And wha± should express the clo;rdy Of
cL  7t,eon socta)Z  o7nczer  if not  its  architecture? Js  "ot
arch;atecture t,he mckerial form in wh;hah the3 socivl order
¢7tczs /w!¢Z!77oe7®f ?  How can one then accept that there be
any question whatsoever in the  U.S.S.R.  as to the
tendency of its architecture?
Architecture expresses the spirit of an age. A7®c! so?
This p'robzem ks not crddffessed i;in, the U .S .S .R . The only
problem t,ha;i needs t,o be nddressed, i,s the following:
Th,e U .S .S .'R.  ks  orecchm,g a, new ord,er.  The mod,en!.n a,ge

13eing the age of techinques, the u.S.S.R. at the sta;ri of       T31
des end,ea;mow wa,s a,bl,e i,o t,cke a,drarwla,ge of t,he erndre
intetrrvathoiiunz endea,mow (mach,ines , eqwipmend , eke. ).
Mode!rm techmdyues come in,±o play  at I,he ba.sis Of
arch;decture a,s in meclunvics. The professtoi'ul
architects Of the U .S .S .R .  a;re Of two Jind,s:
1) i;he a,cadewicia,ns wh,o did their stwd,has in times pa,8t
omd, h,owe ndop±ed, i,he met,:hod,s  of i:ha;i d,eca,d,erck period,.
Thej Revol,uti,on di,d not al,tor their methods and
tech,inques orrd they stand in the way, in the U.S.S.R.,
a,s in Fro,nee anrd el,sewhere: i,hey ore the el,emend Of
parcdysts a;in,d, retreat. It, i,s they who in the fdee Of the
necesscury th;"st Of a new or.chihecture ecceri p'ressure on
tfae  cL"€ho7*€tes cL"cZ {7tuoke  the  experience  of their white
hair. It i,s the sorme story here! ! !
2) the young who hone the revoLutioiriary spilt and the
c,reative forc,e. From a di,stwbce, tlue U .S .S .R . p'resends
tlue inipresstorb Of condMcting on irdense and,ertcki;in,g of
modeim archi±ecture, and worl,d opinkon ks ternyted to
believe that modern architecture is being developed in
your cour[try. Alas, the truth ks otheru]ise. In the
U.S.S.R., reachon dominahes. Wky ks this so?  Becowse
modeirm arch;atecture ccwunot be erected on paper. You
must build,  realize,  experiment,  begin again, judge,
leal.n,  continue,  correct,  persist,  persevere.
Your curch;itectwal tech;wi,al,ams ciife just begivming their
experience. E ttor8 curd, mksjulg'ynenls wi,ll thi3ref ore l]e
mcrde. But you rrwst not say , "Modeirm curch;atecture i,s to
blcuniiA3 I "  Instead, you i'n;RAst t,el,i yourselves , `We wth

profu frorrn, the experience a,md st,cwh over."
But what i,s most inporicunt ks that the auuthorLties alre
watching, a,nd they d,emound the;i you move fclINard, tlvect
you progress wi;thou± ever looking back. They are t;vying
to crea,te a, sense Of rLatiorLalism in your country. But
ksn't th;is word, unheard, Of in the Soviet voccbbulory? You
sho'uld, instead, apply the mod,e!Irm sci,ences (the most
effictend clad the most a,dromced,) to regi,onal cl,inathe
a;in,d, eth;in;kc conditions. The,s would i,ndeed be a t:rue  a:nd
useful nationalism.
C[nestion 4.. I  can not Of yoiur opinion that a few
``rmodern style"  ch;arches should, commcnd, such, i;wl,erest,

in the West. Not at al,l!  Th,e cerdral p'rol]leiirv of
curcfo{tectwre  !des ejsewhe7.e..  It lies in the building of



132     cities.  Architecture  and  Urbanism cL7®e  owe  cL„cZ  tfae
scLme.  rfacLt {s,  human feeling and  sociology.
As for rice, I  haNe devoted rnyseif to a tcLsk that t,o me
seems woriky  Of cLll Of a mcun's energies..  t,o create the
ctasshess c;try , the heunun cky , the cktry that functions
a;nd gives iou and courcLge.  I  Junve ch,ristened, it the Vtll,e
Radi,euse. And, having verified ceria,in conclusi,ons , I
arm Tea,dy to d,onat,e the result, of this 1,a,borr , wherever it
wi:tl be and,erstood, that the es8enee of everytling ks
h;unun h,appiness , vigivo,nd spirit , orrd h,ea;rrf ett
generosity.
In ckl syrmpa,thtl ,
Le C orrbusi,er
EAlso skg'ned by , unong others: Walt,er Gropins for
Gerrlw;ny , Seri forr Spouin, Weissma;rm for Yugosla;via,
Stei,gen a,nd Giedi,on for Switzerlcnd,, Botfrornd for Italy ,
Bourgeof,s for Belgwim, Van E esteren for Hollcnd, Le
C orrbuster for Frcunce .I

Nekrasov and his friends might well have been astonished
at this from a person whom he had scarcely met and with
whom  he  had  little  in  common.   But  undaunted,   they
turned  once  more  to  Le  Corbusier with  a  second  letter,
dated November 13,  1932.  It is unfortunate that this doc-
ument no  longer exists,  for without it one  is at a loss to
explain  the  much  milder  tone  in  which   Le   Corbusier
Couched his letter of response:34

Letter to Vwhor Nekrasov from Le Corbusi,er, December
20,1932.
Dear Sir,
Here i,s mg belehed, response to your I,Otter. You asked,
me some queshons:
1)  If you go to Moscow in JamRAouny  anrd tlou see Mr.
IjunacJursky , plecLse telz h,in the;i I ion very happy that
the plans for the Palace were entrusted to my friends
the Vesnins, but that I would like to add my
collaboration on various points about which I have a
strong sense of ceita.inky. AZso tell him that I consi,der
it mu right to tohe pwh in tlris colla,bora±i,on, sin,ce our
p'rcject is cerfuinly one Of the most serious-winded Of
i,hose that were prreserded,.
2) You asked, me mtl apin;hon on the rol,e of sculptwe,

pa,inting , color, curd even graphic a;rig in curch;itecture.
Here is my response:
First Of all, I rnMst, cl,ecur ap a serious
rmksunderstarrvd,ing . This question wa,s st;uli,ed I,ast
s"77o77oe7. bar cL  ``French delegation attending a congress in
Nlosc,ow ." This French d,elegathon wa,s not, in a,ny way a
delega,hion, but a few a,rch;heats wh,o hoMe nothing to d,o
with t,he ova,nd-garde movements and, tlurefore wilh the
spin± i,h,at reigns in the U .S .S .R . Th,ese curchi±ects cci,rae
to  MoscowJCLhing adrond,cLge Of good, Russivm
hosgivf,ahiky  a,nd, Of the fa,ct i,h,at no one in Moscow wcLs
ci;wore of their real situondonJo put on ouirs Of on
Of :f roialdy wh;hah wa,s in, Tea,dirty non-evi,steut. Th,ese
people represent nctther curch,atecture in genera,i nor oway
pcwhkculor groap; they recervtly published reports curd,
i;rununerabl,e speeches in the Nouen'l,ben issue Of
L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui. A f3"sstcL7t co77t77t{€£ee
which Offrowlly wet,coined, these a,rch;itects mcrde speeches
cund el,cLborated, on cericLin Russivm t,homes, but it
cerfuinly does not represent the trend Of i,d,ea,s which i,s
the object of our common i,nderest.
Let us now move on to t,he question:
Pa,irking curd sculpture ciH.e man;rfestolkons Of the recLl,in
of plastics , wh;hah h,crve a life Of their own cnd, which,
pe:niyiit the eap!resskon or the provoccwhon, in those wh,o
obse7nye tfae77o,  o/ emotions which no other plastic activity
or manifestation can provoke. A± €tmes  sc"Jptw7.e cL7ocZ

pcinking haIve decora,hod the i;uteriors cLnd euteriors of
bwizd;ings.
Polycho`omay ks ajnother maffer. Col,or i,s a functiorn, Of
biology a,nd Of feeling , cued, in,dispensable i,o h;urram
yature.  Mow ccrmot do wtf,hout col,ors.  Polycheomy thMs
presents a p'roblem which goes l]eyond, that of frescoes or
d,ecorcwhon.
I  h,owe a,lM]ays art,cLch,ed t,he greatest inportajnee to
polycluromey, cnd, I  ha;ve so'ughi for yecurs to discover the
na,twat fwhch,ons Of color. These f;unchons a;re of a,
pkystcal order and, un emoti,onal ord,er (red, cund brown
cl,ssure the war,l:s apparerat solidly , blue curd, green
distance the walt, et,c.) .
Am arch;itect may therefore work with col,or a,s
corfrderuty a,8 h,e works with p!ropordons or, if you
p!rofer, ujwh the geomeinc reba,hens of surfa,ces a;nd



vol,unes.
SCULPTURE  AND PAINTING-I a,ccep± neat,her a,s
d,ecora,iton. I a,ccept t,hal sculpture or pcincting can
pron]oke the profound,eat emohons cndj thereby ervrich us
cLs  "ws{c  cL7tc!  tfoe  tfaecLte7® cZo.   It  all  depends  on  the

quality of the work.
By that very fact, I wotiuld insist that cl,in, a;rtist of great
talent be a,ccorded, t,he greatest possi,ble freed,om Of
ettpiresston, but never would, I perm;it him to be mcrde to
repeat orue Of his works froe, t,en, or a h;undred i;ines for
decorat;ive Yea,sons. Nor would I  cLl,l,ow subordi,rm±es to
repeat if,.
I theref.ore plcinuly  d,eny d,ecorcwh,orb. On i,he other hand,
when one ermksa,ges an curchitect;ural work cbnd
espectallu the curchilectural she on which t,his work
stajnds, one caloul,ares tha± at cert,air, pot;nhs Of the
building there ore irdense mouthemcwhcal loaf,, which are
I,cke the key i,o the work's piraporitons with respect i,o its
e"utro7}owe"t.  These are points of high intensity, cL7od {t
i,s at t,hose poin±s that cL purpose may rna;ivifest itseif, be
it a water basin, a, l]l,ock Of stone, or a, st,outwe. You could,
Say the;i at this poirut come together the circunstounees
which enable a statement to be made.
This statentuend wall be of a, plastho na,tone, an,d, it may
encorrmpcLss, of course, all t,hat the pta,stic a;ris can
sustain in i,he way of lofty ond, subjectfroe
monrif:estattons.
So y7owcfa/o7. sc"!p€"re.  But the very same phenomenon
occurs within the interior volumes of a construction,
within a hall,  a room,  etc.
To sect t,o recaperate the cl,a,ssical method,s of the;i
sculptwe which, forms pant Of the wall or pant of the
construjcti,on it,self k8 t,o provoke a, mksundjerstcnd;ing , i,o
d,etra,ct on tlue one hand frrorrv the eloquence Of the
proporihons Of i,h,e architectural work a,nd, to d,inin;ksh,
on the other tlue in±ensdy Of thro work Of sculptw`e. I
hone given this question i'riM,ch, considera,hon. For the
moment I  opt, forr i,h,e reloatNe cnd,ependenee Of sculpture
and on.chi±ectwr.e .
PAINTING-You hove in Mosco!u] i,he most bea;utj,f ;ul
rmonunenhal pa;in±ings i:hal one could, ever dreajm of. I
i'yuean the great ieons of tlue el,evendh, tweifth, t,hindeenth,
a;md fowheerith ceutwhes: i,hey are i;ndapend,enj Of

arclwhecture, they hove i,h,eir own emoti,onal energy in
themselves, and, they could, quite wed be h;ung om, a wall
of only  epoch:  l,the bea;utrful, piure works, they I:ive
thoough themselves and, Of themsel,veg.
You h,a;ve i,n Moscow, in the chamches of i,h,e Kfemlem
(a,in,d, el,sewhe're in the U .S .S .R . ) rna;ny magvificeut
Byza,ndine f rescoes. In cerfuin ca®ses , i,hese pa;inkings d,o
not and,errrrii'u3 i,he curchitecture.  Bw± I'rm, iwt sure i,ho}
theu crdd, to ct, ei,ther; t,his ks the whol,e problem of. t,h,e
fresco.  I  a,ccap± the fresco not ci,s sormeth;ing ulvich, gives
emph,acts to a wall, but om, i,he cordrary a,s a mea;in,s to
destroy the wall vivlevily , to remove cway nohon Of its
stabwhky , weighi,  eke.
I  cLccept Mkchelcungelo's La;st Judgment in the Skstine
Chapel, which d,estroys the wall; cnd: I accept the
Si,stime Chapers cetling ci,s well, which completely
di,storis the very notion Of cetting .
The ail,emma i,s sinple:. if t,he Si,stile Chapel's wall a,nd
cetling were i,ndended to be preserved as forl'n, they
ghoul,d, not ha;me been pa,inhedj with, frescoes. Th,erefore if
they were covered with, frescoes , it mecuns thok someone
wcun±ed to remove forever t,heir original a;rclwhect,ural
chara;cter cund create something else, which ks
accaptable.
But why ha;ve i,he wall,s Of chapels been pcinded at the
risk of hilting t,he ourch;it,echwe?  Evid,eutky t,hose
responstole had a d,ifferend goal in rmind, that Of tanmg
stories to the people who would see these walls; tfoe2/
wirofe books in pcbin±ing .
I  do iirot a,ccept decora,hon (I  repeat)  since vi is d,one bay
the medioore. I a,ccapt thai stories be tol,d when there are
indeed stories to be tot,d, cued when these stories cure
interesting. One could ea,stly  say that the U .S .S .R. i,s
pa,ssing thoough a moment in which prodigious stories
could be told, a,in,d in which, it may deem usoful t,hat
these stories be ujrilten in pctin±ing .
I  ha;rye drfficulky accept;ing the;i stories be told in ccwwa,s-
porinbings, but on t,he other ho;ybd, I  arm persunded, the;I,
€fae w¢Z!s o/ bw{Zd¢7®gs  ccL",  by sacrificing themselves,
accept, frescoes if these are of a, mdyor i;rderest in tetlrms
Of the  story that k8 tol,d,.
It remains to be seen whether they will be well painted,
and, in this regard, the Russivn pa,st i,s Yea,ssurimg ,

13;



T34    aith,ough not the rineteeyLth can,tw®y.
I  scnd that tlou Jove mcrde mcuny projects orrv paperr. This
is not a criitci,sin.  I th;inle it is an ettcel,I,end eccercise, and,
I  nyself h,a;me el,al)orohed cL considera,bl,e rvurriber of
projects whi,ch hove remcined on paper; but I rna,ke
corrective compcinsons t;o real,deed const:ructions , oned
these constitwle genwim,e revelcwhons and provide me with,
conel;histons Of grreat, inporia,nee t,o the stM,d,ies wh,hah
remouin on paper.
I  beti,eve i,hah at alL costs one i'iunst, t,est one's ideas in
real eaperierrvce, otherwise its d, wci,ate of tone. Are you
build;ing mcung  citi,es?  Thais bs what we cw`e told,.  I  still
com acquciruted, with, only a few realieed i,hings.
I  hone been rapeatediy a,shed to d;raow up plcuns for citi,es
in tlue U .S .S .R . , bwl rrvone of tlvis h,as ever gone beyond
i,djl,e tal,k.  I rregrct tlvis fact beccouse I feed that I  cunervtly
possess ceria;in truth,s from wh;heh I would I,the to be able
to h,owe others p!roft.  I  ha;me so th,orroughitl  stud;led t,he
fundcuneyha,I socidl t:ruths that I  home succeeded, in
becoming the frost to ereate the large ctasshess Ofrty , a edy
of ha;rl'rvorny cnd, joy .  I  a,in 8ometines distressed t,o find,
thoj I  a;I!n opposed, in the U .S .S .R . for reo,sons which
seem to i'rue non-etti,sterv±.
Oryi,e frrial question:  everyone keeps briryLging ap
European, church,es when specking to me. Of who;i
i,nd,erest ore these ch,arches to me?  That i,s not thie issue,
or ks no longer the issue. Once cund, for cth, it sh,ould, be
scnd t,lurk t,here a,re other p'rol]Zems Of greater concern.
And, so you see, iny d,ear Sir, I  Jun)e amswered your
questions fu±ingly .  My response is a, bde long without
being  swf:frokeutly  cl,ear becou,se such swhjects call forr
more el,aboroje argunend, wh,hah, bs haifdly possthle to d,o
i,n a better.
Pl,ease a,ccapt, d,eon Sir, my  sincerest regards.
Le Corbusi,er

Comparing these  lines with  Le  Corbusier's earlier letter
of  October  13,  1932,  one  wonders  what  had  caused  the
uozte /cice.  The  relative  mildness  of this  second  reply  to
Nekrasov  can  be  traced  to  two  quite  different  causes.
First,  Le  Corbusier  seems  to  have  decided  that  the  in-
volvement of his fi.iends and disciples the brothers Vesnin
in the task force assigned to rework Iofan's winning entry

opened the way for him to influence the outcome of events
in Moscow and even perhaps to insinuate part or all of his
own project  into  the final design.  Second,  he  apparently
came to accept the official view that a purely avant-garde
project would  not appeal  sufficiently to the tastes  of the
Russian  masses.  At  any  rate,  he  was  willing  at  least to
acknowledge that "the judgment of the jury was probably
the result of careful attention to  psychology.  I  recognize
the  reasons   but   still  not  without  regret."35   In   other
words,  the  lack  of sophistication  of the  Russian  masses
rendered them unfit to appreciate modern architecture.

Whether this judgment,  elaborated  at  some  length  in  a
memorandum  of 1934,  was  a mere  rationalization  or the
considered result of his impressions of the  Russian peas-
antry,  garnered  during his  1928 trip,  it marked Le  Cor-
busier's decisive turning away from the U.S.S.R. and the
Communist  experiment  in  general.  True,  he  maintained
contact with Aleksander Vesnin, who continued after 1932
to publish laudatory articles on him and even to compare
him to Brunelleschi.36  He also received at least one more
letter from his young correspondents in Kiev,  who,  to be
sure,  stayed  prudently  within  the  bounds  of what  was
officially  acceptable. 37

Letter to Le Corbusberr fronin Vtht,or Neloraso!i) , Februarri!
28,1933.
Dear Sir,
I received, your second, most, interesting l,etter-in which
you speck Of the rol,e Of pa,irking and, sculpture in
cw.chihect;ureun;nd i,he very begivrwh,g of JanM,a;ny , and,
irmmedi,oily a,fteru]ard I left for Moscow. To meg  great
disappoinkmend Mr. Ijunacharsky had, not yet rei;uned,
from abroad, and, I had, to be contend wi;th urriitm,g cL
letter, which I requested be pa,seed on t,o hi,in at hi,s
ariva,I,. So fior I have received no response.
The questions uou crddress in your I,etter a,re ex+rcmeky
interesting, cund a,s it i,s now drffiouit to ftmd l]ooks which
treat t,hose questwhs, I wall venture once cLga;in to
request Of you eaplancchons to a, series Of quesvi,uns.  It ks
possthle that I  a;in being too bold, in asking sueh and I
would, not at all be surprised if I d,id not receive cL
response t,o this le+her, but your frost t;avo l,ctters I,end rriie



to hope t,lwh you wall respond, once a,gouin.
It, ks possi,bLe that all the questiorn,s I  ask ha;me cwieady
been answered, in your books, but the fa,ct ks that in our
count:r.y it bs a,bsoLutely inpossthle to procure them.
This i,s why I  can venrdwimg to corITespond with you
personarty , which, I hope d,oes not incoreverrience you
greatly . In Moscow I recently  sci;w, a;mong others, the
curch;itect M.  Ginzburg, who h,as ta,ken a great interest in
your letters, which, I ha;ve sh,own to lil, omd, has
rel,ouhed them t,o several Of his colleagues.
You say tint you d,o not in only way accept decora,hon.
But wha± are we t,o and,erstomd, by the word,
"d,ecorcki,orv" ?  I  conceive of it in the following i'nan/nier:

decorahiorrv i,s a, specifc el,emend Janing no sbg'nifRance
in co'nstrmcti,on cund serving solely to render thA3 work
(vohanes or surfaces) more bea;utrful, the;i i,s , provoking
in the observer the strongest emohons possthle.
But then one may say that t,h,e wall pa;in±ed, i;in, a,
pa,rdculcur col,or (bhae or green for eccanaple) ks a,I,so a,
decoration,  since in this cci,se we wa,nd to distcunce the
walz, that i,s , to cha;nge its constrmctj,onal form, the form
the;k we h,owe ob{a,ined bay bringing together vol,unes cnd,
surfaces.
Th,eroforre t,he moth,od, that you ad,opted, in the bud,d;ing of
the Cewhosoyue i;in, Moscowou method, i;owoiving
contrast,s between a, smooth gza,ss surfdee cund, a schd
mci,ss of "ol,d st,one"-i,s also one Of d,ecorathon, for in
i;his way you wcunj i,o a,ch;keve a specrfu; opti,car effect; in
other word,s you wa;nd to rend,er the bwildimg more
bea;utrful. Bay t,he sanve token were the Greeks not
justified, in introd,ucing ba,s-reli,Ofs in their temples , or
thk3 Baroque arch;atects in their orgy of Swirl,s on t,heir
/cLcedes?  In all these cases, the goal is the same-to
produce a specific impression on the observer.
But this d,oe8 not, Of course refer i,o i,h,ose so-cdrhed,
"decorcwhons" u]ith which so!Iine would seek to hi,de cue
"ugly" constwti,on.
Hey.e  cL7t,ocher qc4est¢07o ds  rcL{secz..  What  are  the  problems
of architecture itselff
Urwhl row the hi,stor'y Of ar.ch,atect;are has been based, on
pcha,ces cnd, templesnd;we{lings Of kings a;nd god,s , if
o'rve may p'iat it so.  Arclwhecture f;ulfrlhed, t,he rol,e, swii
genex.is, Of agivtotor. It wci,s profound,ly f;unctwhal.

Emperors, princes, chief toinsun,ll wcwhed, to emphostze     ls5
t,heir greatness through curch,itecture. They wa;rded to ful
t,he obse!rver wi;th a, sense Of cl;we, by mea,in,s of
gra,ndiosdy ,  scale, cnd, vcwious opthoal all,usi,ons.
Architecture subjugated, mow. ALnd even nowa,d,ays wh,en
we enter thA3 ca,thedral of Isaac in Leruingrad, or Notre-
Da;Iiiae de Pa;rig we innjoLunha;wily begivm to  speck in a, to'u]
voi,ce.  But tod,ay , it would, seem, tlue p'roblems of
aifchikecture ore differerat, at least in our courut:Ivy . There
affe no i'rore kings, nor gods, cund, therofore no palaces
or temp!es.  There is only man who lives and works,  and
architecture must therefore be ad hoe.
But why these morvunewh,I d;inensi,one that opp'ress
rna;in?  It ks not arch,hiectwre thai don'n;inates i'rarn, but
man who dominates architecture. Jt {s /o7. €fads 7.ecLso"
i,ha;i the pirojects for thA3 Pala,ce Of the Sovict8 in the
second compel,hion (which, I Iunje ha,d, the chamce to see
in Moscow) do not respond in cunM way to the evi,genof,es
of mod,era arch;itecture. Such era,ggerated, d,inenskons
affe run,pa;ralleled in the eyitire history of homa;ndky . (The
haLll,8 are one hoydred met,ers high, wi;±h col,wrms Of fiftey
meters whack do rrvof sappori anMt,hing, etc.) Moum ks
ico{hing but an a;ndJhat i,s, eceactly wh,ct we do not wcwh.
But what, do we wa;nd t,hen?
As uct nobody , a,l,as , has been able to give a p'rectse
respcmse to this queshon.
It is possthle that our kd,eas cure not towlly cottect; we
ore not yct strong enough for these questi,one a;nd we
would be greourty plea,sed, if you would, be so kchrd as to
inpcwh to us your i,d,eas on such questions.
One more questi,on: uou Jun)e Spoken Of your `Vi,I,1,e
Ra,diou,se ." Uriforiunat,aly , your bast,c i,dea, i,s tofarty
unhaow'n to us . I s it different frorrv the i,bea, beh;cnd the
Voisin plum for Pa;rig?  And: ho!u] would you wicture the
Vkll,e Ra,diouse in a, Sovict condeut, where the center of
the edy (not the geometric center) ks nch the stock
exchange but the factory, the workplace?
AIL Of these quest;hons are Of great in,±erest t,o us , rniayseif
cnd, in;ay corma,des , cnd: soon we sho'uld, hAIve a col,I,ective
disc:usshon of these matters in our Institute. ThMs your
response wall be ecbtremely vcLl,ucLbl,e cmd inst"ctive.
Please aecep±, Sir, may p'rofound, esteerm.
V. Nelora,sou a;nd comrades



36    But with the exception of such personal associations and
the  continuing  contact  necessitated  by  the  final  stage  of
work on the  Centrosoyuz building,  Le  Corbusier's break
with the U.S.S.R. was already complete. For its part, the
world of Soviet architecture turned decisively away from
the  ideals  espoused  by  Le  Corbusier  and  his  Russian
friends and manifested so fully in the project for the Pal-
ace of the Soviets. Henceforth, no project in the utilitarian
spirit   of  Le   Corbusier   could   hope   to   succeed   in   the
U.S.S.R.  unless it was thoroughly masked with frescoes,
statues,  and  other  ornamentation  of heroic  proportions.
``Le  Corbusianism"  became  a  term  of abuse,  defined  by

novelist Aleksei Tolstoi in the pages of Jzues£¢cL  as a sym-
bol  of ``isolation,  the  power  of the  sword,  of gold,  or  of
mystical    delusion-in    short,    individualism."38    Those
friends of Le Corbusier who continued to function profes-
sionally-notably    Ginzburg   and   the    Vesnins-either
muted their avant-gardism or retreated into pedagogy or
purely   technical   experiments.   Others,   such   as   Kolli,
switched over to a safe Socialist Realism;  while  still oth-
ers,  such as Sergei Kozhin,  emigrated.
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Critical Discipline

Giorgio Gralssi. La arqwitecturcL como
oflcjo.   1980,  Barcelona,  Gustavo  Gili;
L'curchi±ettura come mesti,ere.1980,
Milan,  C.  L.  U.  V.  A.

Ignacio  Sola-Morales
Tramsl,ated by  Sklvka Kol,bowskk

The simultaneous publication in Spain and
Italy  of  Giorgio  Grassi's  I,cL  cL7.q"ttect"7.a
co77oo  o¢c¢o  affords  an  occasion for critical
review  of Grassi's theory.  A result of pa-
tient  labor,  Grassi's  second  book,  seem-
ingly located somewhat outside the perim-
eter  of contemporary  discourse,  displays
an  intellectual position  of a detached  ma-
turity  and  clarity.1  Although  the  text  is
actually  a collection  of different writings,
some  previously  published  in  periodicals
or university publications and others until
now unpublished, the unity of his thought
goes  beyond  that  of commentary  on  the
current situation to present key ideas con-
cerning the paths taken by contemporary
architecture and how these might be con-
ceptualized:  how  problems should  be con-
fronted,  and how a theory of positive and
progressive  architecture,  in  the  sense  of
its  social  effectiveness,  might  be  consti-
tuted.

Given  the  present  state  of the  architec-
tural  debate,  and  the  values  established
by  the  orthodoxy  of  the  Modern  Move-
ment  in  a general  state  of crisis,  the  po-
sition from which Giorgio Grassi speaks to
us  merits  attention.   Given,  that  is,  the
currently  popular  idea  that   Modernism
has  been  superseded  by  a  new  condition
called  Post-Modernism,   or  the  opposing
idea that nothing is viable without an as-
sumption  of the  conditions  and  objectives
from which Modernism originated, the au-
thor of this book locates himself at an al-
most   Olympian   distance   from   this   po-
lemic,   negating   it   and   maintaining   an
attitude which is simultaneously marginal
to   both   vanguardism   and   Post-Modern
nostalgia.

The tone of his writings is more that of a
calm repetition of obvious truths than that
of  an  announcement  of  new  discoveries.
With   a   strong   pedagogical   will   and   a
sometimes   repetitious   manner,   Grassi's
discourse  refers,  in  the  first  place,  to  an
ethic  of truth  in  the  face  of  the  chaotic
opinion,   and,   second,   to   a  7.ecfoe7.cfoe  pcL-
t{e72,te  in which the discovery of elemental

truths appears to be the result of an effort
to   uncover  that   which  is   essential   and
valid, to which human I.eason can logically
aspire.

One  might  say that  through  setting him-
self  apart  from  the  many  prophets  who
arise  continually  in  the  world  of art  and
culture,  Grassi  has  established  a position
which by contrast seems traditional,  call-
ing for essential concepts and for the per-
manent  and  immutable  conditions  of  ar-
chitecture.    Thus,    in    the    face   of   the
romantic  obsession  which  pervades  con-
temporary  artistic  thinking,   Grassi's  at-
titude toward reconciling personal artistic
cl`eation  with  the   spirit  of  the  times  is
fairly  modest,  his  assumption  being that
elemental  truths  are  enduring  and  that
tradition is not  a ballast but  a teacher of
life.   This  traditionalism  is  not  simply  a
reaction  to  a  "tradition  of  the  new,"  as
Rosenberg called it.2 Nor is it the survival
of an academic form of teaching which re-
surfaces  as  a  new  repertory  of  cultural
consumption.   On  the  contrary,   the  fun-
damental characteristic of this thinking is
a  new  attitude  toward  revealing  the  ob-
jectives   of  architectural  work:   what  its
instruments are, what determines the re-
lationship between a contemporary archi-
tecture which can be carried  out with in-
tegrity  and  an  architecture  of  the  past,
and  finally,  a questioning of the  object of
architectural      education-all      subjects
which  pose  the  problem  of producing  an
architecture which can be culturally valid
and  which  can  act  in  the  service  of the
society which produces it.

To  formulate these  aims,  all the  writings
which  are  collected  in  this  book  are  pre-
sented  with  a  constant  reference  to  the
permanent, to the essence of architecture.
Throughout much of the  book the tone  is
that of the  spiritual guide,  the  argument
always  relying on the  classical distinction
between truth  and  opinion,  between that
which is permanent and that which is mut-
able.   In  a  sense,   Grassi's  traditionalism
approaches a form of classicism in its man-
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fleeting  the  universal  and  real  character
which  such  assertions  purport  to  repre-
sent.  In fact,  not a ghost of utopianism is
to  be  found  in  this  work;  there  is  no  an-
nouncement of a new plane on which con-
tradictions   might  be   overcome.   On  the
contrary,   the  way  in  which  Grassi  for-
mulates  his  proposals is characterized  by
his   desire   to   be   accessible,   to   be   ap-
proached  through  an  exercise  of  reason
and a knowledge of the craft, of the pract-
ical learning  of a discipline  whose  episte-
mological  laws  do  not  belong  to  the  field
of pure  science  but rather to  a branch  of
knowledge generated by the confrontation
between reason and the reality of the ma-
terial world.

To explain Grassi's position it is necessary
to  return  to  the  climate  in  which  he was
formed  and  the  points  of departure  from
which  he  began to  define  his  positions  in
light  of the  larger  question  surrounding
contemporary   architecture.   Thus,   first,
we  should  remember  that  his  formative
years were those of the late fifties and the
early sixties,  spent in the Centro di Studi
created by Ernesto N. Rogers as an annex
to  the  editorial  department  of CcLscbbezzcL
Co"t{7aw¢td,  then directed by Rogers. The
most  revisionist  aspects  of  Italian  intel-
lectual  orientation  in the  sixties and  sev-
enties  cannot be  understood without rec-
ognizing  the  climate  which  Rogers  ere-
ated  through  his  professional  and  educa-
tional activities and as editor of one of the
most  influential  magazines  of the  epoch.3

It  was,  in  reality,  a  part  of  the  critical
conscience  of the  Modern Movement,  one
whose  origins  were  already  apparent  in
the  CIAM  of  Oterloo,  as  well  as  in  the
work  of  Louis  Kahn  and  the  Smithsons.
The work which Rogers initiated relaxed
the  frontiers between what was accepted
and what was rejected by the  vanguard,
dissolving  the  rigorous  Manicheanism  in
which  the  dissemination  of  the   Modern
Movement had taken place.  It was a mat-
ter  of  revising  the  modem  tradition,  of



L42     discovering   the   absence   of   a   singular
thread in its argument and thematic,  and
the  complexity  of  its  objectives,  propos-
als,  and protagonists.

To consider the teaching of the history of
architecture   as   that   of   mastering   the
knowledge of problems,  and of inculcating
the  will  to  resolve  these  problems  in  de-
sign:  such  new  ideas typified  the  revision
which  Rogers  had  animated  and  stimu-
lated in the younger people who worked,
through   their   fascination   with   his   per-
sona,  toward  the  attainment  not  only  of
a  product  of  collective  reflection  but  to-
ward rigorous and demanding objectives.
Aldo   Rossi,   Carlo  Aymonino,   Manfredo
Tafuri,  Guido  Canella,  and  Giorgio Grassi
were part of this group of younger archi-
tects united by a common task.

This  revision  was  not  produced  in  incon-
sequential   historical   circumstances.   On
the   contrary,   the   boom  in  construction
and  the  postwar  Italian   and   European
economic growth brought commissions for
architecture  professionals  which  in  mum-
ber  and  magnitude  had  probably  never
before been  equaled  in  the  history  of ar-
chitectural   practice.   It  was  within  this
framework  of professional  demands  that
a  fundamental  distinction  was  made  be-
tween   the   indiscriminate   acceptance   of
professionalism   and   a   critical   attitude
which was taking shape, for the most part
through the  efforts  of the  younger mem-
bers  of Ca,scLbezzcL.   This  critical  attitude,
especially toward the prevailing Christian
Democratic  social  program  characterized
by    disorderly    consumption,    typifies    a
group whose major common commitment
was colored by their political and ideolog-
ical  proximity  to  the  Italian  Communist
Party,  the only major force on the  Left.

This attitude was also characterized by its
rejection  of  professionalism,   or  that  as-
pect of it which was  a collaboration with
the  system  and  which  presupposed  the
purely mechanical use of the repertoire of
the  Modern  Movement.   In  its  place  the

group  proposed  a  planning  policy  more
rigorous than the revisionism that Rogers
had initiated: an effort to ground a theory
of contemporary architecture in response
to the internal exigencies of the discipline
and  align  itself  with  the  social,  cultural,
and political objectives which the Left op-
position  was  proposing  as  a  response  to
the burgeoning growth of capitalism after
the war.  The  effort on the part of Italian
Marxism in these years to define a critical
cultural  system  found  many  of  its  most
representative  examples  in  the  thought
and   work   of  the   "youngsters"   of  CcLscL-
l)el,I,a.

Even  though,  with  time,  these  positions
tended  to  differentiate  themselves,  it  is
important to locate the common origin and
problematic   out  of  which  this  group   of
critical     Italian     architectural     thinkers
emerged.    Together    with    the    others,
Grassi  searched  for a cultural  foundation
from  a Leftist point of view,  relying par-
ticularly  on  the  theoretical  influence  of a
certain group of thinkers,  three of whose
texts  appear  to  have  been  intellectually
decisive  in  the  formation  of his  thinking.
One  of  these  was  Max  Horkheimer  and
rrheodor  ALdorrro's  The  Di,al,ecti,c  of  En-

Ztgfo€e7"?`ze"£. 4  WI.itten  during  the  second
World War, this book was one of the most
definitive  texts  of  the  Frankfurt  School
and  strongly  influenced  Marxist  cultul.al
reflection  in  the  postwar  years.  The  re-
jection  of  an  alienated  and  consumerist
late-capitalist culture, with its consequent
banality of mass culture and its production
of valueless objects,  and the call for a re-
turn  to  the  rational  consciousness  of the
Enlightenment are the essential points of
the Horkheimer and Adorno text. The au-
thors'  objective  was to  recover for an  al-
ternative  Leftist  culture  the  primacy  of
pragmatic  reason  in  the  Enlightenment,
an  act which  would  constitute  a  reconsi-
deration of European culture from its own
roots,  while at the same time anticipating
a revolutionary  effect  on  reality  and  the
critical value of an ordered and efficacious
knowledge and the destruction of myth.

We  are  not  here  able  to  treat  other  as-
pects  of the  dialectical-critical  dimension
comprising  the  Adorno-Horkheimer  aes-
thetic,  of which  few  traces  can  be  found
in  Grassi's thinking,  attached as it is-as
will be  seen-to an Aristotelian  Neoclas-
sicist aesthetic formulated by Gyorgy Lu-
kdes,  whose  influence  is  quite  explicit  in
Grassi's  writings.  But  it  is  of interest  to
note here that the Frankfurt School influ-
ence  would  take  the  form  of  an  almost
pragmatic  reconsideration  of critical  cul-
ture  and  thus,  by  association,  would  in-
volve  an interest  in  the  architecture  and
theory  of this  school  by  way  of its  most
objective   historian,   the   Viennese   Emil
Kaufmann.5

Kaufmann's   work   would   effectively   be-
come   converted,   from  this  moment  on,
into   a   bedside   book   for  most   of  these
young  critical  architects.  There  are  two
reasons  for  this.   In  the  first  place,  the
work   uncovered   relationships   which,   if
not  always  linear,   were  quite  apparent
between  the  origins  of consciousness  and
of modern  society  and  the  revolutionary
project  of rationalist  thought  in  the  En-
lightenment.

In the  second  place,  this relationship be-
tween  the  current  situation  and  the  mo-
ment  of the  Enlightenment was  formally
analyzed  by  means  of  architectural  lin-
guistic  instruments  which  had  their  own
formal  logic,  and  thus  entered  into  the
notion of an  internal history-an "auton-
omous" history in the  sense described by
Kaufroann6-of the architectural process.
Mention  must  here  be  made-if only  in
passing-of  the  indirect  influence  of  an-
other  Viennese  thinker,  Hans  Sedlmayr,
whose  reactionary  attitude  toward  mod-
ern  industrial  society  could  also  be  seen
as a critical attitude toward bourgeois art,
thereby offering a new historical interpre-
tat,ion of modernity,  as much in formal as
in  ideological terms. 7

Finally,    the   third   77tae^£7.a    d   pe72,se7.   in
Grassi's  formation,  as  already  indicated,
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was  the  Hungarian  Lukacs,  not  so  much
through  his  social  theory  as  through  his
work on aesthetic theory.

There   are   many   elements   of  Lukfcs's
Neoclassicist aesthetic which can be found
in  Grassi's  discourse,  beginning with the
conception  of  mimesis,  that  is,  with  the
consciousness  of the  object as fundamen-
tally   self-referential.   For   Lukacs,   aes-
thetics lay in typification, in type-making,
which universalizes  individual  experience
by endowing it with a permanent charac-
ter,  conferring on  it transcendent human
values.  These  values  are  not those  of in-
vention,  creation,  or adventure-all spir-
itual    and    romantic    designations-but
rather the key to this  aesthetic is an Ar-
istotelian  and  {!!e47"t72,¢s€¢c  concept  of  re-
alism  as  a synthesis  of the  universal  and
the particular.

In  the  same  manner  in  which  the  Balza-
cian novel in its capacity to represent the
reality  of society  before  the  Second  Em-
pire is the most perfect example of Realist
representation,   architecture,   through   a
mimetic process-that is,  through a self-
consciousness  of its  own  history-should
reach,  by  means  of a  discourse  based  on
representation,   the  most   authentic  and
most realist logic of its  own production.8

The importance of Lukacs's theory is pat-
ently evident.  It is  a theory which facili-
tates  a connection  between formal  typol-
ogical   analysis   on   the   one   hand   and
historicist Neoclassicism on the other, and
which also  allows,  precisely  at a point  of
departure from a conception of Realism as
the  concrete particularization of the real,
for the possibility of a morphological elab-
oration  of architectural  analysis  and  dis-
course.

Finally,  if we add to the impact of sixties
structuralism  the  recovery  of Enlighten-
ment  rationalism  as  a  critical  conscious-
ness in our industrial society and Lukacs's
Neoclassicist   theory,   we   have,   in   the
main,   the   components   which   make   up
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144 Grassi's theory of architecture.

The  influence  of  structuralism  on  archi-
tectural   theory   has   undoubtedly   been
both profound  and  diverse.  At first  sight
it might seem that architectural semiology
was  the  most  literally  structuralist  phe-
nomenon to  occur in  architectural theory
in the sixties and yet this is only a super-
ficial reading, for in a less literal but more
profound  way the influence  of structural-
ism  on architectural  analysis  actually  oc-
curred   along  different   lines.   Primarily,
this influence took the form of privileging
formal  rather  than  ideological  criticism,
with a consequent expansion of interest in
the formalist tradition of analysis and crit-
icism   in   art   and   architecture.   In   this
sense,  the  timeliness  of Kaufmann's  con-
tribution  was  double,  in  that  it  reunited
a thematic interest in the  Enlightenment
with  a  methodological  interest  in  formal
analysis.

But  above  all  it  was  the  approach  of an
analytic  methodology  of architecture  and
the city by way of the concepts of typology
and morphology which unchained a whole
new  assessment  and  consideration  of the
essential   aspects  by  which  architecture
gains  its  definition  and  the  instruments
through  which  these  aspects  are  under-
stood.  RossT's Arch,itectwre  Of th,e Cdy,  in
which   geomorphological    analysis    gives
rise to a description of the city,9 the elab-
oration by Aymonino  of the  modern  con-
cept  of typology  as  an  instrument  of the
rereading    of   modern    tradition,[°    and
Grassi's  morphological-typological  analy-
sis  and  classification  are  all  contributions
more  directly indebted to the methods of
L6vi-Strauss   or   De   Saussure   than   to
many of the proposals of architectural se-
miology   which   arose   from  a  theory   of
paralinguistic signification,  one which was
hardly able to explain the underlying for-
mal   structures   of  architectural   produc-
tion.

It is hardly surprising that due to its elab-
oration  and  development  of practical  ex-

amples,   typological-morphological   struc-
turalism passed from being an instrument
of analysis to constituting a tine doctrine
by  which  to  characterize  an  autonomous
epistemology  of  the   architectural   disci-
pline,   which  was,   at  this  moment,   for-
mulating  for  itself  an  initial  theoretical
premise  of the  necessity  to  re-create  its
own identity.

Thus,  for  Grassi,  structural  analysis was
a  search  for  an  autonomous  discourse,  a
disciplinary  reflection paradoxically justi-
fying  itself precisely  as  a consequence  of
the  scientific  and  social-the  enlightened
and  therefore   collectiveulomains   from
which  it  had  previously  separated  itself.
To reveal the internal logic and to clarify
the  essential  structures  of  the  architec-
tural  discourse:  these  were  the  progres-
sivist objectives in an effort to produce a
simple  architecture  which would  be  a  di-
rect  outgrowth  of  these  proposals-and
consequently, the best possible answer to
the empty professionalism of the architec-
ture of an alienating capitalism.

How   is   this   theory   articulated?   What
makes  for  the  movement  from  theory  to
practice?  These  are  the  logical  problems
which  have  to  be  clarified,   and  Grassi's
formulation  of these  problems  should  be
briefly examined.  As a consequence of his
understanding  that  the  architectural  dis-
cipline  develops  reflexively,   the  aspects
which interest Grassi as being fundamen-
tally  architectural   are  those   which  are
clearly rational and transmissible.  Recur-
rent  in  Grassi's  thinking  is  the  Enlight-
enment notion of the handbook, which for
him   constitutes   an   example   of  precise
knowledge,  that is to say, the unified and
economic   exposition   of   precepts   which
sum  up  a  body  of experience.  The  archi-
tectural  handbook  synthesizes  the  prob-
lems  of architecture  on  both  a  construc-
tional  and  typological  level,   so  that  the
logic  of construction  and  the  logic  of spa-
tial forms are recapitulated as simple for-
mulas  and  as  a  repertoire  which jointly
exemplify the potential that architectural



experience  has  shown  as .being the  most
obvious and efficacious.

In  contrast  to  the  idea  of invention  as  a
process,  Grassi's  method  relies  on  classi-
fication  and  logical  ordering.   It  is  not  a
matter   of   inventing   architecture,    but
rather of understanding the rationality of
its practice.  It may be posited that during
the  course  of  history  so  many  architec-
tural  solutions  have  been  put  forth  with
such clarity that one may come to produce
new architecture of equivalent quality and
coherence   simply   through   an   informed
evaluation of the basic repertoire.

This conception of a closed and finite body
of  architectural  knowledge  presupposes,
therefore,  not  only the transmissible  and
rational  nature  of architecture-the  first
premise   of  practical   knowledge   in   En-
lightenment thought-but also an ahistor-
ical idea of the production of architecture.

Thus,  for  Grassi,  the repertoir.es  of clear     ;
and  elemental  solutions  are  permanent.      6
Reinforcing  the  synchronic  character  of
his  structuralist focus thl.ough formal ty-
pological  analysis,  he  tends  to  downplay
the notion of historical change, privileging
in turn the permanence  and immutability
of types. A certain metaphysical, if poten-
tially schematic, conception of basic forms
seems to run through his thinking,  oppos-
ing the experimentalism of modern archi-
tecture.  The  experience  of historical  ar-
chitecture is revised into a great museum
in which objects which have lost their role
as  objects  of  use  are  at  the  same  time
classified  according  to  neutral  taxonomic
criteria of ordering,  strictly based on the
logic of their formal types.

As to the coherence between construction
and  form,   Grassi's  preoccupation   at   all
times  is  with  demonstrating  how  formal
repertoires  in  this  desired  and  coveted
handbook  are  validated  by  the  logic  of
good   construction   which   constitutes   a
tried and true knowledge.  Here too, tech-
nology is seen as the essential fact of con-
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struction-not as a changing phenomenon
subject to innovation  and the  laws of the
social division of labor in the construction
industry,  but rather as .a hypothetical and
atempol.al  art  of  construction  traversing
the history of humanity and presenting as
permanent  the  essential  elements  of the
construction of the house.

From  construction  to  a  definition  of the
elements,  from the  elements to typology,
from  typology  to  the  parts  of  the  city:
these are  the  successive  stages by which
the  logic  of the  process  of design  shows
itself to be coherent and linearly rational.
Clearly, the hierarchical logic of the hand-
book continues  to be present as an inspi-
ration to this pedagogical development.  It

8
8_ Peiehsbajpeh project,  Berl;in.  Ludwig
Mi,es vcun d,er  Rohe,1933.
9 Project for the Chicago Tri,bane
competiit,on.  L.  Hilberseiner,1922.

which seemingly reveals itself in this pro-
cess  and  keeps  discontinuities  from  ap-
pearing which would impede a perception
of the  totality  of the process  of design as
a simple exercise in practical knowledge.

Architecture is posited as craft,  that is to
say,  as  the  pl.actical  application  of estab-
lished  knowledge  through  rules  of  com-
prehension  of reality  and  articulation  of
the  different  levels  of intervention.  Thus
no notion of architecture as problem-solv-
ing,   as   innovation,   or   as   invention  e#
7touo,  is present in Grassi's thinking, since
he  is  interested  in  showing  us  the  per-
manent,  the evident,  and the given char-
acter   of   knowledge   in   the   making   of
architecture.  In  its  Enlightenment  inspi-
ration  this  attitude  derives  from  the  en-
cyclopedic conception of Diderot, in which
knowledge  is  practical  knowledge,  cumu-
lative and rational,  coming into being sim-
ply as a I.esult of its logical ordering. Just
as  the  different  practical  learnings  were
confidently  considered  susceptible  to  or-
dered  and  logical description  in the  ency-
clopedia,   so  architecture  can  be  seen  in
the  same light.

Given  that  this  is  GI.assi's  conception  of
architectural  knowledge,  what  then  are
the  criteria  which  permit  actual  design?



How  does  design  allow  for  the  notion  of
free decision,  of the choice of this or that
solution,  and  of the  establishment  of ap-
propriate  criteria  for  employing the  rep-
ertoire proffered by the classificatory sys-
tem of the handbook?

The ultimate criterion of architectural val-
idation  is  the  city,  which  also  represents
the  highest  form  of  social  action.  Archi-
tecture,  beyond  the  internal  logic  which
analysis  shows  us,   must  have  a  will  to
civic I.esponsibility.  This is a fundamental
notion in the Grassian intellectual system,
and  it  derives  from  the   Italian   Leftist
thinking of the  sixties which tried to for-
mulate a cultural alternative for architec-
ture  in  the  face  of the  banality  and  con-
sumerism of the architecture of economic
development.

This   ethical-political  root   is  the  key  to
Grassi's   discourse.   Through   it  is  intro-
duced  a point of reference  which permits
a cultural and social valuation of architec-
tural  proposals.  The  bourgeois  city of ad-
vanced  capitalism  is  the  city  of  private
ownership  and  individualism.  To  recover
the  public  and   social   dimensions  of  the
architectural  work  means  to  find  its jus-
tification,  its meaning as a contribution to
a socialistic conception of human life.

From   various   points   of  view,   Grassi's
analysis   attempts  to   understand  where
and how architecture realizes these social
values  and  where,  conversely,  these  val-
ues  are negated.  For example,  in analyz-
ing the  different  types  of organization  of
the house, the theme of the central space,
urban or suburban, appears every so often
as an emblem of the collective sense which
the  house  can  and  should  have.  The  sig-
nificance  of the  house  that is partly  open
to  public  spaces,  and  the  public  sense  of
such common spaces,  should become clear
when  there  is  a move  from  a  typological
to a cultural and political valuation of dif-
ferent  solutions,   so  that  the  typological
I.epertoires  which  analysis  offers  us  be-
come   susceptible   to   an   ethical-political

valuation.  This  could  logically  deter.mine
the way they  are  incorporated in the  de-
sigri of the city.

The  same  thing  appears  cma)Zog{ccbJzgr  in
his  analysis  of rural  architecture,  where
in addition to finding an almost uncontam-
inated relationship between  construction,
typology,   and   morphology,   Grassi   also
discovers   a  sense   of  civic   architecture,
that is to say,  a form of organization and
design in which what is individual and pri-
vate  becomes  incorporated  and  synthe-
sized into a collective fomi which is at one
and  the  same  time  both  an  abode  and  a
unit of economic exploitation.

In addition, with regard to the problem of
urban  housing,   it  is  important  to  view
these  lessons  from  the  collective  point  of
view; the issue of privacy is not something
which   should   be   resolved   through   the
mere   juxtaposition   of   isolated   private
units  but  rather  through  the  idea  of  a
more general residential order-urban or
at  least  collectiveutne  which  would  be
capable of including the particularity of a
specific   urban   intervention   within   the
generality  of  its  social  significance.   The
city is thus transformed by Grassi into the
ultimate referent, a general framework on
which  the  knowledge  and  practice  of ar-
chitecture depend.  But what is the idea of
the  city  that  is  at  issue  here?  This  is  in
fact  the  point  on  which  Grassi's  intellec-
tual exploration loses its focus. In the first
place,  Grassi  argues  that  the  European
bourgeois  city  of the  nineteenth  century
must be  recognized  as the  clearest refer-
ence  for  certain  values  of civilization  and
collective life.  Clearly this is linked in part
to  Lukfcs's  view  of Balzac.  For  Lukacs,
Balzac's novels have a paradigmatic value
as the synthesis of an Enlightenment sen-
sibility;  one which typifies the characters
and  their  concrete  social  condition  in  the
bourgeois society of Louis Philippe;  while
for  Adorno  and  Horkheimer,  on  the  con-
trary,  a  critique  of self-mystification  and
falsity  in  the  bourgeois  world  leads  by
way of critical theory to an opening of new
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kac s' s       cl as sicist       con servatism       and
Adorno's criticism together represent the
juncture   at   which   Grassi's   thinking   is
found.  On the one  hand there is typifica-
tion and the interdependence of the public
and the  private,  both of which the  bour-
geois  European  city habitually and  effec-
tively  displays  as  ``that  which we  cannot
ignore"   (Grassi).    In   the   second   place,
Grassi draws our attention to the propos-
als  of  a  certain  segment  in  the  Modern
Movement,  to  Hilberseimer and  Oud,  for
example-who  were   attempting  to   go,
earnestly and cautiously, beyond the idea
of the bourgeois Eriropean city.

How is this  contradiction to be  resolved?
This is the point at which Grassi's thinking
fails to  define itself and,  by  appealing to
essentials,  attempts  to  reconcile  sever.al
different possibilities. It is very important
to  distinguish  here  between  the  point  at
which  Grassi's  thinking  is  characterized
by subtlety and the point at which it seeks
to  force  a  reconciliation  of  opposite  ex-
tremes  which  are  in  tension.  Ivhile  the
last  few  years  have witnessed  the prolif-
eration  of a  purely  reactionary  nostalgia
relative to the European city-that is, the
mercantile,     proto-industrial     European
city with its public and private  order and
its    architectures]]-Grassi    never    suc-
cumbs  to the  dangers  of such  a reaction-
ary position.

On the contrary,  his effort,  his search for
an   understanding   as   evidenced   in   his
book, lies precisely in his finding modes of
reasoning which,  while  encompassing the
collective  character  of certain  aspects  of
the  traditional  European  city,  do  not  re-
main nostalgically anchored within it, but
which  instead  posit  themselves  as  being
comparable to aspects of the same sign as
posited  in  the  so-called  school  of modern
architecture.

What Grassi's rigor and discipline demand
is,  in  the  last  analysis,  a volition  toward
system, that is to say,  a determination to



10 Rural courtyard in Mi,lam, arcaded
secti/on.
11  Fa;rmh,ouse neon. Berga,mo.
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12 Stwdeut housing at Chieti. Gi,orgio
Grassi,,  1980.  Perspective vi,eon of central
st,reck.
13  House for Four Brot,hers, Chichi,.
Gi,orgivo Gra,ssi,,1978.

maintain   a   repertoire   of   architectural
forms  which  would  be  typifiable  and  ra-
tionally codifiable in a general system per-
taining to  solutions.  He  seeks  to  achieve
this  w€€howt  indulging  in  a  nostalgia  for
the past.

Just as Grassi's architectural drawings re-
main distanced at all times from any nar-
rative or literary temptation (they resist
indulging  in  anecdotal  forms  of perspec-
tival  representation,  in  order  to  concen-
trate more fully on a logical-geometric de-
scription  of his  buildings),  so  his  criteria
for evaluating the architecture of the tra-
ditional  city  are  never  either  contextual
or figurative.  It is architecture's moxpho-
1ogical-typological  structure  which  he  is
interested    in    emphasizing;    and    it    is
through his projects, through the solitar-
iness  of his  buildings  as  represented  by
planar,  tinted  washes,  that  he  is  able  to
determine  and  control  both  the  concept
and its representation.

In contradistinction to the ever more per-
sonal and autobiographical tone in Rossi's
architecture, immersed in the heights and
depths of dream, and the nostalgic t7.o77t,pe
!'oetz  I.e-creations  of the  bourgeois city in
the  work  of  Leon  Krier,   Grassi's  work
maintains   a   stripped-down   dryness,    a
quality  which  one  also  encounters  in  the
best Minimalist artworks of this period.

Minimalism  too,  like  the  work  of Grassi,
is  born  of a reflection  upon  the  essential
resources of a discipline, and it focuses on
specific  media  which  determine  not  only
aesthetic choices but also the ethical con-
tent     of     its     cultural     contribution.12
Through these channels of ethical and po-
litical will,  the  concern of the  Enlighten-
ment  mentioned  at  the  outset  becomes
enriched in its most critical tone.  It is not
solely  the  superiority  of reason  and  the
analysis of form which are vindicated, but
rather,  the  c7it¢ccL!  role  (in  the  Kantian
sense of the term)-that is, the judgment
of values the very lack of which is felt in
society today in which rationality and col-
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150      lective  values  are  systematically  mocked
and insulted.

In this sense, neither the inconography of
Enlightenment   rationalism   nor   that   of
conceptual  I`eductionism-from  the  prob-
lems  of  design  to  the  basic  problems  of
architectural    practice-has    any    value
other than as the formulation of an unat-
tainable  objective.  Grassi's  work  is  not  a
book  of good  advice  on  how  to  begin  to
produce an architecture that is valued po-
litically  and  culturally.  On  the  contrary,
it  is  only  a  reflection  from  the  interior  of
the discipline on the difficulty of this task,
given the actual conditions which contem-
porary society offers.

In  the   sense  that   his  architecture  is  a
meta-language,  a reflection on the contra-
dictions  of its  own  practice,  his  work  ac-
quires the appeal of something that is both
frustrating and noble. In showing both the
necessity and the impossibility of being an
architect  in  this  society,  in  rationalizing
this problem theoretically and practically,
Grassi  goes  beyond  the  essentialist  ahis-
toricism which appears to run through his
thinking.   His  is  an  act  of  historical  con-
science  that  is  profoundly  alive  and  im-
mediate.  His  Minimalist attitude is,  in ef-
feet,  a critical discipline in the face  of our
culture today.

Notes
1.   Although certain  of the themes of this  book
have  already  appeared  in  his  previous  work,
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Errc,±a
The Ed;itors regret tlwh in Mary
Mcljeod's imtroducti,on to the P\a,ns
bi,bhographay , opposit;roes, ig leo ,
Wi,nderlspri;ng 1980, there appeared the
following ettors: Faiscean des
Protecteurs sfao"!d be  Faisceau des
Productenrs., Lowi,s Dupuls , Lowis
Dup'ay; and Hervri de JounencLl,
Reui'unnd de Jounenal.  Henri d,e
Jouvenal, Reynoud:s feckher, wa,s also an
associ,ate of La,mour.
The E dritors al,so regret thai t,h,e
following cLcknowbedgmend was omitted:"I  r:Mcury  MCLeod,I would, also lthe to

ettptress itray appireciv±j,on of the Sockal
Sci,enee Resecbrch C ounci,I for providing
fund;ing for a year of research in Pcwis.
IrrLf;orm,a,hion for both the P+axls
bthti,ograpky curd the Algiers article in
Oppositions,1912o, was  gathered drwing
this period,."
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